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I . Of the Gravity , ‘Pressure , and
Resistance osFLUI ’DS.

0

C H A P.

I.

•’ the Gravity of the ‘Parts of Fluids,
an dits Essell in the Fluids themselves.
F L U I D is a Body whose Parts
yield to any Force impressed, and
by yieldms are very ealily moved
one amongst another *. whence it

2y

follows, that

Fluidity arises from

this,

si at the Parts do not strongly cohere, and that the
f(t° tl0n *s n°t hinder'd by any Inequality in the Surf the Parts , as it happens in Powders.
Ce°
But
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But the Particles , of which Fluids confix ^
of the fame Nature with the Particles of ot^ s
Bodies, and havethesamePropertieSi forLi ^ '
are often converted into Solids, when thei‘e lS ^
more strong Cohesion of them , as in Ice. O" c.
contrary , melted Metals give us an Instance0
Solid changed into a Fluid .
f
270 Fluids agree in this with Solid Bodies, vizthey consist of heavy Particles, and have theif^
vity proportionable to their Quantity of
any Position of the Parts. If in the Liquid )l ,
that Gravity be not sensible, it is owing to ^ '
that the lower Parts sustain the upper , and hi*j ^
them from descending : But it does not s°' jE
from thence , that the Gravity is taken away;
cause a Liquid contained in a Vessel will P1^
down the End of a Ballance, which carries
Vessel, in Proportion to its Quantity , 'i 'he*
lowing Experiment will also Ihew , that thc ^ ‘
vity is preserved in any Part os the Liquid.
171 In this, as well as in other hydrostatics
re
riments relating to the Gravity of Fluids ,
«
a very exact Pair of Scales,differing from coss> ll1 °jC
Scales only in this, that each Scale has a &°V.
V V under it, (Plate XVIII . Fig. r .) for lusp cl?j s<
ing such Bodies as are to be immersed in L iCf^ c$
272 The Ballance itself hangs by a Line which ? ^
round two Pullies T T , and is fastened to a We 1?, £
P, (Plate XVlll. Fig. 1 .) that , by moving
Weight , the Ballance may be conveniently ,;l1
and depressed, and suspended at any HeightExperiment 1 .] Immerse in Water the
cloie sliut, and hanging by a Horse-halt- a ,
ballance it with the Weight in the opposite sicH
then , without taking thePhialoutof the
open it, and let it be silled with Water , and y .jj
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will bring
^fiud , chat the Water in the Phial
it has no
although
,
£0vvn the End of theBallance
: If you
Water
external
the
with
^titnunication
Weight
more
• 'Hie the /Equilibrium, by putting
fufthe opposite Scale, the Phial will remain
Water.
Cl^ed in any Part of the
Surface 2jz
-Hom this Gravity it follows , that the
itfromflowj a h 'luid contained in a Vessel, to keep , or if it be
? out, if it be not preJJc' d from above
that makes no Alteration ) will
(
jlually pressedfor
plain , or flat, and parallel to the Horizon.
impressed,
t,0r>as the Particles yield to any Force at last none
’till
,
Will be moved by Gravity
^em can descend any lower.
andarepref - z7 y
r- poe lo-wer Parts fullain the upper ,Proportion
to
in
is
Pressure
P by them ; and this
the
of
. e incumbent Matter , that is, to the Height
but , as
[p Uld above the Particle that is prefed
to the
parallel
is
Liquid
the
of
Jte upper Surface
which
fiee , whirh *->72
Surface
any Sin
Points of anv
the Points
11 the
*, «all
Otizon*.
t1 °rizon
parallel to
v 111tnay conceive within the Liquid
e Horizon , are equally pvefs’d.
there is 274
" therefore in a Part of such a Surface
the Liquid,
Js er Pressure than in the other Parts ,
will be
hich yields to any Impression there,
’till the Pressure be0v ’d, that is, will ascend,
°^ s equal.
-1 Take a
~ Experiment 2. Plate XVIII . Fig. f
stopping
and
,
lass Lube C open at both hinds
other in
the
immerse
*!le End with your Finger ,
Wathe
,
Air
of
full
is
pHter j when the Tube
: If
Height
small
er Will rife in it but to a veiy
Air that is
^°u take away your Finger , that the
Surfaceas(
j^ napressed may go out , the imaginary
in the
conceive
you
that
it)
call
to
ys - Eoyle used
paand
,
Tube
*er , just at the Bottom of the
against
just
to the Horizon , is less pressed
the
K 4
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H*

the Hole os the Tube , so that the Water vviH
rise up into the Tube till it comes up to thefafl]C
Height with the external Water.
2.7 s

‘The Pressure upon the lower Parts , which arist 5

from the Gravity of the superincumbent Liquid-, z*'
erts itself every Way , and every Way equally-. .
Which follows from the Nature of a Liquid?
for its Parts yield to any Impression, and areeasiy
moved j therefore no Drop will remain in |tS
Place , if, whilst it is pressed by afuperincumb^
Liquid , it is not equally pressed on every Sid e<
But it cannot be moved on account of the neigh
bouving Drops , which are passed in the s^
manner, and with the fame Force , by the sup ef*
incumbent Liquid ; and therefore the first orlo vV
est Drop is at rest, and equally pressed on all fiidch
that is, in all Directions,
, Experiment 3 . Plate X VIII . Fig. 2 .] Let tbc
Glass 1 ubes A,B , D, be immersed in Water , ,sl
the same manner as in the last Experiment ; ant-’
upon taking away the Finger , the Water will sIC
in all the Tubes to the lame Height as in
'I uhe C ; In C the Pressure is directed upward5?
in B downwards , in A sidewise, and in D °b'
liquely ; yet the Pressure is equal in each . If yf
pour in a greater Quantity of Liquid into the
Vessel, it will also rise equally in each Tube.
iff, Hence
it follows, that all the Particles of Liq ut\
are pressed equally on all Sides, and therefore ^
at rest ; and that they do not continually n10^
among themselves, as several have suppoled.
2.77 dn Lubes that have a Communication
, usbcM1
equal or unequal, whether strait or obliq^ i
Fluid rises to the same Height ; that is, all Q
upper Suifaces are in the fame horizontal Pl ;I?c/
which is easily deduced from what has been lal

plate
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Plate XVIII . Fig. 3 .] Let A be a Vessel, and
a Vertical Tube , and D an inclined Tube ; they
communicate by Means of the Tube C , E:
.. et there be a Liquid poured into them, and let
be a Surface parallel to the Horizon . If the
•'ghts si and gl be unequal, the Water will
For the *274
j! Ce nd where that Difference is least*.
Jttiie Reason, unless the Pressures at g and h be
the Water will not beat rest ; but they are
t3Ual when I and r, are in the fame horizontal
an e; p or fincc the Pressure arises from the Gra[.v of the Parts, which tends towards the Center
’■be Earth , the Height of the pressing Liquid
j ^ybe measured according to that Direction , that
the Obliquity of theCo;
, ' It; will be hm but
hn causes no Change, because at the fame
**7S
Ue pth the Pressure every Way is equal*.

^stperiment 4. Plate XVIII . Fig. 4 .j Pour Wa - 2.-78
'nto the Machine represented by Pig. 3 . and
o Cr any Agitation it will not rest, unless all the
Q.' ^ ces be in the fame horizontal Plane. The
K VesselA is joined to the Glass Tubes B and
1by help of the Brass Tube CE.
are not equally heavy , that is, have
n Liquids
o f she lame Quantity of Matter in the fame
P>tce} 5u c vvhat has been said will agree to
e!V Liquid by itself.
^ ^hen Liquids of different Gravities are contained Zjy
p .tl>e same Vessel-, the heaviest lies at the lowest
p acei and is pressed by the lighter, and that in Pro0>ll°n to the Height of the lighter.
^xperiment y. PlateXYU \ . Fig. f .] Take Wathe llnSed with some Colour , and pour it into
jj. OliiPz Veslcl A to the Height of be -, imr8e into jt the Glass Tube ^ E ; the Water

will
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po ur in
Oil of Turpentine , which is a Liquid JjS .r
than Water , and immediately the Water wid ^ .
in the Tube j and lo much the higher as the *
is poured in, to a greater Height : Yet the W‘l
ter in the Tube does not rife to the fame

*274 will rile in it to the Height b c*. Now

as the Oil in the Vessel ; because, lince Wate *^
heavier, there is not required the lame Height
Water as there would be required of Oil to p*°
duce the lame Pressure.
*
If you have a Mind to try this Expel'*01®
with Mercury and Water , you will find a
.
er Difference in their Heights , by reason ot th®1
greater Difference of Gravity.

Experiment 6 . Plate XVIII . Fig. 6.j
End of a Tube be immersed in Water ,
Oil into it . The Water in the Tube is
as lar as d\ yet the Height of the Oil de

Let th®
and pj?l,j
depre*s
is g*'®‘\
er than the Height ol the Water in the Ve* . j
Jf the Tube be immersed deeper, the Water 'v
run into it in greater Quantity ; if you raise it W
the Water will again go out at a, and the ^ .
ter in the Tube d e follow it, if it be raised to l*1®^
a Height that the Pressure of the Oil may
come the Pressuie of the Water in the lower 1a
of the 'Lube.
CHAP.

II.

Of the Actions of Liquids against theBot
torns and Sides of the Vessels that ^
tain them.
2.80

FIE Bottom and Sides of a Vessel, which (0>le
A tain a Liquid, are pressed by the h>a, tL c.
the Liquid which immediately touch than ; an ,, tj
*126 cause Re -actiou is equal to Action *, those a f
all sustain an equal Pressure. But , as thePrct' l0 ^j S

li .
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^ ’fitiids is equal every Way , the Bottom and
^'Qes are prefs ’d as much as the neighbouring
Hl'ts of the Liquids ; therefore this Action inCYcaJes, in Proportion to the Height of the Liquid*, *275
is every Way equal at the lame Depth , de- 273
adding altogether upon the Height , and not at
Upon the Quantity of the Liquid . Therefore,
o”en the Height of the Liquid , and Bigness of
^ e bottom remain the fame, the Action upon the
is always equal, however the Shape of
r e Ilody be changed . In every Cafe the Pressure,
oined
^
by the Bottom , is equal to the Weight
^ a Column of Water , whole Base is front the
itlelf, and the Height of the vertical Di,ar>ee of the upper Surface of the Water from
e Bottom itself.
^ Plate XVIII . Fig 7 and 8.] Take the hollow r8l
finder A, open at both Ends, and finely polifhI Within, whose Diameter and Height also are
three Inches and an half ; the Ring E is
l e'ied to it by a Screw , lo as it may befultained
^ a Trevet.
. Cet the Cylinder have a rnoveable brass Bot5 111 f , with which the Brass Ring G , having a
ap? 'Vtn the Inside, is joined : This Ring retains
t ‘ hxes a Leather Ring , broader than the BotV all round by half an Inch ; this Leather cotj" rs the external Surface of the Brass Ring when
^le Bottom is th >till into the Cylinder , andithinCls the Water from going out when it is moved
P^ ddown . This Leather must be soaked in Oil,
i'o 1H*ter a fiew L >ays "lust be taken out and
as long in Water ; after which Preparation
heather must be well anointed with Oil and
Cvr and moved several times up and down the
th-lndcrj and left in it in that Condition two or
Re Days. When you are going to use the Ma¬
th inc
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chine , you must anoint the Leather again with^
and Water , then the Bottom will move easily’
and hold Water . The Leather must be neither t0®
thick nor too thin , which mustbe left to the Judg
ment of the Workman.
The Bottom has in its Middle a small
Cylinder hi fastened to it, by which the Mo tl0
of the Bottom is directed for this Cylinder g°e_
thro ' the Hole »z in the Plated , which is laid np
on the larger Cylinder J, and let into it by a 0^
in the Edge . In the upper Surface of the Cy**^
dcr hi there isa Cavity which contains a Sere' >
by which the Bottom is joined to the BrassW si
»/ >, which is carried through the Tube
t f,1
the Bottom maybe fastened to the Brachium ot
Ballanceby the help of this Wire.
Let the Cylinder A have the Cover C I***" pP
on it ; and, to hinder the Water from runn»^
out , the Mouth of the Cylinder must be coves
with a Leather Ring , which is strongly pre* '
by the Screw which joins the Leather Coven
the Cylinder . To the Cover and Cylinder
may be added a Handle , that the Cylinder may^
more easily be shut and open’d. The Cover haS ,‘
Hole in the Middle, and the hollow Cyl* n(| ^ ’
which has a Screw on the Outside , is fastend
it, that the Tube d may be joined to the Mac*1'
with a Leather upon the Screw , to hinde* 1
Water from coming out.
Experiment I . Plate XIX . Fig. i . ] bJ aV1 j„
joined together all the Parts of the Macl *i>*5 ^
the manner just mentioned , hang upon one \ .
of the Beam oi a Ballancc the Brass Wire vt
is fixed to the moveable Bottom , so that
Bcam may be exactly horizontal when the P (J
torn is two Inches distant from the Covers

^°°k II.
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^ such a Weight in the opposite Scale as will
an Æquilibrium with the Weight of the
^ °m only. Let the Tube be one Foot long;
^ »the Beam of the Rallance being placed horipour Water into the Tube D, so that it
.
ble up to its upper End ; anotherWeight of
/bounds, being put into the upper Scale, will
y' Ce an Æquilibritm with the Water ; and, if
Ivin^^ iuifh or increase this Weight , the Bottom
% Rlove upwards or downwards . But you must
pue.rve5 that in altering the Weight , you must
for p’ or ta^e out a pretty considerable Weight >
a. Example , half a Pound , because of the Friof the Bottom.
L *ue Diameter of the Bottom is almost z \
and the Height of theTop of the Water,
Experiment , is 14 Inches ; the Weight of
< ‘ W of Water of that Height , whole Base is
and just
is 43
the
tjj p1does the Water press against the Bottom;
lhe n^ cre I >ut a small Quantity of Water in
Machine.
!cc only the Motion of the Bottom is to be
o11
j] lQerved, the Machine is to be fix’d down , lest it
sq d? be wholly raised; which is done by laying

2 a*t°

;
Pounds
,
Bottom

■ X )F.htSUP° n

^
asare presented

so

by PP,

]
z . Plate XlX Fig. z. Having
lalferment
£ v)en away the Cover and the Tube , join the
&J ln <serA to the Vessel DE , which has at the
chi t0rci a Ring with a Screw . Into this Ma¬
tt l'j; s^ ur Water upon the Bottom as high as in
"Agoing Experiment 5 the rest of the Expeas uaade in the fame manner as the former,
tw l ^e Success is the fame ; for the Pressure is
Ranged , tho ’ you alter the Figure of the
Vessel
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Vessel and the Quantity of the Water , ptovid^

you keep the Water to the fame Height.

Experiment 3 . Plate XIX . Fig. 3 .] Hang ^
Cylindrick Vessel A to the End ot a Balla0^’
which Vessel mull be silled in part by a WO^de^
Cylinder D e, which Cylinder is fixed any h°
to the Piece of Wood BC , and neither roue^
the Sides nor the Bottom of the aforesaid
5/
if you pour Water into this Vessel to anyBe 'Sj1’
and make an .Equilibrium by putting We 1#’
in the opposite Scale, that W eight will be 1
Weight of the whole Water which would ^
contained in the Vessel, the Cylinder being
away , supposing it filled to the fame Height aS^
the Experiment . And so a small Quantity ^
Water , whose upper Surface is raised, so
Pressure against the Bottom be increased, wih
stain a great Weight .
3]
It will visibly appear , that the lateral is e(Q
to the vertical Pressure, making use of the so"0
ing Machine.
r8r Plate XIX . Fig. 4 .] The Vessel DB is3 Jjf
rallelopiped of Wood about a Foot and a jS
high ; in the Side, towards the Bottom , th^ °
a Hole in which there isa Brass Ring conta 1111
a Screw , that the Cylinder A , mentioned lrt ^
first and second Experiments , may be fcreV^ ^
it . Here you mull takeaway the Trevet ^ *1j
sustained the Cylinder in thole Experiments ^ ^
was fixed to the lower Ring by Screws. Jv j{
the Motion of the Bottom , in the
.^
horizontal . Two cross Pieces of WoodCylipd^
are}0' jS
to the Sides of this Machine , one of wHQ js
seen in GHj along them the Ruler ^ ^
moved horizontally , which is wider in the ^
die towards F, that by its Motion the
j,
of the Cylinder may be thrust inwards, ^

of Natural ‘Philosophy. 14^
II .
Ruler pressesa little below the Center . At

’d
, asCE, are falten
Ropes

to

^9

this

Ruler,

">ch are stretch ’d along the Pieces, as G H,
^ going over Pullies at the Extremities of
ff e laid Pieces, as T , have Weights joined to
them, asP.

k Experiment 4 .] Pour Water into the Vessel
j*.*}, so that the Surface of the Water may be
>i£her by 14 Inches than the Ruler CC ; let the
Eights , as p , be of z Pounds and a Quarter
; so that both taken together shall amount

, the
0 Pounds andaHalf
4

Pressure

of

the

Wa-

sustain that Weight , and the Bottom in
Cafe will be moved with the fame Ease to' Va ’ds either Part.
v, The following Experiment proves that the
'Ti'ce, with which Water presses upwards , is
^Ual to that with which it presses downwards
sideways.
Will

Experiment s . PlateXX

. Fig. 1, ] In the Middle

- the upper Surface of the Block or b oot B there
1Sa Cylinder of about z Inches Diameter , on which
musi: put the moveable Bottom of the Cyliner A, so often mentioned , so that , the Bottom
fixed, the Cylinder may be moved.
gaining
Cylinder mult have its Cover on, and to it
,rc Tube D , z Feet and a Half long, mult be
4^ned 3 pour in Water , by which , the Bottom
r^aining fixed, the Machine will be raised3 put
b Weights PPP , which all together weigh 9
rounds , upon the Cover , and they , with the
eight of the whole Machine , will be sustained
ythe Water in the Tube 3 but the Weight of
le Machine is more than ) Pounds and a Half.
. The Force , which acts against the Cover,
ls Ccjual to the Weight of a Pillar of Water,
whole
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Boo^

the Cover, excepting the Hoje^ c
whose
which the Tubeisfix ’d, and whose Height ,S ,
Base is

Height of the W ater-T ube above the inward
face of the Cover ; which agrees with this
vfjperiment.
If you apply the same Tube to a greater ^
chine, the Action against the Cover will ^nC[0^in the sameRatio as the Cover; so that a P’ -ej
gious Weight may be sustained, and even1
by a small Quantity of Water.
Plate XX . % t .] Take two round
nc . £y
AB , AB, os 1f Inches Diameter,, andjoi
together with a Piece of Leather so that t ^
may make a Cylindrick Vesselsomethingh4
X’ at t0
Pair of Bellows, so that it may containBoat
>
There is a Hole I in the upper
S
a
has
that
Cylinder
brass
a
six'd
which is
whereby the Tube D is fix'd to it, which
long as the Tube used in the former t *?
rnent.

185

Experiment 6 .] Pour Water into these Bcl^ i
thro ’ the Tube, and the Water in the Tube ' ^
sustain the Weights P,P,P,P,P,P , all
together weigh more than r.50 Pounds. . %
?
Weights will even be raised by continu 111
£-.0rd
pour Water into the Tube .
Though these are Paradoxes, they follo'v j . S
the Nature of Liquidity ; every Drop
75 at rest, endeavours to recede every Way ' ^
°n, tj,e
equal Force*; if therefore it be pressed
Side, it endeavours to recede that Way wjt
fame Force, because Action and Re -acti^0' e($
equal, and with that very Force itlelf wdf ef
every Way. In the first Experiment, ^ V ^Ljrh
which touches the Bottom, and correspond wtjl6

/ 'AIA - tij ■/ ’

liiiiiiiiiiii
'i

Al

!

Fuf . 2

lMUL.Ul,ua,llllll
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Tijbc , sustains the Weight of the Column of
contain’d in the Tube , and reaching quite
° the Bottom , and presses the Bottom with such
Jfyce , that it acts with the same force upon the
ater next to it, and since that Water cannot
out against the Bottom , the Water next to
f ac is also prefs’d with the same Force . The
may be said of the Water next to that ; and
lr>all Parts of the Bottom there is a Pressure
ater

^1 to that which lies under the Water in the
a and
therefore the Bottom in this Cafe is
^uch prefs’d as if a Pillar of Water, of the
Height as the Water in the Tube , and of
rsse equal to the Bottom , should lie upon it.
t ^ he fifth and sixth Experiments are illustrated
j*he same Reasoning.
the second Experiment , suppose that the
flinder A should be continued , so as to reach up
e tl_>e Surface of the Water \ by this Means the
if
Water would be separated from th cWahr?
ontain 'd in this Cylinder, and then no Wa~
^ "Ut this interior Water would press upon the
/^ tl °m,and the Bottom would sustain it all. The
in the Cylinder presses against the Sides of
^ Cyb ncjer, and the external Water presses upon
0(Jsternal
Surface of the Cylinder , and the
jj^ ard Surface is prefs’d exactly in the same
Qp^ner as the inward , and the Pressures against
te points are precisely equal ; so that if the
deft Ce was taken away , these Pressures would
\vijr°y one another > therefore it is no matter
dtle^ er there be such a Surface or not , so that
t]|j "?S it away (that is, taking away the Contikott n the
Cylinder ) the Action against the
q.?1*1 is no way alter’d.
^
third Experiment is also illustrated by
tile v ” as keen said i sot the Weight placed in
Glance is not only sustain’d by the Water
L
in

]
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in the Vessel , but also by the Action of the in¬
ferior Surface in the Cylinder D e against tfie
Water.
Tho * all that has been said depends upon th ff
Gravity of Liquids , their Actions must be oj'
stinguifh ’d from their Gravity , which last >s a#
*7° ways proportionable to the Quantity of Matter •
CHAP.

III.

Of Solids immersed in Liquids .

WE

said
,

have often
that
the
different
vity of Bodies , whether Solids or Lisi^ ^
arises from this, that they contain a greater or
Quantity of Matter in an equal Space.

2.84

Definition
I.
IThe Quantity of Matter in a Body being
der'd in relation to its Bulk, that is, in relation .
the Space poffefs’d by it , is call'd the Density 0
the Body .
,
A Body is said to have double , or triple, y c'
the Density of another Body , when , fuppo"^
their Bulks equal, it contains a double , or trl
pie, (fe. quantity of Matter.
Definition

r.8y

286

-d Body is said to be Homogeneous, when 1
every where of the fame Density.
Definition
III .
. .
Heterogeneous , when the Density is une*}^ 1
different Parts of the Body.
Definition

187

II.

IV.

the Gravity of a Body, considered with re^ % .
its Bulk, is called the fpecifick Gravity
a q -fre

of Natural ‘Philosophy. 147
The specisick Gravity is said to be double, when
Under the fame Bulk the Weight is double,
j. Therefore the Jpecifick Gravities and Densities of 2.88

^ook II.

**°dies, in homogeneous Bodies, are in the fame Ratl° » and they are to one another as the tVtights of
tri ual Bodies, in refpeSl to their Bulk.
ff homogeneous Bodies are of the fame Weight, z8 <y
t }eir Bulks will be so much lels as their Densities
?re greater , and under the fame Weight the Bulk
~ diminished in the fame Ratio in which theDenUty is increased ; therefore in that Cafe the Bulks

a'e inverfy as the Densities.
, When a Solid is immersed in a Liquid,

it

is

press' d

y the Liquid on all Sides, and that Pressure increaJes inp] rop Dr tiQn to the Height of the Liquid above
. e Solid ; as it follows from what has been said
jU the foregoing

Chapter j and which may also

°e proved by a direct Experiment.

>. Experiment i . Phte XX . Fig. 3.] Tie a Leather
j ag S to the End of a Glass Tube B m, and fill
b ' vith Mercury ; you may also make use of a
^ladder$ let this Bag be immersed in Water, but
? that the End B of the Tube may be above
heWit er 5 by the Pressure of the Water against
he Surface of the Bag, the Mercury in the Tube
the Ascent of the Mercury
p J'I rite to m and
of the Height of the W1Proportion
the
°*lows

above the Bag.
^Vhen a Body is immersed in a Liquid to a
§reat Depth , the Pressure against the upper Part
'ffers very little from the Pressure against the unPart ; whence Bodies very deeply immersed, are,
Cr;
p n were, equally press'd on all Sides which
, withBodies
soft
by
lustained
o lc ffure may be
brittle
very
by
and
,
Figure
of
Change
any
°dtes, without their breaking.
fr
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Experimentz . PlateXIX .. Fig. 7 .] TakeaPi ecC
of soft Wax of an irregular Figure , with an Eg§>
and inclose it in a Bladder full of Water , and rl^

Bladder being exactly shut, must be put into 8

brass Box A ; let it be cover’d with a wood#1
Cover O , so that it may be sustained by the Bl^ '
der, lay on a Weight P of 70 or 80 Pounds , &
the Egg will not be broken , nor the Figure of oie

Wax any way changed.
A Body specifically heavier than a Liquid, &&&
immersed in a Liquid in any Depth, will des1^ '
The inferior Part of the Body presses the Surfed
of a Liquid which it touches, and this Pressure^
equal to the Weight of a Column made up ff
the Body itself and the superincumbent Liq u'"’
and with this Force the Body is carried dovrfl'
wards . The Weight os a like Column , butwbjcj 1
consists wholly of a Liquid , is the Force by whi^
*29°the Body is press' d upwards by the Liquid *. B1^
375 when the Solid is supposed specifically ligh te*
than the Liquid , this Force is less than that , al1
therefore is overcome by it.
29Z It is proved by the fame Reasoning , That a
lid specifically lighter than a Liquids and
immetss
into it, must ascend to the highest Surface of w*
Liquid.
294 But supposea Solid of the same specifick Gratis
with the Liquid, it will neither ascend nor deseen »
but remain suspended in the Liquid at any Heists'
and the Liquid will sustain the whole Body;
in wb lC,
Case, by reason of the Equality of the specinc
Gravities , the Liquid sustains a Weight equal s
the Weight of the Quantity of the Liquid , wb*c t
would fill the Space taken up by the Body.
a Liquid acts in the fame manner upon all eqp8.
Solids immersed to the fame Depth , and
*
fust 8111
19 2-
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^stain them equally ; therefore they all lose Part

‘ their Gravity.
Definition

V.

IVright , which keepsa Body immersed in a Li - zpp
is called its respective Gravity.
r And this respective Gravity is the Excess of the zp6
gafick Gravity of a Solid above the specifick
since a Solid immersed in z$ j
;
ravity of a Liquid for
its Weight which is
of
Part
that
jfiuid loses “
s#a ;' " .
the
the
loses
it
,
vj wtJv
Liquid
the
Vw4/ f’jgjWw of
by
r (Jv IVeight
soed
a
IT/yCJ
It
-^vvl VJy viiv
g.
Space
the
fill
could
which
spam ity of the Liquids
a*en up by the Body.
■fi

j Experiment 3. Plate XXI . Fig. 1 .] Hang the
follow Brass Cylinder E to the Ballance abovej^ Uoned*) hang the solid Cylinder Cos the fame *271
^ ec al by a Horse-hair to a Hook fix’d to the
°ttom , which , is it be put into the other Cy.‘oder E , will exactly sill it ; so that E , when
1S lull of Water , will contain such a Quantity
a Water as will fill the Place taken up by C ; put
];l . e‘ght in the opposite Scale to make an Æquij. r>um; let the Ballance descend, that the CynderC may be immersed into the Water contain^ .111 the Vessel D ; by that Means the Æquili, ri Uin is destroyed, because C is partly sustained
ct the Water ; but is restored, if Ebesill ’d with
'Vater.
..J ^ence it follows, that all equal Solids, but of 2.5-8
.fferem specifick Gravity , when they are immersed.
the same Liquid , they lose equal Parts of their
will
last mentioned Experiment
s ' tight. The
ucceed in the fame manner with a Cylinder of

other Metal , and by pouring in the lame
of Water , that is, so much as will fill
^sPotity
th
, the ^Equilibrium will always be
VesselE
fi
B
]-

stored
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Moreover , from what has been said it folios*
that however the Densities of equal Bodies dif ef
among themselves, if they be immersed in the
Liquids, the Weight which they lose is in the
of their Bulks, for the Spaces which they take llP
in a Liquid are in the lame Ratio .
,
Therefore Bodies of the lame Weight , but 0
different Densities, lose an equal Part of l^e>t
Weight , when they are immersed in the
Liquid , because of the Inequality of their BuU^ '

Experiment 4 . PlateXX . Fig. 4.] Let two P1^ces of Metal of the fame Weight , the °aC,°i
Gold , and the other of Lead , g, g, be fufpe 11 ,
with the HookVV of the Ballance above*271 tioned with Hoife -hair#, and you will have •
Æquilibrium ; let the Ballancc descend, and l ^
Bodies g, g, be immerged in the Water conl^
in the Vessel F F , and the Æquilibrium wd* (1
destroyed. W hen a Solid, specifically heavier
a Liquid , is suspended in a Liquid , the L >st^
acts on every Side against that Solid, in Prop®*
*29otion to its Weight *, and the Solid re-acts cqU®^
against it ; therefore those Actions are thefam ca.
if the Space taken up by the Solid, were fill’d ^ 'r /
the Liquid ; therefore it is no Matter , in refpe& {
the Gravity, of the Liquid, whether a Solid, Jy-(f
jically heavier than the Liquid, be suspended*n'' u
or a Quantity of the Liquid be poured in, ^
takes up a Space equal to the Solid.
th6
300
Experiment f . Plate XXI . Fig. 2 .] Tak <3j
Vessel A containing Water , hang it to one L ,
of theBallance , immerge into it the Brass CS ^
der C, which is sustained by a Hovse-hair, ^ 0
should touch the Bottom of the Vessel, putt *jj]
a Weight into the opposite Scale, and you

have an Æquilibrium ; take the CylinderG° ^

I
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the Water , theÆquilibrium will be destroyed ;
?nd it will be restored again by pouring in Water

^ much as can be contained in the hollow CylinderE , which will be exactly filled by the fol°wing Cylinder C.
By comparing together the 'Numb. z$>j and 301

5°o,

as

also the third and fifth

, which
Experiments

c°nfirm them , it appears, that a Liquid acquires
Weight which the immersed Solid loses. The
i° 1-ce of Gravity is always proportionable to the
quantity of Matter , and is not changed by the
immersion of a Solid into a Liquid ; wherefore
j^e Sum of the Weight of the Solid, and of
c Liquid , do not differ before and after the
>t*
Ihttierfion.

6. Plate XX . Fig.f. ] Hang the SoC to the Ballance, and make an ^Equilibrium,
^ putting into the opposite Scale B the Weights
andp , of which/ *equal to the Weight which
w,e.Body C loses in Water . Take the Vessel E,
jhich contains Water , and is suspended to the
Glance FF , and, putting a Weight into the opv *hte Scale, make an ^Equilibrium here also; let
,he Ballancc descend with the Body C, that it may
I®immersed in the Water contain ’d in D , by this
h* ea ns you will destroy the Equilibrium in both
allanccs, which will be restored by taking out
the Scale B the Weight/ ), and putting it into
Scale of the Brachium F.
A. Body specifically heavier than a Liquid , and 301
^hich delccnds in it , is carried downwards with
? greater Force than it is pressed upwards, as has
p ^n explained before* ; the Difference of which *29*
°^ es *s the respective Gravity of the Body.
0p Hie first Force in part consists of the Weight
H the Liquid incumbent over the Body, and the
ody may be immersed to such a Depth , that
that
L 4
.
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that Weight shall be equal to the above-mentio^

specifick Gravity : If in that Case you take

503 the superincumbent Liquid , the Body wil‘

sustained by the Pressure of the Liquid undesj’
If the Body immersed to a greater Depth,
the Liquid be also hindered from passing up°^.c ,g
upper Surface of the Body (because the Presso^
by which a Body is pushed up, increasesaS} st
*290 Depth

to which

it is immersed ) * the Body ^

will be carried upwards with greater Force t*1^
downwards by Gravity 5 wherefore , if it c°u
move freely, it would ascend.
Experiment 7. Plate'XJLl. Fig. 3 .] TotheCf'
Under C , which is open at both Ends , app'j a(1
Bottom the Plate of Lead F , a Quarter of 3
Inch thick ; if it fits so exactly to the Cyh^
as to let no Water flip by, and the Plate bf
up by a Thread fastened to the Hook V b 1l. j,
Center of the Plate , until it be immersed
the Cylinders to the Depth of about 3 Inche ’
the Lead will be sustained by the Water , aSaL
pears by letting go the Thread . If you imM^ o
it to a greater Depth , it will stick closer to ctl
Cylinder ; but if to a less, it will fall oss.
Q{
If this Experiment was made with a Pl ate .,
Gold , it ought to be immersed to a greater
for the specifick Gravity of Gold is to the fp^c e
sick Gravity of Water as ip to 1j and rho ^ ^
its respective Gravity is to that of Water as 1° j
^96 l *. Therefore to have a Pillar of Water ^
in respective Gravity to the Plate of Gold, 1j
Pillar must be above 18 times its Height j c
therefore the Height of the Water , above t
upper Surface of the Plate of Gold , must ^
least equal to as many times its Thickness.
Expe
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j. Experiment 8 . Plate XXI . Fig. 3 .] Take a Cyind er ^ wjtj1 a m0veable Bottom, that has also
j. Cover with the Tube D joined to it, as was be.°re described*} immerge it in Water , and when *381
,c°rnes to be a Foot under Water, the Bottom
"i rile, although it weighs a Pound anda Quarb >and has P a Pound Weight screwed to it at
Is the (ame Solid be immersed into Liquids Z04
different Density, it will lose different Parts
its Weight * : And therefore, when two Bo- *297
of the lame Density and Weight are immer5*so Liquors of different Density, they will lose
^e‘r ÆquiUbrium.
n Experiment§. Plate XXI . Fig. 4 .] Take two
the fame Metal and equal,
at Pieces gg, of
hang them upon the Hooks VV of the
j Ci>lesA andB ; then by theDescent of the Ballance
y^ erge them in the Liquids contained in the
yffelsF F, the one in Water, the other in Oil
Turpentine, and the .Equilibrium will be de^r°yed, the Piece which was immersed in Oil
homing lighter.
^ Solid lighter than a Liquid, and immersed in it, 305
c5nds and remains at the upper Part of the Lig d*, so as to be immersed only in Fart; but the *29z
^ at er is its specisick Gravity, the more it deeri ds, and the Body will not be at rest till the imJ rJed Part takes up sucha Space in the Liquid, that
.j Eulk of the Liquid, which would fill that Space,
J,stE weigh as much as the whole Body. For in ano^ er Gale the Solid does not act with the fame
qiyTe against the neighbouring Parts of the Lith"ft the Liquid would act, it it should take up
[Lyaceof the Body ; therefore in this Case alone
*276
e Liquid and the Body can be at rest*.
It
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It follows from this Proposition , that
merfed Parts of the Bodies, swimming on the ^
face of the fame Liquor, are to one another& ,
Weights of the Bodies. Therefore if, by fuPe'j,,
ding a Weight , the Gravity of the Body is Cr ^t
ged , the immersed Part is increased in the ^
Proportion , and the Parts , which descend^ ^
Liquid by laying on of different Weights, are t°
another as those Weights.
Experiment to . Plate XXII . Fig. I -]
VesselA containing Water in it j let C be a h° . . c
Cylinder of any Metal * lay upon it theWf 1^
p, that it may descend into the Water
Part bd ,- adding the Weight of one Poundj ^ ,
sure how far it will descend; then addinga jj|
ther equal Weight , you will find that lC
delcend equally every time.
In Numb. 302. and 303, confirmed by ^ r
periments 7 and 8, it appeared how a Body* ‘
cisically heavier than a Liquid , may be ma j [y
swim ; by the same Method a Body, fp cC‘
lighter than a Liquid , may be retained at the
torn : In that Cafe the Pressure of thefup e^ u(t
cumbent Water is taken off; but here y°a!f{e'
take off the Pressure of the interior Water ^
by the Body is pushed upwards.
Experiment 1 l . Plate XXII . Fig. z.] Up
Foot D , which is fixed at the Bottom °' n at
Vessel A , there is a Brass Plate bc exactly
and polilhedj there is another Brass Plate bh ^
the former, fastened to a large Piece of Co* .
to that together with the Cork it shall make5 ^
Body specifically lighter than Water:
Plate upon the other , so that they may fit, am*^ ,,,
the Cork down with a Stick while y oU j?° ntih
Water j leaving the Cork , it will not ascend 11^
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Roving it out of its Place, the Plates are feparathat the Water may exert its Pressure
a so’
jS^iost the Plate joined with the Cork , and push
11PWards together with the Cork.
CHAP.

IV.

0^ the Manner of comparing the 'Densi¬
ties of Liquids.
^ We the Density of Bodies is in Proportion to 309
their Gravity , by comparing the Weights
thC^Ual Bodies we discover their Densities*. / / *r8S
exa ^h filled with a Liquids
e^0re any ^
fa th &t Liquid be weighed•, and if you make the
Mil ^ xPer^rnent with other Liquids, their Weights
liaki as their Densities. But , as this Method is
jj0 to® several Difficulties in Practice , I shall
t.tpend any Time in explaining it here.
rj "ben the Tresures of two Liquids are equal, the 310
j^Y^ titics of Matter , in Columns that have equal
" ot differ* } wherefore the Bulks, that *273
'S\/ S’
f °e Heights of the Columns, are inverfiy as the
whence may be deduced the Method 289
c°tnparing them together.
^Pcriment 1 . Plate XXII . Fig. 3 . ] PourMerp ' y into a curve Tube A, lo as to sill the lower
in Water in
;
rt of the Tube from b to c pour
from b to <r; in the other Leg pour in
Oa
^ of Turpentine , till both the Surfaces of the
o‘ er ctiiy yc f).. jn the same horizontal Line , and
Wight of the Oil heed: These Heights will
tr as 87 to 100, which is the inverse Ratio that
^ density of the Water has to the Density of
?r’ ° f Turpentine , and therefore these Densities
to each other as 100 to 87.
The
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The Mercury is poured in, lest the Liq ul
should be mix’d in the Bottom of the TuheThe Densities of Liquids are also comp3'"
together , by immerging a Solid into them;
3H if a Solid
, lighter than the Liquids to be co0p^
red together, be immersed succeffively into d’lffcre,<
Liquids, the immersed Parts ivill be inversely#S*
Densities of the Liquids ; for, because the W”1
Solid is made use of, the Portions of the differ'1
Liquors , which in every Case would siH *•,,
Space taken up by the immersed Part , are of 1^
*,3° 5 lame Weight * ; therefore the Bulks of those P°*
*289

312.

tions, that is, the immersed Parts themb ^'
are inversely as the Densities*.
Plate

XXII .

Fig.

4.] Take theGlasi A, \vh'C^

is a hollow Ball that has aTube divided into
Parts ; at the Bottom of the great Ball thdj
a small one, Part of which is fill’d with
cury , or very small Shot , whose Weight
to make the Tube descend vertically in Li^ sl
and stand in that Position : Care must be r3K
not to have too much Weight in the little B3.’
for the whole Glass must be lighter than the L1
quids to be compared together . The Hydro0 tc
(for so it is called) descends to different Dep^
in different Liquids ; and those Densities, 3S
have already said, are inversely as the Parts 1
merfed, which therefore are to be compare*3 j
get her. Tie a Thread to the Hydrometer,
weigh it together with the Thread ; the W c|8
(if it belike mine) will be 5*73 Grains ; if
Water , it will descend to b ,- therefore a
Water , equal to the immersed Part os the
"305 meter, weighs 773
Grains*, and may beexp rC •
by that Number . Fasten the Thread above-m^3^
oned to the Hook V of the Scale A of theBal' afj
represented mP/a/eXVIll . Fig. 1. theHy^ 1'01°| e(

II.
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tnains immersed ; put 2.0 Grains in the Scale
t^ dlet the Weight P be moved gently to raise
? j. Glance, (by which the Tube will be drawn
way out of the Water) till there be an
Jpibrium , and the Surface of the Water then
t|le f given with the Points ; th z Water sustains
tz

re

r .W"eight of the whole Machine , except 20
\y3!ns ; that is, it sustains ff 3 Grains ; and the
the same Kulkof Water, which is now
ded, weighs just so many Grains , and is
Carfed by that Number ; wherefore one may
Bulk of the Parts db of the Tube 20 ;
?ti(j ^ pace db be divided into 10 equal Parts,
i, y°u continue the Divisions upwards beyond
3,ld downwards below d, each Division may
observing the Division to
H *k Z’ anc^
V/jn| the Instrument descends in a Liquid , you
the l3Ve the Bulk of the immersed Part ; so, if
'''holeTube stands out above th e Water, the
Hp/^ fsed Bulk will be yq.9 ; if it rises to the
5^ ei, divisions , the immersed Bulk will be y/p;
h9Ktt)e Densities of the Liquids, in which this
iz, Nns, will beinversty as those Numbers , that
t)e^p T79 to f49 , and only the intermediate
If ^ ties may be compar ’d by this Instrument :
Tube,
’.■W, e Kail was Ids in Proportion to the
Liquids
W), Ji! uld serve for comparing together
lev«^ Densities differ more than this . When
31
Liquids are compared together , the
immer. .
se^ ^ rs which express the Bulk of the ii
actions,
Hi k ts a,e ^ 1C Denominators of Frai
rsumcrator , and these
tneir Numerator,
for their
have xXtor
for, Vs
, *s express the Ratio of the Densities;
t^i Ny are to Qnc ano ther inversly astheDeno‘at ors.

ai

z.'J Let the Densities of Waters,
hing different Quantities of Salts, be to be
com-
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compared , the Hydrometer descends in the
to the Division -r ; if it be immersed in a,l0 *i
?:es
it only descends to the Division c, their De0”1
will be to one another as rb? to tst as may be
sily deduced from what has been said.
This Method is also liable to several V^ c g.
ties besides this , that it is difficult to comp are ^
gether Liquors very different in Density by 1
same Hydrometer .
et
313 The belt Method of all is, to make use ®
Solid heavier than the Liquids . When then
3 l 4 Body is immersed in different Liquids., the
^
•which it loj'es in the Liquids, are to each °^jer A
*297 the Densities of those Liquids*. Here you y
*88 use a hydrostaticai Ballance*, and besides3 ° ne

*271 Piece of Glass , as C , which may hang t0

of the Scales by a Horse-hair, Plate
y, and 6 , you mult have a Weight , as P, 'v . jS
Equiponderates with the Glass C , wb eI1.
immersed in Water , as is represented in
^
The Difference between the Weight P ,
j
Weight of the Glass C, when it is taken oU^
the Water , is the Weight which the Body n,
lost, when weigh ’d in Water: This must be^,
served, that it may serve in all the Expciin^ 1’ J
in our Ballance it weighs jzz Grains.
the Body in any other Liquid , unless it be 0*
fame Density as Water , the /Equilibrium
.
be preserved : Let it be restored by puttings jfl.
Weights in either of the Scales; if they be Put eir
to the Ballance A , add them to the above' ^L [S
cloned Difference of jzz Grains -, if the We,& .
be put into B, substradf them from that Nu 111 $
and by that Means, in each of thole Cafes) a j,
appears, the Weight lost by a Body is. determ 11
^
that is, the Weight which expresses the Dc°
of the Liquid.
1
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j Experiment 3.] Lee the Weight C, which hangs
^ the Scale A , be immersed in Oil of Turwhilst the Weight P hangs from the
B ; put 94 Grains in the Scale B, and you
immerge the
C"1 have an Æquilibrium. Then
in Milk , that the Ballance may re^Weight
to an 1Equilibrium, a Weight of z z Grains
be put in the Scale A . Substracting the first
NUmber from 722 , and adding the second to it,
tvill have 628 and 744 , expressing theDena les of the above-mentioned Liquids , whilst 722
the Density of the Water itself.
CHAP.
9s

the

Hydrostatic

al

V.

Comparison

of

Solids.

s ^ all homogeneous and equal Bodies, theDen^ si ties are as the Weights * ; in unequal Bodies *2s g
3s the fame Weight , the Densities are inversly
-^ ssie Bulks*; if therefore both the Bulks and *289
p e‘ghts differ, the Ratio of the Densities is cem^Unded of the direct Ratio of the Weights , and
jst inverse Ratio of the Bulks ; and therefore,
^ 'ding the Weights by the Bulks, you have the 315
is, you will have Numbers that
ar l^ ties > that
, to each other as those Densities,
j."e Weight

of all Bodies may be compared z 16

^ Means of the Ballance ; the Bulks are found
the
;
J ^ merging Bodies in the same Liquid for
29
Bulks*.
the
as
are
,
lose
they
e%hts which
7 -] Here also the hydrostati - ZI7
zj *l ate Pigsel}? allan ce is to be tried, as likewise the Glass Vef>^0 , in which the Bodies to be compared are to
js P‘ a(-'ed ; you must also have such a Weight as
^presented by Pin/7g . <S. that is, equal to the
Weight

160
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Weight of Dj and lastly, the Weight p
equal to the Weight which the Glass D
when it hangs in the Water. ,
With a Horse - hair you must fasten theG
,c
in the Place of the Body C (Fig. 4 .) in
the
A , and hanging the Weight P in the Scale®’^
0(e
will have an ./Equilibrium . The
Body, '
Density is required, is placed in the Gla's
we have laid before) and weighed , the
„
and Body being immersed in Water ; PLlttin
„
Tl is
Weight p into the Scale B, the Æquil >hr‘
restored in respect to the Glass I) ; you nlU. e aii
as much Weight besides as is
required to ma
^Equilibrium , and that will be the Weight' 0 u
the Body weighed ; by this Weight therefo’
^ g
must divide the Weight of the
Body itself, 10
*315 the Density *.
Experiment i .] A Piece of Gold , weight
0f
Grains , lost in Water 7 £ Grains . A P’eC ^
4
Silver, weighing 248 Grains, lost in lVatLt,
to
Grains . Therefore their Densities areas
1o i , that is, nearly as 11 to 6. By
fasteninga
dy, whole Density is required, and is heav>
er
a Liquid , to a Body lighter than the Liq
u‘°’
Density is also discovered.
18

Plate XXII . Fig. y .j Take the Mach '°
like the Machine deicribed in the preceding
*312 ter *, and let it have fixed to its
Bottom the
DE , and to its Top the Ring F Gp the ^
,j
Ball will, by its ownWeight , be in
part
to
in Watet. This
Machine cannot be aPE
Use, unless you know , by some other Me
how much of its Weight any Body loses
r
ter -, theretbre we lay down as known , that
Grains of Lead weigh in Water but I0 ° .'
therefore lay just as many Grains upon thc ojng

£? . 160 .
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^E as will make the Machine, when immerg’d
^ Water, descend to a ,- lay what Number of
Wains you please upon the Ring F G, for Ex^ple , Eight , and the Machine descends to c -,
tle Spaces
must be divided into Eight Parts,
Wd the Divisions must be continued upwards and
Wwnwards; if you make ^ the hundredth DiviilW, c will be the hundred and eighth Division*,and
lowest of all in this Figure will be the 97th.
>W plain, that if the Proposition of Numb. 307
>?,compar’d with the aforesaid Preparation, the
‘vision, to which the Machine descends in Washews the Weight of the Grains which press
Qtyn the Machine; therefore laying a Body upon
Ring DE , its Weightin Water will be deter¬
ged ; by fubstracting this Weight from its
e|ght out of the Water, you will have the
'Wight lost in the Water; by which if the Weight
^of the Water be divided, the Density isdilcop ‘ d, as has been said in the Beginning of this
Chapter.
p ^xpr/ iment 2,.] Lay a Piece of Brass, weighing,
^f Example, 100 Grains, on the Ring D E, by
1,c hthe Ball of the Machine is not immerg’d ;
^ “ny Weight , for Example, of 17Grains, on
isC'^ n8 F G, and the Machine descends to £, that
to the 1of th Division ; which proves, that the
th.^ ine is prefs’d down by so many Grains; from
tj's Number of Grains fubstract the 17 last-menPjWd, the remaining 88 are the Weight of the
q Ccc of Brass in Water, which therefore loses ir
If again the Weight 100 Grains be di)V . y the 12 Grains, you have8j, expreffingthe
h0Jhty of the Brass. The Densities of any other
'l'iCSnia
y be found after the fame Manner.
c Method
.
has several Difficulties . The
e&oingis the best of all.
M
C II A P.
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VI.

Of the Resfiance of Fluids.
} 19 LL\

Bodies moved in Fluids suffer a
ance, which arises from two Causes. V
first is the Cohesion of the Parts of the Liquid-

Body in its Motion , separating the Parts of 11
- ,£
quid, must overcome the Force with which t”0^
Parts cohere, and thereby its Motion is retake
12 shesecond is the Inertia , or Inactivity

of

that belongs to all Bodies, which is the R eaj^ r!
that a certain Force is required to remove the * ,
tides from their Places, in order to let the d °J (
pass. The Body acts upon the Parts to re*"
them , and they diminish its Motion by Rc -ae*1•
32,0

The Retardation from the first Cause , th :lt^ c
the Cohesion of Parts , is always the fame isl ^
fame Space, the fame Body remaining, be

Velocity of the Body what it will . The *a
Cohesion is to be overcome in every Cafe;
fore this Resistance increases as the Space
through , in which Ratio the Velocity alf° 1
*53creases*-, therefore it is as the Velocity itself- ^

321

322

she Resistance arising from the Inertia , or
vity of Matter , when the same Body moves
different Liquids with the fame Velocities, to ^

the Proportion of the Matter to be removed
fame Time , which is as the Density of theldt jj.

When the same Body moves thro ' the
quid with different Velocities, this Resists 5.^
creases in Proportion to the Number of Palt t jiC
struck in an equal Time , which Number b a ^
Space run through in that Time , that is? a fe
Velocity . But this Resistance does farther inf

in Proportion to the Force with which the ^
runs against every Part, which Force isa t]jC

^°°k II.
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Velocity os the Body. And therefore , is the
ctocity is triple , the Resistance is triple from
®Viple Number of Parts to be removed out of
Heir Places. It is also triple from a Blow three
Jtnes stronger against every Particle ; therefore
Whole Resistance is ninefold, that is, as the
'iuare of the Velocity.
A Body therefore moved in a Liquid is resisted
part 'y in a Ratio of the Velocity , and partly in
Implicate Ratio of it. ’The Resistance from the
. lesion of Parts in Liquids, except glutinous ones,
or very sensible in respect: of the other Resist1#
_Ce>Which as it increases in a Ratio of the Square
. she Velocities*, but the first in a Ratio of the *222
e*ocity itlelf*: By how much the Velocity in- *220
pistes , by so much more do these Resistances
.‘her amongst themselvesj wherefore , in swifter 3 24
sifions the Resistance alone is to be considered,
^dchis as the Square of the Velocity.
^ shall not now treat ol tenacious or glutinous
I,
'luids, nor of slow Motions , in which the Refill:
-ance, arising from the Cohesion of the Parts,
be considered.
v a Liquid be included in a Vessel of aprisima- jjy
Figure, and there be moved along in it -with
Pdocity, and a Direction parallel to the Sides
th c Prism , two Bodies, the one spherical, and the
th Cr oylindric, so that the Diameter of the Paste of

fast be equal to the Diameter of the Sphere,
J se Cylinder be moved in thc Direction of its
•jVb these Bodies will suffer the fame Resistance.
° ^ Monstrate this , (uppofe the Bodies at rest,
r h that the Liquid moves in the Vessel with the
l^ e Velocity that the Bodies had }by this the re¬
el^ 6 Motion of the Bodies and the Liquid is not
tj^ J ^d, therefore the Actions of the Bodies on
jw qhquid, and of the Liquid on the Bodies, are
Changed , The Retardation which the Liquor
suffers
M 4
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suffers in passing by the Body, arises only
this, That in that Place it is reduced to a narrows
Space, but the Capacity ot the Veffel is eq ua ^
diminished by each Body ; therefore each Bo /
produces an equal Retardation . And because A
tion and Re -action are equal to one another, 1
Liquids act equally upon each Body ; whc^ se
also each Body is equally retarded, when the P
dies are moved, and the Liquid is at rest. ,

3 2.<S

This Demonfiration

will also obtain
, tho ^

Veffel be supposed much bigger ; and it wih
in an infinite Liquid compressed ; thereso1^
may be referred to Bodies deeply immersed. Hers
we lpcak of a continuous Liquid , and whf‘e
Parts cannot be reduced into a lesser Space 1
Pressure ; otherwise there will bean Accum 11
tion before the Body, and a Relaxation bese 11>
and so much the more, the more blunt the B° J
327 is ; which also causes a greater Irregularity >n 1
Motion of the Liquid , and a greater Retardate
in the Motion of the Body.
y
When a Body is moved in any Liquid alot>&*
j
Surface, the Liquid is raised before the Body, al1^
depressed behind ; and these Elevations and Hc
pressions are greater, the more blunt the Bo^
and by that Means it is more retarded ; sot l^ e!e
is also a greater Irregularity in the Motion of t
>28 Liquid in this Case, which still more increases so,Retardation of the Body. This is also truh , >
the Body be not immersed deep-, yet in that L‘
the Irregularity of the Motion of the Liqul
the chief Cause of the Retardation.
Therefore , to takeaway these Irregularities,
must consider Bodies are deeply immersed, and g*
Rules relating to them ; by which the Retat '
tionsin several Cases may be compared t°geC!’ ^
We suppose the Bodies spherical, tho ’ the L
monstrations will serve tot all similar Bodies
c
m the lame manner.

^°°k II,
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j ^ ercyou must observe, that the Resistance is to 32.9
5? distinguished from the Retardation ; the Resistfst produces the Retardation . When we speak of
^ *fame Body, the one maybe taken from the other,
c^Uife they are in the same Proportion j but , sup0? lng the Bodies different, the fame Resistance
^ e° generates different Retardations . From the 33°
Jfiftance arises a Motion contrary to the Motion
^ *heB0dy the Retardation is the Celerity, and
e Resistance itself is the Quantity of Motion.
He * t^e R° lh es he equals but of different Denfi- 33 1
and moved thro ' the fame Liquid with equal

elo,
upacts
Liquid
ls% ,• the
—y
- Manner
- same
- in the
9 both j therefore they suffer the fame ResistOh I

t^ s but

different

;
Retardations and

they are

^ °ne another as the Celerities which may be gefcC!“Jtcd by the same Forces in the Bodies propoQr > that is, they are inversly as the Quantities *33°
k Matter

in those Bodies *, or invetjly as the * 60

effities.
4;Vv , supposing Bodies of

the fame Density, but
moved equally fast thro ' the fame Fluid ,
fjce Resistances increase according to their Superthat is, as the Squares of their Diameters ;
are increased in Proportion to the
.
qQuantities

q es" of the Diameter ; the Resistances are the
ct^ tities of Motion , the Retardations are the
n e,'ities arising from them *; dividing the* 33°
(entities of Motion by the Quantities of Matpf you will have the Celerities * ; therefore the * 64

sedations are directly as the Squares of the
’^meters, and inversly as the Cubes of the Di¬
opters , that is, inversly, as the Diameters themthe Bodies are equal, move equally swift, ZZr
(he fame Density , but are moved thro ’
difp aref °
T.iauids., their
Retardations are. as the* 339
their Retardations
em Liquids
jfg er"' ent
3- 1
Assies of those Liquids *.
IV hen 322
M 3
y
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When Bodies, equally dense and equal, tfre c0 rt^
thro ' the same Liquid with different Velocities, ^
*324 Retardations are as the Squares of the Velocities 329 From what has been said, the Retardations 01
any Motions may be compared together , for t“y
*33<\.are first , as the Squares of the Velocities*,- seconds
as the Densities of the Liquids thro ' which the
*33 3 dies are moved ; thirdly , inverjly , sr the Diafflf 1 c
*332 of those Bodies -, lastly, inverjly, sr the Densities 0)
*331 the Bodies themselves* .
, 0f
The Numbers in the Ratio , compounded
those Ratio ’s, express the Proportion of the L ^
tardations . Multiplying the Square of the Ye 0
city by the Density of the Liquid , and divid ts, q.

the Product by the Product of the Diametei ^
the Body multiplied into its Density , and ^ °r0f
ing thus for several Motions , the Quotients
the Divisions will still have the fame comp°u
Ratio to one another.
These Retardations may also be compared
gether , by comparing the Resistance with
336 Gravity . It is demonstrated , that theResists
of a Cylinder, which moves in the Direction °t . £
Axis to( which the Resistance of a Sphereojj ,
*325 seme Diameter is equal*) is equal to the Wesgff
a Cylinder made of that Liquid , thro ' which
Body is moved, having its Base equal to the td°: ^
Base , and its Height equal to half the Height ,
which a Body falling inYacuo may acquire y^ , ,
locity with which the said Cylinder is ntove ^n 0i j'
the Liquid. From
the given Celerity ofth e
jS

moved , the Height of the Liquid Cylij1
found, as also the Weight of it from the kn ^
fpecifick Gravity of the Liquid and Diarn^
§
the Body. Let a Ball, for Example , of 3, ,erjty
Diameter he moved in Water , with that
with which it would go thro ’ 16 Foot in
cond : From what has been said of
30

II.
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^°Jies and Pendulums *, asalfo by Experiments *i57
f^iade on Pendulums , it has been found that this *S8
~ foe Celerity which a Body acquires in falling I3+
a Height of 4 Foot j therefore the Weight;
Cylinder of Water , of 3 Inches Diameter,
Foot high , that is, a Weight of about 6
^Unds and 3 Ounces , is equal to the Resistance
the aforesaid Bill.
, Let the Resistance to discovered be divided by 337
.*IVnghtof the Body, which determines itsQuanpt.Vof Matter , andyou -will have the Retardation *. *79
fy which Rule the Proportion ol the several Re¬
is discovered*, and found to be the *33°
lations
33 5
as is given by the foregoing Rule .
direct
. Having considered the Retardation of
Potions , we pass on to the Motion of Pendulums.
he Arc described by a Pendulum oscillating in ZZ8
with a Celerity that it has acquired by de^tnding , is equal to the Arc which is described
the Descent*j the fame does not happen in a *1; »
j'quid, and there is a greater Difference between
.iflose Arcs, the greater the Resistance is ■, that is,
you speak of the fame Liquid and Pendulum,
the
greater the Arc is which is described in the
T\

Ascent.

Let the Resistance of the Liquid be in Proportion J 3P
0tste Velocity, and two Pendulums, entirely alike,
Rillating in a Cycloids perform unequal Vibrations,
begin to fall thesiame Moment ; they begin to
?foveby Forces that are as the Arcs to be descri¬
ed *; if those Impressions alone, which are made *159
first Moment , be considered, after a given
Hrne, the Celerities will be in the lame Ratio as in
|he Beginning j for the Retardations , which areas
he Velocities themselves*, cannot change their *329
. r°Portions , for the Ratio between Quantities
s not changed by the Addition and Substraction
* foe Quantities in the fame Ratio . Therefore
m
M 4
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in equal Times , however the Celerities of
dies are changed in their Motion by the Re
lillance , Spaces which are gone thro ’ are as t 1
*53 Forces in the Beginning ; * that is, as the A>es ^
be described by the Descent ; therefore after any
Time the Bodies are in the correspondent P° in
of those Arcs. But in these Points the Forces*1^
*D 6 generated in the (ame Ratio as in the Beginning’
and the Proportion of the Celerities, which is 11
varied by theRcliilance , suffers no Change fr°n
the Gravity . In the Ascent , Gravity retards t 1
Motion of the Body, but in correspondentP° ,n
its Actions are in the fame Ratio
as in Dese e,lt *‘
And therefore every where in correspondent Polt1
.
the Celerities are in the fame Ratio . But asy
the lame Moments the Bodies are in these
fpondent Points , it follows that the
- both is deltroyed in the fame MomentMotions
, that 1’
they finish their Vibrations in the fame Lime. *
Spaces run thro ’ in the Time of one Vibrab 0 ,’
are as the Forces by which they are run th>° ’
34° that is, the Arcs of the 'whole Vibrations ^
the Arcs described by the Descent, whole Dotty
are the Arcs to be described in Vacuo. T’he
34 1JeSts of the Arcs to be described in Liquids,
the Arcs to be described in Vacuo, are the
rences ot Quantities in the (ame Ratio , and
the Arcs described

34^

by the

Descent.

Since there is the (ame Proportion bet' t' cC
those different Arcs, it follows, that theCeks tieJ
in the correspondent Points of the Arcs rse/rfy '
are every‘where as the Arcs described by the.
Jcent; for these correspondent Points arc aH° i
correspondent Points of the Arcs to be deser>
in V <uuo, in which we have demonllrated 111
this Proportion holds.
«
343 Now
let the Resistance increase in the
■Ratio os the Vdocity, and let the Pendulumpcfr
r

uriep
1*
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u*qual Vibrations, the greatest will last the longest,
cause the Resistance increases more than in the
Cafe Numb. 2.39.
Yet the Celerities, supposing the Arcs not very 344
fqual in the correspondent Points of the Arcs deu
J:r ibcd, are every where nearly in the fame Ratio,
'^ d indeed in the Ratio of the Arcs described by
the Resistance was in the Ratio
Descent. If
the Celerity , this Proportion would obtairi} * but now it is disturbed , by reason of* 342
? greater Resistance in a greater Vibration,
vhich the Motion in this is more diminished.
B7'
ut it is more accelerated by two Causes, ist,
345
this
greater Vibration lasts longer , * and the
^odv stays longer in a certain Space, thaninthe
y
Correspondent Space in a less Vibration , and is
^derated during a longer Time . rdly , The
P efect of the Arc described here, from an Arc to
w described in Vacuo, is greater in Proportion
'I1a greater Vibration , because in this the Rehstance differs more from the Resistance in a lels
deration than in Numb. 241 . Therefore the cor¬
espondent Points , keeping the fame Proportion,
a’e Wore distant from the lowest Point in the greatthan in the lesser Arc, as long as the Body deCe nds in it : therefore in Proportion it has a great^ Acceleration , because the Force which acts conlrUially on the Body, is as its Distance from the
t>\ver Point ; * therefore there is a Compensation , *156
the Proportion above- mentioned is restored.

the
,
Body
n
JRetardation
concurs with the Resistance to dithe

Ascent

of

the

the

Duration

of

Jtirb that Proportion ; but now the correspond
de «t Points are Ids distant scorn the lowest Point
1,1 the greater Arc (the lame Proportion comi¬
ng ) than in the lesser, and the Gravity in
^portion produces a less Retardation j and
there-
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Difference of the Distance of the corresponds
Point from the lowest Point is increased, so th3
a Compensation is given from this alone.
The Resistances which are as the Square*0^
the Celerities , and therefore every where in c°r'
respondent Points , as the Squares of the ff 1?*
described by the Descent , in which Ratio all"0 ^
*329 Retardations are*; but , as each of them
keep ^
fame Proportion in corresponding Points , the Su)11
of them all will be in the fame Proportion;
is, the whole Retardations , which are the De‘eC
of the Arcs described in the Liquid from the A|C
to be described in Facuo ; or, what is the &nl ?’
the Differences between the Arcs described& .r
34f Descent and the next Ascent. Therefore these f' 1.
ferences, if the Fibrations are not very uMr,'
are nearly as the Squares of the Arcs described
the Descent. Which is also confirmed by E^Pe'
ments in greater Vibrations ; for in these the D
portion ot Resistance, which we treat of here,
*324 tains*.
,<
Zq.6 Fill thewooden VesselA BFCD ( Plated
j
Fig. 6 .) 3 Foot long, i Foot wide, and l E°0
high , with Watery hang up the Pendulumy?
by a Hook V hanging over the Middle ° rj.
Veflel. This Pendulum is made of an Iron y ^
7 or 8 Foot long, and a Leaden Ball p ° p fl.
Diameter of an Inch and a Half ; when the y
dulumisat rest, the Ball is distant 3 Inches »r0
the Bottom of the Vessel. At P there is a
ter Ball of Lead , of 3 Inches
,
<cfc
the Iron Wire , that the Ball Diameter
P may be the
retarded in Water.
A - crols the Top of the Vessel, upon thc ^ es
of it, may be moved a Board about f ^ jj
high , to which must be applied thedividedj 1‘
Rulers EG , EG , and the Indices M,

’

m» si» rl0S
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i^ asuringthe Angles described by the Pendulum
the Descent , or Ascent, by the Method given
^ u»ib. 170 . Page 70.
the Rulers EG , E G, be so
"'sposed, that the Ends G , G , may be over®§ainil the Pendulum when it is at reft, and in such
Tanner , that between their Ends there may be a
Alliance equal to the Diameter of the Wire to
j^hich the Bodies P p are fixed. Let one Index
e applied to the 16th Division of the Ruler , and
pother to the 14th Division of the other Ruler:
. et the Pendulum fall from that Division, and
^ Will rife al molt to this . If, inltead ol thele
^visions , you take 20 and 2.6i , the Expo¬
nent will succeed in the tame Manner , as
also when you apply the Indices to the Divi¬
care that the Water be
sions 24 and ipj. Take
PCl 'fectly at reit.
In this Experiment the Arcs described in the
Ascent are to one another as 4 , y, and 6, whose
squares arc 26, Zs, 26 ; the Difference os those
^ rcs from the Arcs described in the Ascent , are
■
38> 45 } which Numbers are to one another
the aforesaid Squares, as appears by multiplylng them by 8.
A Body freely descending in a Liquid is accelcra- 347
^ by the respective Gravity of the Body which
^‘°ntinually acts upon it -, yet not equally, as in a
^acuum*, the Resistance of the Liquid occasions *29
a Retardation , that is, a Diminution of Accele¬
ration, which Diminution increases with the Ve¬
locity of the Body. For there is a certain Vdocity 348
fhich is the greatest that a Body can acquire by sal} for if its Velocity be such, that the Resistance
arifing from it becomes equal to the rej'pethve speight
°f the Body, its Motion can be no longer accelerated j for the Motion which is continually ge¬
nerated
Experiments I,ct

I7&
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nerated by the respective Gravity , will be
stroyed by the Resistance, and the Body ‘olC
f
to go on equably : The Body
continuallyc°

nearer and nearer to this greatest Celerity,
but t
never attain to it.

When the Densities of a Liquid and a B0^
are given, you have the respective
Weight o' 1

Body ; and by the knowing the Diameter 0*1
Body, you may find out from what
Heigh * ‘
Body falling in Vacuo, can acquire such a y
c
city , that the Resistance in a Liquid sit
all
c
*zz6 qual to that respective Weight *,
which Ww
that greatest Velocity above- mentioned .
„
If the Body be a Sphere, it is known th
at ‘
Sphere is equal to a Cylinder of the same Di alt
k
ter , whose Height is two third Parts of
that
3yoameter > which Height is to be increased 111 „
Ratio in which the respective Weight of the
dy exceeds the Weight of the Liquid ,
.
to have the Height of the Cylinder of the in
List11 \
-whose IVeight is equal to the respective
If 7eight .
the Body, but , if you double this
Height, youst*^

have a Height, from •which a Body,
falling ‘

cuo, acquires such a Velocity as generates
*336Jiflance equal to this respective Weight*,
and

st ,

therefore is the greatest Velocity which a
Body c

*348 acquire, falling in a Liquid from an
infinite Lletg“‘
349 Lead is eleven times heavier than
Water,^
fore its respective

Weight is
Id7at er as 10 to I ; therefore ato the Weight
leaden Ball, aS
appears from what has been said, cannot acq111
^
a greater Velocity , falling in Water,
thanitW
011 £
acquire in falling in Vacuo, from an Height
13 3 of its Diameters.

3ft

. 0
A Body lighter than a Liquid,
andafeendittgst .,

by the Action of the liquid , is moved
exactly h .j
fame Laws as a heavier Body falling in
the fists M
W heve-ever you place the Body , it is
lultnincu^
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Liquid , and carried up with a Force equal to
j 16 difference of the Weight of the Quantity of
le Liquid , of the same Bulk as the Body, from
,1c Weight of the Body, as appears by compa!'ng Numb. r .9 ; with Numb. z$>z -, therefore you
ave the Force that continually acts equably up^ the Body, by which , not only the Action of
. e Gravity of the Body is destroyed, so that it
n°tto be considered in this Cafe, but by which
Body is carried upwards by a Motion
a the
siUahly accelerated, in the fame manner asaBoheavier than a Liquid , descends by its rePective Gravity , but the Equability of the Acyeration is destroved in the lame manner by the
resistance, in the Ascent of a Body lighter than
j^e Liquid , and it is destroyed in the Descent of a
heavier than the Liquid.
> iNhcna Body, specifically heavier than a Liquid, ZsL
lS thrown up in it, it is retarded upon a double
pcount , on account of the Gravity of the Bo-s and on account of the Resistance of the Li'Md ; therefore a Body rises to a less Height than 3f 3
^ "would rife in Vacuo with the fame Celerity,
ft the Defetis of the Height in a Liquid, from
? Heights to which a Body would rife in Vacuo
1th the fame Celerities, have greater Proportion
;y C:'ch other than the Heights themselves ; and,
J cfi Heights, the Defects are nearly as the Squares
i the Heights in Vacuo.
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Of the Motion of

CHAP

.

Fluids•

VII.

Of the Celerity of a Fluid ar ifngfront tltf
Tre sure of the superincumbent Fluid

*275

AN

inferior

Fluid

is

pressed

by
a cll0
>
sup

and that equally every Way *} ^cCf.
Action is equal to Re -action, it endeavours to ^
cede every Way with equal Force ; therefo1
you take off the Preffureon one Side, the Liquid ^
3y4 move towards that Side-, and which Way foef irt!e
Treffure be taken away, it will move with theJ
Celerity which
;
will be confirm ’d by the
riments to be mention ’d in the following Chap
At the fame Depth the Celerity is also e',c c
where the lame, by reason of the Equality 0*' ,*
*27 z Pressure * } but when

the Depth

is changed,

1

27z Celerity is also changed.
0.
Yet the Velocity does not follow the fiutfe : r(]1
portion as the Depth ; tho ’ the Pressure,
which the Velocity arises, does increase »r
273 same Ratio as the Depth * . The Quantity

of

lion , which is produced in the Liquid , is the
sect of the whole Pressure ; and this
*59 increases as the Pressure*} but the Ratio of
Quantity of Motion is compounded of theR ‘| .
of the Velocity and the Quantity of the
*64 moved*. Here the Matter moved is the V st '
which goes out of the Hole , whose
the Time remaining the lame, increases w|c
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ferity j it will be double , if the Celerity be
Rubied , in which Case the Quantity of Motion Zsy
,S Quadruple; that is, increased as the Square of
Celerity., which obtains in any Celerity : There,°re that Square increases as the Pressure ; that is,
is the Height of the Liquid above the Hole from
^hich the Water spouts.
PlateXX IV . Fig. 1 .] Fill with Water the Pa- Z56
'lelopiped A B, which is 1y Inches long , and
as'vide , and 2 Foot high ; it must be so placed
qtot its Bottom may be raised about 8 Inchesabove
t‘1e horizontal Bottom of a hallow Trough CD,
^ofe Length is almost 4 Foot , and Breadth a
Hot and a half, and Depth y or 6 Inches.
, At E , near the Bottom of the VesselA B, there
horizontally , above half
ls fix ’d a Brass Tube
an Inch in Bore ; the fore Part of it is shut by
a Istate in the Middle of which there is a Hole,
Hose Diameter is equal to A Inch : That Hole is
with a Cover that screws on upon the fore
»* of the Tube.
"The Celerities with which the Water flows
H from E, when you have open’d the Hole,
a/ e compared together by Help of this Machine.
Ht it move , for Example , in the Line EL , and
j^ Llet it come to the Bottom of the VesselCD;
J ls Motion may be resolved into two Motions ;
Jc one horizontal , along El , in the Direction
^ the Water has in going out of the Hole , and
, other vertical , along 1 L ; the first is equa. k, and the Water, with the Celerity with which
r g°es out , runs thro ’ the Space E I, in the
He Time that in falling it runs thro ’ I L * ; *r--y
hatever the Celerity be, 1L is not changed,
, ec aufc El and the Bottom of the Vessel are
•Hizontal , therefore the Time is not changed,
a Which several such Lines as EI may be run
thro’
ra

1? 6
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thro ’, and therefore they aieasthcCeleiidesvu
*53 which the Water goes out *: If you naea U1
jj Distance to which the Water spouts, y° u
have the Line E I.

Experiment I .] Let there beWaterinthe
sel A B, up to the Height of five Inches a o
the Hole at E ; let the Distance be mealu| ^
to which the Water spouts ; if more Watei
poured in, to the Height of twenty Inches, lCV. c
spout to a double Distance. The Squares o
Distances are here as the Height of the W a ’
in which Ratio also are the Squares os the L
rides .
. ^
557 The Velocity of a Liquid, at any Depth, ’* ,{
fame as that 'which a Body, falling from a ‘‘cf°.
equal to the Depths would acquire-, for the VoO
. of a Liquid increases, when the Depth of the *"1^
below the Surface of the Liquid increases, 111
fame Ratio as the Celerity of the falling Body .j
creases, when the Space gone thro ’ by the ‘
355 increases *; and in the Beginning these Velo cl ^

131 are equal ; for in a Liquid the upper Parts, j,
13° well as in a Body at the Beginning of the fa ’
endeavour to descend by Gravity only.

Experiment z. Plate XXIV . Fig. 1 .] T hJ,s ^
performed with the Erne Machine
as was tile
<
the former Experiment ; the Vessel A B js “
with Water , and a Tube with a Hole, hke e
Tube E, is placed at F ; so that the Heights
the upper Surface of the Water
, above
Bottom of the Vessel C D, is divided by ^
Hole into two equal Parts ; the Water scoff 11 ,
Hole will spout to M, so that the horizon ^
Distance from the Point M to the Hole \vil^ ^
double the Height of the Hole , above the Botx0
of the Vessel CD ; therefore the Water, by ,
equao'
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suable Motion * and with the Celerity with
Hich it goes out , runs thro ’ double the Space
that Height , in the Time in which a Body can
E from F to the Bottom of the Vessel CD , and
b efore it moves with the Celerity which a Body
acquire in falling from that Heights but this* 134
**e'ght is equal to the Height of the Surface of
the Water above the Hole.
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VIII.

Of spouting Liquids .

,a-3f&
ofaHole
•
,spouting
A Liquid
vertically

out

rises up with that Celerity , with which it
fouid come up to the upper Surface of the Liquid,
P it never comes up to that Height*\ and that for *357
eVe lai c aufes. 1. The Celerity , by which the Li - ' 37

'f-t'd ascends, is diminished every Moment , and
£*e Column of the spouting Liquid consists of
which are moved to different Heights by
j
^serene Celerities ; all the Parts of a Column,
^ich is every whereof the fame Thickness , are
QCe ssirily moved by the fame Celerity ; the said
°lurnn every where will be broader every Moas the Celerity of the Liquid is diminished ;
jo*11ph arises from the Impulse of the Liquid soland which from the Nature of a Liquid
c^e‘ds to every Impression, and is easily moved
r Cly Way : by that Impression the Motion is
^ a*ded every where . 2. This Motion is also
j^ ' uissted by the Liquid , because, when it hath
its Motion , it hangs in the upper Part of
j^.e Column, and is sustained for a Moment by the
$j3U|d that follows, before it flows off on the
anjCs’ Which retards the Liquid that follows it,
s communicated to the
^ -^
Vsti)t^at rdation;
- ole Column . 3, By the Friction against the

N

Sides
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Sides of the Hole , the Celerity of the Liquid ‘s
diminiihed ; which Friction is increased, wh esl
the Liquid is brought through Pipes and Cocks•
4 . Lastly , the Air’s Rest stance stops the Motion
of Liquids.
The first Cause above-mentioned of the R e'
tardation cannot be corrected.
Thcsccondis corrected by somewhat incliu l0£
the Direction of the Liquid , as is self-evidet>c)
3s9 and this is the Reason why a Liquid rises hightft
if its Direction be a little inclined, than if itfp 0,i
vertically,

Experiment 1 . Plate XXIV . Fig. 1 .] To
Machine above-described*, by help of a Scie
at N , join the Curve Tube N O , from wh lC .^
the Water , thro ’ a small Hole , spouts up vert|s
cally , by turning the Tube a little , which
easily done by reason of the Screw at N ? 1^
Direction of the spouting Water will beincli |ie ’
and it will ascend higher . But by this Inclin 3tI°
the Beauty of a Jet is destroyed .
, -s
As to the third Cause of the Retardation ? 1
to be observed, that there isa greater Fricti ° °»1
Proportion , in small Holes , than in great ones
the Celerity being increased, the Friction 3
J6a js thereby increased ; and therefore the Hole* .
to be increased according to the Heights of thejP 0U
ing Water.
The Ends of the Pipes , from which the
ter spouts, have commonly the Figure of 3 lr.y,
cated Cone, as is represented at P , (Plate
t
Fig. 3 .) in which End the Water lusters a 8 j
deal ot Friction , and is moved irregularly?
soouts up with that Irregularity . This atif”
3<51 mended by covering the End of the lube with
^
smooths and polished Plate ,fixed to it , 'which 1 ^
Hole in it j for then the Water spouts
'356
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because it rises with a M ®tion intirely regular , it
15

ptrfeftly transparent.

^ Experiment z . Plate XX IV . Fig 3 .] Take the
^ube above-mentioned P, as alio the Cylinder
jvj fiiut
up at one End with a bored Plate j let
^hose be screwed on, one aster another , to the End
. os the Tube N O (Fig. 1 .) the Water remani¬
ng at the same Height in the Vessel AB * let
'^ pout from the Tube P , and the Cylinder Q,
“‘nd the Experiments will fully confirm what we
said.
she Pipes which bring the Water from a Refer- Zdz,
^0"', must be very wide, in Proportion to the spoutp£ Hole, that the Water may move fiowly in these
‘Pcs, and have no sensible Friction.
P hor the same Reasons
Water -way, or Pus- 36,
of the Cocks must be very large.
.Experiment 3 . Plate XXIV . Fig. 1 .] To the
P Eel A B, at the fame Height as the Tube F,
the Cock H , the Pipe of the Cock must be
up in the same manner as the Tube F , and
0r ed with a Hole of the fame Size } the Waterof this Cock is a Quarter of an Inch . The
{? at er which goes thro ' this Cock is brought
,0’ a narrower Space than that which moves
/ "'o’ the Tube F } therefore this last is more
ail sparent, and (pouts to a greater Distance.
t, Ehe Resistance of the Air has a sensible EffeSt upon 364
3e Motion of Liquidsfor
> ( itself may be reckoned
p^ ngst Liquids , as will be said in the Second
bait ») therefore we may here apply what has
8eei Maidof the Ascent of any Body in a Liquid}
fr ln small Heights, the Defetts of the Heights
H°m the Heights in Vacuo are in the Ratio os the
j ^Uares Qf chose Heights *; that is, abstract8 from the other Causes of Retardation , they
N 2
are

*8o
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are in the Ratio of the Square of the Height of^
Liquid above the Hole. Besides this Resist**^
there is also another , not to be over-looked , wh^Q
is the Action of the Air against the spouting ^
quid . It encloses the whole Column of the fpou
ing Liquid , and resists that Part of its M °o° n’
whereby it spreads itself side-wife, as it becolp
wider ; and there is required a greater Force orc
Liquid that comes after, than if this Resist an.[S
was taken away ; therefore the Air resists by ‘
lateral Pressure. The Resistance from the St' 0
of the Liquid against the Air encreafes with 1.^
impingent Surface, that is, if the Celerities rerfla'
the lame, encreafes with the Hole ; in which __
tio also, the Quantity of the Matter
e1
^
creases, and upon this account it is nomoved
matter
what Bigness the Hole is.
f
The lateral Pressure follows the Proportio 11 ^
the Surface of the Column ; the Matter moyjQ
which (the Celerity being the fame) is in the la
*62 Ratio as the Quantity of Motion *, followsf
Proportion of the whole Column , that is, of c
Square of its Surface ; and therefore , iftheH 0
be encieased, the Quantity of Motion encrea ^
faster than the Caule retarding it ; and for c!\8
Z6y Reason, in the greatest Heights ofspout ing List11 J
that the lateral Pressure (which exerts a g1^8
Action when it acts the longer) may be the . ^
ter overcome , greater Holes are required; w11 ^
we have also strewed before to be required M ^
*3 ho fame
Case from another Cause *; where , as

'

here, we supposed the greater Holes only necel*
for the greatest Heights , though the Demon
tions proves that thele Holes , which are very ^
ceslkry in the greatest Heights , are in geneia
be preferred to others.
Creat Holes also hinder the Motion } ‘j
then there is a greater Suriace, which is Pre 0l)

ftook
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j^Pon by the highest Part of the Liquid , which
Jjas lost all its Motion , and hangs on a longer
Line , before it runs off down the Sides. From
^>efe two contrary Effects joined together , in all z66
^eights there is a certain Mea sure of the Hole, thro'
^hich the Liquid will rife to the greatest Height
festible. Yet
one cannot give Rules to determine
Diameter of the Hole , because the Bigness of
she Pipes of Conduct and their Inflexions require
'c different, so that there may be a Variation to
fitfinity.
In respect to the greatest Heights , it is to be 3^7
^oserved, that the Bigness of the Hole, and also the
Height to which the Liquid can ascend, have their
l ^ its, which they cannot exceed : Not only the
^ 'quid which is directly against the Hole runs
but , that there may be a constant Supply,
we neighbouring Liquid continually comes to¬
wards the Hole with an oblique Motion , and
lr*going out , it spouts with a compound Motion,
?nd the Motion of the Liquid , spouting vertically,
!Sdisturbed ; the greater the Hole is, the greater
!s the Disturbances arising from that Cause, and
1,1 spouting Waters the Holes should never exceed
^ Inch and a Quarter . When the Celerity of
f16 Liquid is too great , it strikes against the
;c*r with so much Force , that it is dilperfed into
. ' ops; in which Cafe, by diminishing the Cele¬
ry , the Height to which the Liquor spouts
be increased ; and there is a Height which is
^ .greatest to which a Liquor can ascend, which
*w>ght in spouting Water scarce exceeds i oo Feet.
- Liquids which spout obliquely
, are not retarded Z68
many Causes, nor so much, as those that spout
statically. The second Cause of Retardation , aboveeutioned#, has no Place here, and the Effect of *35 8.
1 e first is Ids . As for the rest, one may apply
Cle What has been laid of Solids oblique proN Z
jected

8r
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J 69 jected in Chap. XXIV . Book I. from Numb. it 1’
quite to the End of the Chapter . And a Lifts
may be considered as an innumerable Quantity °J
Solids, following one another, and running thesis10
Way . In the Motion of the Liquid , the Vva3j
gone thro ’ may be perceived by our Senses* af),
what has been (aid of Solids, obliquely project0 j.
may be reduced to Experiments by the tie ' s
Liquids j for doing which we must make use
Quicksilver , because of the great Specifick ^
vity of this Liquid in respect of others - »
these Experiments are to be made by a parties
Machine contrived as follows.

?7°

AI

Plate
XXIII
. r »Fig.
i .T The
wooden
'T*
-*
n
. -w
r*
»-*
« voUgJj.

ti 'l II
A, B, C, D , E, F, H , is four Foot and an- halt
broad, eight or ten Inches long, and six or seveni
Inches high ; the Bottom is made of a B° a1^
hollowed in half an Inch, to contain the Mer'
cury the better.
In the End I I , of the Side E, F , H , youh^
a Board H I six Inches wide , and two F°°
high , which has in it a Slit ot. By this
you may six to any Height upon the Board [1.
wooden Parallelepiped ;, which has aScre \vfi*e
in its hinder Part .
. j
I he second Figure represents this ParalIclopiF5j
at S : There is fastened to it a cylindric \ L
of Box-Wood , which has a Groove round >°
receive two Brats Plates, one of which way
seen at fe ; their Ends are joined togeth 01
the Screw G , so as to make the Box-Vefict 1
moveable, till it is loosened by unscrevvWb
'vhich will allow it to move about its Axis- ,
In the Bottom of this Vessel there is ac y * .
diic Cavity ab, a Quarter of an Inch T>iam et: ^
this communicates with a like Cavity bfi f 1 j
terminates in the Middle of the greater

i8z
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^hose Diameter is above half an Inch , that it
?>ay receive the truncated Cone of Box H , which
ls joinedto the Cylinner IL , Fig. Z.
The truncated Cone H exactly fills the Cavi¬
tyc d, and is held fait in it by help of the Screw
that goes thro ’ the Brass Plate Q _0 , but so
that this truncated Cone may turn upon its
Axis.
In this Cone, as well as in the Cylinder IL,
^ere is a Cavity hi I, of the fame Diameter as
Cavity be, and answering to it . ThisCylinIL has a Glass TubeN cemented to it.
The Tube is a Foot and a half long, one End
which is seen at N M (Fig. y .) which is ce¬
mented also to the Box-Cylinder L I, which is
Allowed at lib, with a round Hole in the Form
°h a Gnomon , or the Carpenter ’sSquare } at he
Cavity is greater , to receive the truncated Cone
r E>, that exactly sills it, and is moveable about
lts Axis by the Help of the Handle E A.
The Cavity hi answers to the Cavity de,
tyh*ch communicates with fg this
;
Part of the
° °x has driven upon it an Iron Ferril BQ ^, in
^nich is drilled a very small Holeg , which , when
ne Parts of the Machine are joined together,
^tnmunicates with the Cavity of the Box P
z .)
> f ° prevent the Tube from breaking the Ends
T' Lof theBox -Gylinders (Fig. z . and y.) together
^ lth the Tube , are joined close to a streight and
bff Piece of W ood mn (Fig. i .) whose lower End
^ has an Iron Plate fixed to it (as may be seen in
^I> 6.) whose End LPBQ ^is bent in the Figure
a double Gnomon } when the End L (Fig. y.)
p . l he Box -Cylinder is applied to the End of the
Ie ce M N I of Fig. y . it fits to I of Fig. 6. and
hc Screwr0 , applied to o, presses the Cylinder
N 4 BD
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B D os Fig. r . and joins it firmly to the Cylinder
LI.
All the Parts ofthe Machine may be seen joist'
ed together at Fig. I . Quicksilver being poure
into the Vesselp, spouts out of the Holeg , Fig-5’
When the Mercury is at the same Height
the Box, and you do not vary the Inclination °
the Piece nm i the Mercury spouts with the
Celerity in any Direction ; but the Inclination
of the Direction may be varied by moving th
Handle ea E( A, in Fig. f .) the Angle chat tho
Direction , in which the Mercury goes out of th
Hole , makes with the Horizon , may be measu rC‘
by Help of the Quadrant x, along with the lnde'
fh is moveable, which by its Weight is always
kept in a vertical Position . This Quadrant n^
be seen in Fig. 7 . with its Index FH : It has t^ 0
Rings behind , to receive the Handle E A , Fig' s'
When this Handle is vertical, the Index hastj?
against the 4s th Degree , and the Direction of [hc
Motion of the Mercury , which spouts out th#1’
makes a half Right Angle with the Horizon . .
In Fig. 1 . the Jets of Mercury in their
Directions are represented : They become J*1®
more visible by help of a wooden Plane Gp^ c'
ed black , along which the Mercury in its Mo" ^
does almost slide: Upon this Plane must be
the Ways which a Body (according to whatdya^
isp*
in Numb. 2 .12) runs thro ', when it moves w.,t,
the fame Celerity according to Directions vvhic
make different Angles with the Horizon . ■
**.
the Semicircle AL of Plate XV . Fig. f . num ^
drawn upon this Plane, tho ’ it could not be f
presented in this Figure .
.l
There are several other such Planes, in
the fame Things are drawn , but so as to
,
sent the Ways of Projectiles, &c. according
different Celerities.
>

rl ji**
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This Plane stands upright near the Middle of
Trough , and bears against the Side EFH,
0 as to move backwards and forwards according
l° the Length of the Trough.
The Celerity of the spouting Mercury is varied,
as you change the Inclination of the Piece n m ;
and, by lowering the Vessel/ >, the Hole through
^hich the Mercury spouts, is set to the Direction
the Lines drawn on the Plane.
The Mercury will stop its spouting , when the
Wity a b. {Fig. z .) is stopped with the Pin D E
0f %4-

as

Experiment 4. Plate XXIII . Fig. 1 . ] The Parts 37i
this Machine being joined and fixed together,
'tithe manner above described, incline the Piece

j?n , till the Height to which the Mercury is to
'Pout, when it ascends to a Direction almost ver¬
bal , is nearly equal to the Diameter of the Se¬
micircle described on the Plane G . Let the Vcs,ei P be fixed at such a Height , and the Plane G
beso placed, that the Axis of the Circumvolution
ob the Cylinder B D {Fig. y .) fiiall answer to the
Point of the Semicircle above-mentioned,
a Way soever the Inclination of the Directiof the Jet (that is, of the Projection ) be, its
j piplitude will always be the Quadruple of the
BM in the Semicircle ABL {Plate XV.
y.) There is indeed a small Difference, which
cuieHy arises from the Resistance of the Air , and
^Ust be observed in the following Experiments.
. Experiment y .] The Machine being disposed as y-j,
!nt he foregoing Experiment,ifthe Mercury spouts 7
la two
Directions , and the Inclination of one
^ them exceeds a half Right -Angle as much as
i"e other is under it, the Mercury will cut the
^ 0l'izontal Line which is drawn from the lower
Point

86

Book HPoint ot the Simicircle on the Plane G , juft ‘n
the same Place in both Cases.

373

Experiment tf.] Every thing being disposes aS
before, if the Way for any Direction of Mo 1' 011
be drawn on the Plane , and the Index f g ag' ^eS
with that Division of the Quadrant which uc*
notes that Inclination , the Mercury in its Mo1’? 11
will tollow the Line drawn to represent ltS
Way . If you draw the Ways for several &n'
gles, by the Motion of the Handle ae, you v"
bring the Mercury to spout in Jets that goal° n$
these very Lines.
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Experiment 7 . ] Let there be another Plane,
G , in which all the Lines above- mentioned 3
drawn from another Celerity of the Mercurial
and the Experiments will succeed in the la
Manner .
. .
By the same Method , as we do by a Seff>'cl^
cle determine
the Distance to which Bodies 0
liquely projected will fall, one may find they
stance to which the Liquor coming out of
Side of a Vessel spouts, when the Vessel is
upon a Horizontal Plane ; which Distance is
ferent according to the different Height of [
Hole , the upper Surface of the Liquid retf131
jug the fame.

Plate XXIV . Fig. 4 .] Let AB be the Height s
a FeJJcifilled with a Liquid ,- suppose this
cut into two equal Parts atC ; with the Ce (
C , and Distance E A describe a Semicircle t
there be a Ilole at E lastly
;
, draw E D perp£fl g
cularto A B, and terminated in the Circurnsere
os the Semicircle at D . Let the Liquid
F. to F in the Horizontal Plane , and the Hr

B h will be double the Perpendicular E

D-

shiest
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Which will be demonstrated , if we consider,
the Liquid , with an equable Motion with
Celerity that it has coming out of the Hole,
'vould (in the Time that a Body can fall from E
*209
toB) run thro ' the Space BF *.
fame,
In all Motion , the Time remaining the
*he Space gone thro ' is as the Celerity * ; the * 53
Celerity remaining the fame, it is as the Time:
"therefore if you change the Time and the Ce¬
city , the Space gone thro ’ will be in a Ratio
compounded of the Celerity and the Time ; and
Multiplying the Time by it , you will have the
Space gone thro ' ; that is, if you apply thisOpeMtion to different Motions , you will have such
Quantities as will express the Proportion of the
Spaces gone thro ’. If you compute the Squares
the Celerities and the Time , you will have
the Proportion of the Squares of the Spaces gone
thro’. A E here expresses the Square of the Ce¬
lerity*; E B the Square of the Time *; there - *355
fore the Product of those Lines expresses the* 13*

®°ok II.

^uareof the Space gone thro ’ E F . But that
Trcduct is the Square of the Line ED , which
therefore, changing the Hole , increases and di¬
minishes in the fame Ratio as the Distance B F.
suppose the Hole in the Center C > B G , the
distance to which the Liquor (pouts , is equal to
~ A* , and it is double the Perpendicular , which *357
from C may be drawn to AB in the Semicircle ; 134
t^hich therefore obtains in all Holes , and E D
t'dll be the half of BF.
Hence it follows, that a Liquid, spouting from 376
J Hole in the CenterC, imll go to the greatest Di -

j'W

postible.

Experiment 8 . PA*# XXIV . Fig. I .] Here we
?Mstmake use of the M achine, described in the
forgoing Chapter *. Let the Water spout from * ; ; L
the
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the Hole F , as in Experiment z . Chap. VI I. L c( ic
spout at the fame Time from E , and also from O,
where there is a Tube like thole which are made
fall at F and E ; the Hole G is less than E,
the Hole E is farther distant from the Surface of
the Water , the Water comes from neither of them
to the Distance to which it comes, when fpotlt'
mg from F.
Plate XXXIV . Fig. 4 .] From what has bee°
said, it follows, That thewaterspouts to thefr ^f
Distance from the Holes E e, equally distant from tf>
e
Center C , because in that Cafe the Perpendicular
E D and E d are equal.

377

Experiment 9 . Plate XXIV . Fig. 1 .] From ^
let there be drawn a horizontal Line , which g° eS
thro ’ H j if H G and HE are equal, the W ater
will go from each Hole G and E to L.
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IX.

Of a Liquidflowing out of Vessels, and t^
Irregularities in that Motion.
378 np H E Quantity of a Liquid , which inag ^ 'f
X Dme flows from a given Hole, increases M
Proportion to the Velocity of the Liquid going
out . This depends upon the Height of the LHJ*1
above the Hole , and it is no matter to
354 Part theMotionof theLiquorisdirected *}these
fore the Squares of the Quantities flowing out M
+
in the Ratio of the Heights of the Liquid
555

the Holes *.

In the Time in which a Body falling fi' ce £
g °es through the Height of the Liquid abov
the Hole, a Column of the Liquid flows oM
*357 eclual jo Length to twice that Height *'- [ .
*34 Hole itself is the Base of the Column, an
e ive» >
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8>vcn ; if the Height of the Liquid above the
Hole is known , the whole Column is known ;
lhe Time also is easily determined by Experi¬
ments of Pendulums*} but having found what *157
Quantity flows out in a known Time , one may
know what Quantity will flow out in a given
some.
Here you must observe, that the Resistance of
lhe Air, and the Friction of the Liquid against
soe Sides of the Hole , hinders the Motion of the
soquid, and that the Rule above-mentioned does
•mt exactly obtain , and that there always flow
°Ut a less Quantity than what there is deter¬
mined by it. Yet making Experiments with Wa¬
rns, it is plain, that the Quantities which flow
ksom the fame Hole in equal Times , sensibly keep
soe Proportion of the Squares of the Heights of
me Water above the Hole , in Heights not ex¬
uding fifty Foot.
. In Vessels which are not supplied by the flowmg in of the Liquid , the Celerity of the Liquid
stowing out is continually changed z to which
^•egard must be had, when you compare togestor the Times in which different Vessels are
emptied.
. Here we consider cylindric Vessels; and what
Is here said may be applied to any Vessels that are
^ the lame Bigness from Top to Bottom } we
st' Ppose the Liquid to flow out from a Hole in the

bottom.

Tie 'Times in which cylindric Vessels of the fame
yiameter and Height are emptied, the Liquid flow*Hi from unequal Holes, are to each other inverfly
as those Holes.
- If we suppose that these Vessels are divided
*nto very small equal Parts by Planes parallel to
heir Bale ; and that the Divisions of each Vessel
0 not differ from one another , when we consider
the

(jo
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the smallest Parts, one may
that t^
Celerity is not changed in the conceive
Evacuation of 01
Part . The Quantity of a Liquid
which »0.' ^
from a Hole , if the Celerity
is not changed, >
creases with the Hole and with the
is, in a Ratio compounded of the Time ; 1 ^
Time an
the Hole
The correspondent Parts in the
fels are emptied with equal Celerities,
and
aforesaid compounded Ratio obtains here :
*
same Parts also, that is, the Quantities
or t
Liquid which flow out , are equal ;
whereto
the Difference of the Times is
recompensed
I
the Difference of the Holes ; that is,
the *1 lIP
are in the fame, but inverse Ratio , as
the
'
Now as this happens in all the
Parts , it must also be referred to corresponds
the Tunes
the whole Evacuations of the Vessels.
,
380 When the Fejfeh are cylindric, unequal,
an^eP-n^
ly high, they are emptied thro'
equal Holes, top
that are to one another as the Bases of
tbeCylip 1! .
Let the Vessels again be supposed to he
divt
into very small Parts , and equal in
Number
each Vessel; the Liquid of the
corresponds
Parts flows thro ’ equal Holes,
aud with estu
Celerity : Therefore the Quantities that
flow 0
are as the Times , and conlequently
the
c° l‘ jspondent Parts themselves are in
Ra c, °,
the Times , which are as the Basesthat
of the W‘
ders : But the Times of the whole
Evacuano^
are as the Times in which the
correspondent t
are evacuated.
^ , re
^8r
Lastly , Let there he two cylindric Fefcls^
^
Bases are equal, but their Heights, for
Exanip>
i to 4 , and let them be evacuated thro'
Let these also be conceived to be equal f °. 0
divided 1
very small Parts , by Planes parallel to
the Ba
and let the Number in those Parts
be
each Vessel; those Parts will be one to est ua , er
anot' ^
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as the Vessels, that is, as 1 to 4 . We can cond¬
or every Part as evacuated by an equable Motion,
. ecause the Parts are very small ; the Celerities
lri the correspondent Parts are every where , as r
to 1 *, because the Heights of those Parts above *555
l he Bases are as the Heights of the Vessels, which
?'e as the Squares of those Numbers . Whence
follows, that the Times , in which correspon¬
dent Parts are evacuated, are to one another,
^ l to 2 } because in twice the Time with a
^uble Celerity, a quadruple Quantity is evacu*ted. But as the Times are in the fame Ratio
each correspondent Part , the Times in which
l he whole Vessels arc evacuated, are also as 1 to
If the Vessels are, as 1 to p, the Times will
he, by a like Demonstration , as 1 to 5 ; and
generally the Times areas the Celerities in which
^respondent Parts arc evacuated, the Squares
of Whose Celerities are as the Heights of the Vef, in which Ratio also are the Squares of the *355
lmes.

n

, Experiment x . PlateXX IV . Fig. 2.] Let there
j*e three thin cylindric Vessels of Metal A , C, B,
Owing equal Diameters , and whose Heights are,
^ I, 3, and 4 *, let each of them have a Lip in the
lop to let the Water runout when it comes to
* certain Height , which Lip must be reckoned
Top of the Vessel ; in the Bottoms of the
/essels A and B, which are, as x and 4, let there
°e equal Holes , and let them be filled with Water let
>
the Holes be opened in the fame Mo¬
ment; if the Water running out ofBbe received
ln the Vefiel C, it will be filled in the fame Time
A is evacuated. C contains three Quarters of
[he Vessel B > the Quarter which is left will also
bc

evacuated in the lame Time as the Vessel A,

which

,c)L
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which is evident to Sense; thereforeA
twice, whilst B is emptied once.

is

erupts

381 The Times in ivhicb any cylindric Vessels areevtt.
*380 enated, are in a Ratio compounded of the Baft5*'
*379 the inverse Ratio of the Holes*-, and of the the sV ar!

*381 Roots

of

the sleights*. .
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The cylindric Vessel may be so divided, thatj }
Parts intercepted between the Divisions shall
emptied in equal Times, which will happen , if f
Distances of the Divisions from the Base be its
Squares of the natural Numbers ; for the
of the Evacuations of the Vessels, whose
are in that Proportion , are as the natural Nt” 11
.
*381 bers*, and the Differences of the Times areess111
*

The Time in which a cylindric Vessel is ernp^
ed , is as the Celerity with which the Liquid 0
*381 gins to run out *; therefore the Celerity, V?l!j
355 the Liquid descends in the Vessel, is diminish
in the fame Ratio as the Time of the EvacuaU^
of the Liquid remaining in the Vessel, and
384 Motion of a Liquids running out of a cylindric Vw*
is equally retarded in equal Times. .
38s If thro’ equal Holesa Liquid runs out ofa Winj
der , and out of another Vzfje' l of the fame Height "(»
in which the Liquid is always supplied so as to befir
at the fame Height ) in the Time m which the Cylin
is emptied, there runs out twice as muchlVetterp^
the other Vessels as from the Cylinder. For,beca

of the equal Height of the Vessels, the Cele^ L
in the Beginning are equal ; the Celerity ot the
quid, which comes out of the Vessel that is a(vV
jkept full, is equable ; the Celerity of the L >fl £
which runs out of the Cylinder , is equably rCii «
*383.ed*. Therefore , whilst the Cylinder is empty1. -s
there will flow twice as much Water out 0
Vessel as out of the Cylinder : For if two Bo ^
are driven with the fame Celerity , and *■ g0es

V
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B° es with an equable Motion , and the second with
a Motion equally retarded, and they move till
^ey have loit all that Motion , the first in that
Mttse will run double the Space of the second ;
here the Liquor that runs out mav be looked
* «3?
!*P° n as the Space gone through , because the
^ ' 36
Moses are equal.
' 34
^ Resides the Irregularities from Fritiion , and the
z8s
pfifiance of the Ah \ there are several others arifrom the Cohesion of Parts , even in Liquors
are not glutinous. I shall here only speak of
• ater. Weoblerve in Relation to it , that tho'
he driven by the same Force in any
Direction,
lhe Height os the Water above the Hole re*3 54
Lining the lame, yet it will descend the moie
justly jn a vertical Direction ; the Water in saln§i is continually accelerated in its Motion , it
°heres with the following , and accelerates that,
M increases the Velocity of the Water flowing
Ut of the Vessel.
n p late XXIV . Fig. 2 .] For this Reason the Mo*
8';
out of a Fesses that has a Lube fixed to its ten¬
s ' Side, is also accelerated.Let Ebe such a Vessel
18ual and similar to the Vessel A , and which,
^Jether with the Tube , makes up the Height
^ ^ Veflel B : Let the Tube have the Holes at
o h Ends equal to the Holes at the Bottoms of
sele Vessels A and B : Fill the Water in the Velk 8A , E , and B ; in the Beginning of the Mo
Vvnp the Water flows from the Vessel E and B
equal Celerity , because the Heights of the
!>0 atcr above the Holes , from which the Water
hl Cp° Ut, are e fl ual ’ but rhe Celerity in the Velc3lj > >s immediately diminished , because there
t), 1i?t run a greater Quantity of Water out
of
of , Vube than what comes in at the upper Hole
ae l ube, into which Hole no more Water
O
can

j94
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in, than what can flow out at the Vessel
^
, the Wa
of the Water cohere
the Parts
l'ss
A. Since
which
that
accelerates
,
our
runs
which
ter,
that vvnic
into the Tube , and this last retards
c^
vvh|
lS
out ; and so the Quantity of Water, E,
runs
in a certain Time runs out of the Vessel
of wa r
mean Quantity between the Quantities
the »e
from
Tune
fame
the
that can run out at
fels A and B.

can run

B he>A
Experiment z .] The Vessels AE and
n?
made of some thin Metal, in theA Proporti°
1v
hay
;
E
and
Water
bove-mentioned, fill with
?'
V'"
of
Instant
fame
the
at
Holes
opened the
3^
Surface at E will, descends
the Water ofAthe
you u13
if
contrary
the
On
:
at
that
than
will descend*3
use of the VesselsE and B, it
,
in the last than in the first.
^^
Hole of the Lube, by'which it>a
388 Let the upper
tnunicates•with the Vessels remain as before
then a **a ctwider,; and
be opened
the lower ofHole
the
out
flow
will
IVater
Quantity
will be more acce ^
which goes into the Tube
sufficiently
made
be
rated ; this Hole may
, sc ^
Length of the Tube
without altering theQuantity
will
Water
of
much that a greater
In that .
out from it than from the VesselB.
thro ’ the upper Hole of the Tube , at asmall
j
flo^
below the Surface of the Water , there
^
ess
an
a greater Quantity of Water , than from
^ _
fame m3)
Depth . The
times athe
^
Holebyfour
without
,
Tube
longer
applying
done
ning its lower Hole.
Eak

c

. z.]
Experiment 3. Plate XXIV . Fig
>•.
the Vessel&■
VesselF no way different from its
Tube
of
Hole
in having the lower
s
B:
take allo the above*mentioned Vesselpiam^ 1

A,

Ji-

c.

t ■

bl
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diameters of the Hole in the Bottom of this,
■'nd of the upper Hole of the Tube which is
joined to F , are of four Lines (f of an Inch)
the lower Hole of this Tube is of five Lines.
Let the Vessels be filled with Water ; and let
the Water begin to run out of both at the ianie
Moment j the Surface of the Water in F will de¬
pend faster than that of B. The Vessel B is a*
"out i (5 Inches high.
G H A P.

X.

Of the Running of Rivers.

TilE[

Definition

Paler

that

runs

I.
by its
as

a Channel open above,
ver (Plate XXV . Fig. 1.)
Definition

own

A E , is

Gravity
, 389
called

in

a

Ri-

II.

A River is said to remain in the (lime State, 393
^ to be in a permanent State , when it flows tmiIfftily , so as to be always at the fame Height in the
J<i7ne Place.
Definition
■d

III.

Plane , which cuttinga River is perpendicular 391
as po nq , is called the Section of a

the Bottom,

wive,-.

When a River is terminated by flat Sides paMlclto each other , and perpendicular to the Holl *on, and the Bottom also is a Plane
either horiZ°'Hal or inclined, the Section of the River with
y,cfc three Planes makes Right Angles , and is a
;l| allelogram.
In every River that is in a permanent State , the 39L
a,,lc Quantity of IVat er flows in t he fame si me
thro'
CVl,
y Section. For unless there be in every Place
O 2.
'
as

96

'
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as great a Supply of Water , as what runs fronts
the River will not remain in the fame State.
And this Demonstration will not hold good, whatever be the Irregularity of the Bed or Channel,
from which , in another Respect , several Cbang cS
in the Motion of the River arise; as, for Example
a greater Friction in Proportion to the greater
Inequality of the Channel.
The Irregularities in the Motion of a
may be infinitely varied, and Rules cannot b
given to settle them . Therefore setting asidea
Irregularities , we must examine the Course °
Rivers j for, unless the Laws of Motion be know 11
in that Cafe, we have no certain Foundation *°
.
determining any Thing .
Therefore , we suppose the Water to run 111
regular Channel, without any sensible Frict ,c,n’
and that the Channel is terminated with p'3'^
Sides, that arc parallel to one another , and vC,tj
cal ; and also that the Bottom is a Plane, 311
,
inclined to the Horizon .
Let A E be the Channel , into which the ' vJ‘
ter runs from a greater Receptacle or Head j
let the Water always remain in the seme H clSn^
at the Head , so that the River may be in a Pe1rrn(fj
nent State . The Water descends along an incl*°
‘l 44Plane , and is accelerated*; whereby , he ca'
the fame Quantity of Water flows through eV€
*392 Section*, The Height of theJVater , as )'oti
393 cede from the Head of the River , is confix ^
diminished, and the Surface of the Water
acquire the Figure iqs. .
To determine the Velocity of the Wat cl ^
different Places, Jet us suppose the Holse' v
the Channel A D C B to be strut up with a P 5^ *
if there be a Hole made in the Plane, the
ter will spout the faster through the Hole, aS ^
Hole is more distant from the Surface
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^ater &j' i and the Water will have the same
Celerity that a Body, falling from the Surface of
the Water to the Depth of the Hole below it,

^7

t^ould acquire*} which arises from the Pressure *3 57
the superincumbent Water . There is the lame
Pressure, that is, the fame moving Force , when
the Obstacle at A C is taken away ; then every
Particle of Water enters into the Channel, with
the Celerity that a Body would acquire in falling

h° m the Surface of the Water to the Depth of
This Particle is moved along, in
^ inclined Plane in the Channel , with an acce¬
nted Motion ; and that in the same Manner,
as if, in filling vertically , it had continued its Mot' on to the same Depth below the Surface of the
^ater in the Head of the River *. So, if you *150
^‘aw the horizontal Line it, the Particle at r
|v‘ll have the fime Celerity as a Body falling the
length i C, and running down Cr , can ac¬
quire} which is the Celerity acquired by the
the Cele¬
° dy in falling down tr. Therefore
*T
ry of a Particle may be every where measured,
Rawing from it a Perpendicular to the horizon^ Plane, which is conceived to run along the
Efface of the Water in the Head of the River;
?.nd the Velocity , which a Body acquires in falg down that Perpendicular , will be the Cele¬
!15
rity of the Particle } which is greater , the longer
Perpendicular is. From any Point , as r, draw
r perpendicular to the Bottom of the River,
^hich will measure the Height or Depth of the
:>‘ver. Since rs is inclined to the Horizon , if
k°m the several Points of that Line you draw
perpendiculars to i t, they will be the shorter,
ile more distant they are from r, and the sliortj.. ,°f them all will besv. Therefore the Celejhesof the Particles in the Line r s are so much
le less, the nearer they are to the Surface of the
River
O 3
that Particle .

Rook IL
th oft
faster
394 Rt ver, and the lower Wate? is moved
Water.
upper
the
39f But yet the Celerities of those Waters , as the R*'
ver runs on, continually approach nearer and near¬
the Squares of those Ce¬
er to an Equality. For
lerities are as rt to s v, the Difference of which
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, as you recede from the Head of the Rive'S
continually lessened, because os the Height rs *t
which is also continually diminished as the L' |lCS
themselves ave lengthened . Now as this obtain5
in the Squares, it will much more obtain in the
Celerities themselves, whose Difference therefore
is diminished as they increale.
)L>6 If the Inclination of the Bottom be changed at
the Head ot the River , so as to become y L, ^
a greater Quantity of Water flows into the Chatt»l’k
it will be higher every where in the River , hut to
Celerity of the Water is no where changed. Forth' 5
Celerity does not depend upon the Height of thc
Water in the River , hut , as has been demonfftate >
from the Distance of the moved Particle fro vn the
horizontal Plane of the Surface at the Head cop'
tinned over the laid Particle ; which Distance >5
measured by the Perpendicular ? /to sv ,- butthew
Lines are not changed by the Afflux of Wats’
provided that the Water remains at the lafC
.
Heighr in the Bason or Head .
?97 Let the upper Part of the Channel be flopped up us
anQbflacle, as X , which descendsa little Way l,sjP ,
the Surface of the Watery the whole Water whip
comes cannot run through , therefore it must *'
up : But the Celerity of the Water beloW t 1
*3 96 Cataract: is not increased*; and the Water t'1^
comes on is continually heaped up, so that f ' st it must rife so as to stow over the Obst aC.
>*>r the Banks of the River . But if the flans
rased , and tire Obstacle be continued, the Height
the If ater Weiild fife above the Line it y but , be 0^

# Lines
393

is
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that, the Celerity of the Water cannot be inCr cased: In which Case the Height of all the
Water in the Head will be increased ; for as we
oppose the River in a permanent State , there
omit continually be as great a Supply ot Water
lo the Head, as there runs from it down the
Channel; but , if less Water runs down , the
Veight must necessarily be increased in the Head,
bil the Celerity of the Water , flowing under the
Obstacle, be so much increased, that the same
Quantity of Water shall run under the Obstacle,
as used to run in the open Channel before.
All these Things , as we have already laid, if
abstract from all the Irregularities , are true ;
aud, the less the Irregularities are, the more will
the true Motions agree with what we have said :
Concerning which , before we can makeanyJudg¬
ment, we must be able to compare the Velect¬
ees of Water by Experiments , and so determine
the Velocities themselves, as' to know the SpaPes gone through in a certain Time.
Fig. z .] Let A CB be a Qua¬
Degrees *, with a Thread in *398
into
int divided
Jbe Center , that has at the other End a Ball P
banging, which is heavier than the Water.
Let the Ball hang within the running Water , ZpY
Whilst you hold the Side CA of the Quadrant
,n a vertical Position ; the Ball by the Motion
the Water will be so far sustained, that the
fhread PC will make the Angle PCA with
the Side C A, which will serve to determine the
Verity of the Water running against the Ball.
, The Ball, being at rest in the Water , is drawn
w three Powers j by its Gravity it endeavours to
. efcend vertically ; be the Action of the Liquid
is carried in the Direction of the Motion of
be Water 5 and lastly, it is drawn by the Thread
along
O 4

Plate XXV .

aoo
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alongP C . Draw the Triangle EFG , in which
EF represents the vertical Tine ; let FG make
With that Line the Angle EFG , equal to the
Angle which the Direction of the Motion of the
River makes with the vertical Line }lastly, let the
Angle G EF he equal to the Angle TLA.
Sides of the Triangle EFG are parallel to the D1'
lections ot the three Powers above- mentioned*
Ktherefore
the Powers are to one another , as those
I9®Sides*. It therefore EF expresses the respect*^ .
Gravity ofthe Ball, FG will express the Acti osI°
the Water on the Ball. If you make several EXP C#
t injents in different Places with the fame Ball, yotl
must draw such Triangles , the Side F remaining*
(which denotes the respective Gravity of the
Ball that never changes) the Sides that areas F ^ >
will have the fame Proportion as the Act*°’lS
of the Water on the Ball. But these are as thc
Squares of the Velocities of the Waters m the
Places in which the Experiments are made*'} ^
there is no Difference in respect of the Action 0
the Water on the Ball, whether the Ball be m°'
ved, and the Water at rest, or, on the contrary*
thc Water be moved, and the Ball at rest.
1 he Action of the Water against the Ball mjV
be compared with the Weight j for it is to the
respective Gravity of the Ball, as EG to E E
420 But this Action is equal to the Resist asiC
.
which a Body lusters, when it is moved throng 1
quielee .it Water with the fame Celerity vVll
i
which thc flowing Water does now strike aSaI1? e
the Body which is at rest : By knowing 1
Weight , which is equal to the Resistance,
know what Space could be run through in a E
^en Time , with the Celerity with which here
1
*33^ Body moves*'} therefore we shall also
a
know what Space the Water can go through
known Time , and so sikcvviie what

of Natural ‘Philosophy: ior
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Water flows in a given Time through a Place given
in the Section ot the River.
Here it is to be observed, that the Determina¬
tion of the Velocity of the Water will not be
exactly fettled, is the Experiment be made to¬
wards the Surface of the Water , because there
the Action of the Water upon the Globeis irre¬
*zr8
gular*.
This Celerity may be determined by immer- 401
ging in Water a Body which is but a little lighter
than Water , and which , swimming at the Surface,
does not float so high above it, as to be affected by
the Motion of the Wind ; as the specifick Gravi¬
ties of the Water and the Body scarce differ at all,
and this Body may be looked upon as wholly imtnerfed, it will move with the lame Celerity as
the Water and you may, by Help of a Penduhitn, measure the Time , in which a Body runs
through a certain Space that was measured before.
^Vhenthe Surface of the Water is agitated by the
^Vind, the Experiment will not succeed well, be¬
cause of the Motion of the Waves , which cause
Irregularity in the Motion of the Body.
.

CHAP

II.

Of the Motion of the Waves.

THE

Surface

of

the

stagnant

Water

is

L
,40
plain

and parallel to the Horizon *; if it be- *27?.
comes hollow at A (Plate XXV. Fig. 3 .) upon
any Account whatever , this Cavity is surround¬
ed with the Elevation BBj this raised Water
defends by its Gravity , and, with the Celerity
squired in descending, it forms a new Cavity,
Py which Motions the Water ascends at the Sides
of

2.02.
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of this Cavity , anti fills the Cavity A, whilst
there is a new Elevation towards C j and, when
this last is depressed, the Water rises anew to¬
wards the same Part ; whence there arises a M° '
tion in the Surface of the Water , and a Cavity*
which carries an Elevation before it, is moved
from A towards C.
Pefinition

4°J

I.

This Cavity, with the Elevation next
a Wave.

to

it, li

called

Definition

II.

4°4 The

Breadth of a Wave is the Space take*
1
by a Wave in the Surface of the Water , and^
fared according to the Direction of the
Motion.
The Cavity, as A, is encompassed every Ww
with an Elevation , and the Motion above-st1®11
tioned expands itself every Way j therefore th
4oy Waves are moved circularly.

192

Plate XXV . Fig. 4 .] Let AB be an Obst aC ^’
against which the ' Wave , whole Beginnings at
C, does run ; we must examine, what Chang?
the Wave suffers in any Point , as E , when it )S
come to the Obstacle in that Point . In al! Place5
through which the Wave runs , whilst it goes st*1’
ward its whole Breadth , the Wave is raised*th el1
a Cavity is formed, which is again filled up i
which Change while the Stirface of the Witt 's
undergoes , its Particles go and come throng' 1 ,a
final] Space. The Direction of this Motion 15
along C E , .and the Celerity may be represent®
by that Line j let this Motion be conceived to
be relolved in two other Motions along G
and D E , whole Celerities are respectively re
presented by those Lines *. By
the Motion »'
J long

&ook II.
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long DE the Particles do not act against the Ob - ;
Facie, and after the Stroke continue the Motion
J‘i that Direction , with the fame Celerity ; and
this Motion is here represented by E F, fuppo6ng E F and E D to be equal to one another , by
the Motion along G E , the Particles strike direct¬
ly against the Obstacle , and this Motion is deUroycd^i for though these Particles are elastick , *168

>'et, as in the Motion of the Waves they run
thro’ but in a small Space, going backward and
forward, they are moved so llowly , that the Fi¬
gure of the Particles cannot be changed by the
Flow , and so they are subject to the Laws of
bodies perfectly hard. But there is a Reflexion
°1

the Particles from another Cause ; the Water

'vhich cannot go forward beyond the Obstacle,
and is puihed on by that which follows it , yields
that Way where there is the least Resistance, that
,s> ascends: And this Elevation greater than in
other Places, is caused by the Motion along GE,
because ’tis by that Motion alone that the Parti¬
cles come against the Obstacle .
The Water , by
tts Descent, acquires the lame Velocity with
^hichit was raised} and the Particles of Water
a, 'e repelled from the Obstacle
with the fame
Force in the Direction EG , as that with which
they came against the Obstacle . From this Mo¬
tion and the Motion above-mentioned along E F,
a>ifesa Motion along E El, whose Celerity is
^pressed by the Line E H , which is equal to
tile Line C E } and by the Reflexion the Celeri¬
ty of the Wave is not changed , but it returns al°ng EH in the fame Manner , as if, taking away
the Obstacle , it had moved along E h. If front
the Point C , C D be drawn perpendicular to the
Obstacle, and then produced , so that Dt {hall
be equal to CD , the Line HE continued will
g°

404
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;
as this Demonstration holds
good in all the Points of the Obstacle , it follows,
406 that the reftebled Wave has the fame Figure on that
Side of the Obstacle, as it would have had beyond
the Line A B, if it had not run against theObft<*"
407 c^e- If the Obstacle be inclined to the Horizon^
the Water rises and descends upon it, and sust*
cfs
.
a Friction , whereby the Reflexion of the Wave it
disturbed, and often wholly destroyed. This is the
Reason why very often the Banks of Rivers do
not reflect the Waves.
408 When there is a Hole, as I , in an Obflcicle
, &s
B L , the Part of the Wave which goes through
the Hole , continues its Motion directly , and ex*

pands itself towards QQ _, and there is a tits
Wave formed, which moves in a Semicircle, aohost
Center is the Hole. For the raised PartostheW aVC
’
which first goes through the Hole , immediately
flows down a little at the Sides, and then , by dc'
Rending , makes a Cavity , which is surrounded
with an Elevation on every Part beyond the
which moves every Way in the fame manner as
was said concerning the Generation of the firA
*402 Wave *.
409
In the fame manner a Wave , to which an Ob¬
stacle, as A O , is opposed, continues to m° ve
between ON ; but expands itself towards R !st
a Part of a Circle , whose Center is not very lar
from O.
410 Hence we may easily deduce what mull be the
Motion of a Wave behind an Obstacle , as M ^ '
_*f 11 Waves are often produced by the Motion of u i,c'
mulous Body, whicnalfo expand themselves circular'
b, tho ’ the Body goes and comes in a Right Li sle’
for the Water , which is railed by the Agitation,
descending, forms a Cavity , which is every where
surrounded with a Rising .
.
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Different Waves do not dijiurb one another, when 41 z
they move according to different Directions. The
Reason of which Effect is, that whatever Figure
the Surface of the Water has acquired by the
Motion of the Waves , there may in that bean
Elevation and a Depression , as also such a Motion
3s is required in the Motion of a Wave.
W hoever has attentively considered the Motion
°f the Waves , will find that all these Things a8 >ee

with

Experiments.

To determine the Celerity of the Waves , ano- ^ i 5
thet Motion , analogous to their Motion , is to
lie examined . Let there be a Liquid in the re¬
curve cylindric T
' ube EH
{Plate XXV . Fig. y .)
3>id let the Liquid in the Leg EF be higher
khan in the other Leg by the Diltance / E ; which
Difference is to be divided into equal Parts ac
t- The
Liquid by its Gravity descends in the Leg
F F , whilll : it ascends equally in the Leg EH ;
3nd so, when theSurfaceof the Liquid is come to
b it is at the tame Height in both Legs , and than
ls the only Position in which the Liquid can beat
*'ctt : But , by the Celerity acquired by descending,
continues its Motion , and alcends higher in the
1 ube G H , and in E F it is depressed quite to
A except so much as it is hindered by the Fri¬
ction against the bides of the Tube . The Liquid
hi the Tube GH , which is higher , also descends
by its Gravity ; and so the Liquid in the Tube
fifes and falls, till it has lost all its Motion by the
^fiction.
The Quantity of the Matter to be moved is
she whole Liquid in the Tube ; the moving Force
the Weight of the Pillar / E., whose Height is al¬
ways double the Distance E/ ; which Distance
therefore increases and diminishes in the lame
J^-atio with the moving Force . But the Distance
D r is the Space to be run through by the Liquid,
that
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that from the Position EH it may come to the
Position ot Rest ; which Space therefore is always
as tiie Force which continually acts upon the
Liquid : Hut we have demonstrated , that it is us
on this Account , that all the Vibrations of 3
Pendulum , oscillating into a Cycloid , are perform*
*156ed in the lame Time } and * therefore here aho»
whatever be the Inequality of the Agitations, f'ie
Liquid always goes, or comes, in theJ ame Time4,14 The Time in whicha Liquids thus agitated,
, is the Time in which a Pendu'^
scends, or descends
him vibrates, whose Length, that is, the Dist3°ce
’
between the Center of Oscillation and Sufpensi 011
is equal to Half the Length of the Liquid in
Tube, or to Halt the Sum ot the Lines EF , PC*
G H . This Length is to be measured in the A*' 5
of the T ube.
such a Pendulu^
<$.]
Plate XXV. Fig. Let
vibrate in a Cycloid , in the manner cxpl^ 'E,
above (Page 61 and 6 3.) Let the Pendulum v
and the Arc A D be of the lame Length >
the Arc C A is equal to the Arc A D > 3L
the Thread , by which the Pendulum is ^ '
prnded , applies to it, when the Body fufp eri
ed is at A ; in that Point the Direction ot c 1
Curve is perpendicular to the Horizon , and t
Body endeavours to descend with all its
along the Curve : But this Weight is to the Foif^
acting upon the Body, when it is at P , as .
Now let the Liquid be *
56 or PC to PD *.
such a Position , that rE (Fig. f .) be cc]ua n
P , D ; the Weight of the whole Matte * ^
be moved, that is, of the whole Liquid?
is the Force a&W
(
to the Weight IE which
upon the Liquid in that Position ) ^ t
Length of the Liquid in the Tube to the L"
lE, in which Ratio allo the Halves of tno
Quantity

Took II.
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Quantities are, that is, PC to PD (Fig. 6 .)
Therefore in the Pendulum the Weight of the
Matter to be moved is to the Force acting upon
lc, at P, as in the Tube , the Weight of the Mat¬
ter to be moved is to the Force acting upon it
Ir>the Position E H . Therefore the pendulous
"ody and the Liquid , in this Cafe are acted up°n by equal Forces ; and this always obtains
'vhere the Spaces to be run through by the Li¬
quid in Agitatidn , and by a Body in Vibration,
ai 'e equal ; therefore in this Cafe the Agitation
ai1d the Vibration are performed in the fame
Time , and not only in this Cafe, but always*.*4.1j
"ut , as the small Vibrations in a Circle do not
differ from the Vibrations in a Cycloid , the De¬
monstration will agree with them.
Experiment.] Take a cylindric recurve Tube,
^ EFGH; let the Length of the Legs be one
Toot, and the Bore of the Cylinder half an Inch ;
Pour Mercury into this Tube j and having made
a Pendulum , whose Length is equal to Half the
Length of the Cylinder of Mercury in the Tube;
the Mercury be agitated in the Tube , it will
a*cend and descend in the fame Time as the Pen¬
dulum will go and come.
Plate

XXV . Fig-J . ~
\ To determine the Celerity

°f the Waves from what has been said, we must:
Consider several equal Waves that follow one ano-

^ter immediately , as A, B, C, D, E , F, which
move from A towards F, the Wave A runs its
" ' eadth, when the Cavity A is come to C ; which
mnnot be, unless the Water at C ascends to the
Height of the Top of the Waves, and again deconds to the Depth C ; in which Moment the
^ater is not agitated sensibly below the Line
h 1j therefore this Motion agrees with the Mo¬
tion

*c8
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tion in theTube above- mentioned , and the Wa¬
ter ascends and descends j that is, the Wave goes
through its Breadth , whilst a Pendulum , of the
Length of half B C, performs two Oscillations,
414* or whilst a Pendulum of the Length BCP>
that is four times as long as the firsts performs
*158 one Vibration *.
1 hereforcthc Celerity of a Wave depends up¬

on the Length of a Line B, C , D , which is great¬
er , according as the Breadth of the Waves ^
greater * and as the Water descends deeper in the
Motion of the Waves.
4l TIn the broadest Waves, which do not rifeh*Sfy
such a Line as BCD does not much differ ff0(^
the Breadth of the Wave ; and in that Cafe4 0 ra'Le
rum through its Breadth , muhilfta Pendulum,
to that Breadth, oscillates once. In every equabe
Motion , the Space gone through increases vVlt1
the Time and the Celerity * wherefore multipv
ing the Time by the Celerity , you have the Spafe
gone thro ’ : W hence it follows, that the Cclet'ltici
4160/ the Waves are as the Square Roots of the^
Breadths: For as the Times in which they 6°
*15 8 through their Breadths are in that Ratio*,
4 ' 5 fame Ratio is required in their Celerities , tjiaC
the Products of the Times , by their Celerities,
may be as the Breadth of the Waves , which are
the Spaces gone through.
All these Things must be only looked up 011a‘

nearly true, because the Motion of the W^

differs something from the Motion in the Turn->

which Error is in part taken off, because ^
Length of the Pendulum is measured along
1nclined Lines BC and C D.
Part
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Of the Æryas
ILlaJHc Fluid,

CHAP.

XII.

That Air has the Properties

WE

have

often

spoken

an

of

of Fluids.

the

Air
;
and

as

we live in, and are always encompassed by
it, we mult have regard to its Effect in several
Experiments , as we have laid in other Parts of
this Treatise : Rut now we shall consider its
Properties singly.
The Air is corporeal , heavy, its Parts yield to ^ jy
any Force impressed, and are very easily moved
one among it another j it presses in Proportion to
>ts Height , and the Pressure every way is equal:
It is plain therefore , that it ought to be reckoned smongjl Fluids.
Definition
411

I.

the Air which the Earth is encompassed
'with, 41J
together, is called the Atmosphere of the

Considered

Earth ,

or

simply,

the Atmosphere .

Definition

„

II.

The Height of the Air above the Surface os the 4 *^
Earth , is called 'the Height os the Atmosphere.
That the Air is a Body, appears from its exclu- 410
ding all other Bodies from the Place where it
is*.
P
That

2io
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That \t yields to any Impression, and has its
Parts easily moved, is not doubted by any one.
411 That it is heavy, is proved by its pressing up¬
on the Surface of other Fluids, and sustaining
them in Tubes.

42.1

Experiment 1 . Plate XXV f. Fig. 1.] Take a
Glass Tube A B, about three Foot long , of about

4 Inch Bore ; if you flop up the End A, and let
the Tube be -filled with Mercury , and let the other End be immersed in a Vessel full of ^ er'
cury , the Mercury will be sustained at theHfigb *of about 29 Inches. This is occasioned by the
Pressure of the Air on the Surface of the MercU'
ry in the Vessel, which cannot press equally in
every Part of it , unless in the Tube where >10
Air is there be a Column of Mercury which
*274presses equally with outward Air *.
Experiment 2 . Plate XXVI . Fig. 1 .] Th&
this Pressure may not be changed when the sstibe
is inclined, it is required that the Mercury sh°u d
*,77 keep the fame perpendicular Height * : If there¬
fore there be two Vessels containing Mercury ? 1,1

which Tubes in the Manner above-mentioned aie
immersed, of which E D is inclined tothe H0'
rizen , the Mercury is sustained at the Heig"!s
h f and i g, so that / and g are in the fame
zontal Lines, supposing the Surfaces of theMci'
cury in the Vessels to lie in the lame Plane.

Experiment 3. Plate XXVI . Fig. 2 .] Thesis
Pressure of Air sustains the Water of the Glasi ’
which is yet immerged in Water,and filled wh*11 ’
and then is pulled out all but the Orifice , wh ,c
still remains immersed.
423 , Water would be sustained in the lame Ma n1 ^’
tho ’ the Height should be 32 Foot ; for QiVc cf
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filver is 14 times heavier than Water , and a Pillar

Water , a little more than 32. Foot .high , presses
equally with a Column of Mercury 2.9 Inchps
high } which Pressure is equal to the Pressure of
the Atmosphere.
'That the Pressure of the Air depends upon its 424.
Height, maybe ealily deduced from what has been
said; but it is immediately proved by carrying
the Tube with the Mercury above-mentioned to
a higher Place ; for when you carry this Ma¬
chine up a Hill , for 100 Foot that you ti e per¬
pendicularly, the Mercury descends a Quarter of
an Inch.
That Air presses equally every w-ry, appears from 42^
this, that the Pressure is fultained by soft Bodies,
without any Change of Figure } and brittle Bo¬
dies, without their breaking, though this Pressure
he equal to the Pressure of a Pillar of Mercury

of

high , or a Height of Water of 32
Foot * •, any Body may fee that nothing can pre- * 42J
serve these Bodies unchanged , but the equal Pres¬
sure on all Parts ; but it is plain that the Air does
press in that Manner . * If you take away the Air * 2yi
°n one Side, the Pressure is fenlible on the op¬
posite Side.
*■9 Inches

Exper. 4 . Plate XXVI . Fig. 3 .] Hang a Glass
Tube to one of the Scales of a Ballance A B,
}*ssich is ssut at. 1) , and 3 Foot long } fill this
Tube with Mercury , and let the End E be im¬
mersed in the Mercury that is contained in the
yesseiU . The Mercury , by the Air’s Pressure,
Is sustained at the Height / in the Tube , and th?
ijPper Part of the I ube f D is left void of Air:
^ 0 make an .Equilibrium , you must put into the
opposite Scale a Weight equal to the Weight of
*'e Tube and the Mercury contained in it. The
Mercury in the Tube cannot press the Ballance}
P i for

ai a
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for its Action against: the Sides of the Tube is
horizontal ; but the Air acts upon the upp er
Part of the Tube , and the Column that is |u'
stained by the Tube is æquiponderate wit
the Column of Mercury that is contained
Tube : If letting the Mercury run out , you ,u '
fer the Air to come in, then nothing but 1
Tube weighs down the Scale * which pt° veS ’that the Action against the inferior Surface o
the upper Part of the Tube destroys the Act|°
on the exterior Surface, and that the Ah P. ,e
ses upwards and downwards with the *al
Force.
By this Experiment also is confirmed what hbeen said of the Air’s Gravity,

CHAP.

XIII.

Of the Air ’s Elasticity^ or Syrittg-

W E shewn
,
have

the
Air
has
the
P*
ties of other Liquids
-, but
besides, >t
another Property , which is, that it can takc
a greater or lesser Space, according as it is c°

aS

pressed with a different Force -, and, as so 011
that Force is diminished, it expands itself
.^
416 By reason of the Analogy of this Estf^t "
the Elasticity of Bodies, this Property ot the
is called its Elasticity. r
..0ni
417 That the Air may he compressed, appe atS
*14 an Experiment already mentioned *.
^
418 That it may be dilated, may appear » on
following
Experiment 1 . Plate XXVI . Fig. 4 .j
Tube AB close at the End A, and P° 11' jeft
cury into it, so that there may be louie A‘
m the Tube , which , when in the State of u’e(.nal
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lcrnal Air , will take up the Space A/ ; if the End
B of the Tube be immerled into Mercury in a
Vessel, the Mercury in the Tube will descend to
5, and there remain. The Height ig differs very
much from the Height of the Mercury in the
first Experiment of the foregoing Chapter , which
does not arise from the Weight of the Air in the
I'ubej for its Weight is too little to produce
ar>y sensible Difference in the Height of the
Mercury : The Expansion of the Air causes this
Effect.
From this Experiment we deduce this Rule , 419
That the Air dilates itself in such a manner, that
*he Space taken up by it is always inversely as the
Force by which it is compressed.
The Force , by which the commoner external
Air is compressed, is the Weight of the whole
Atmosphere, which is equal to a Pillar of Mer¬
cury of the Height hf . Fig. 1 . therefore decom¬
pressing Force may be expressed by that Height j
the Space taken up by the Air in the Tube,
"'hen it is compressed with such a Force , is
But in the last Experiment , the Pressure os the
Atmosphere exerts two Effects ; it sustains the
pillar of the Mercury ig, and it reduces the Air
m the Tube to the SpaceF Aj if the Force , by
Jvhich the Mercury is sustained at the Height gi,
he substracted from the Pressure of the whole At¬
mosphere ; that is, if the Height gi be taken
from the Height hf , fig. 1 .) there remains the
force by winch the Air is compressed in the up¬
per Part of the Tube j but this Difference of the
Heights of the Mercury hs, and ^ r, is always to
hf, as Al to A g, that is, their Forces are inverfety as the Spaces.
This Rule also obtains in compressed Air.

.
■
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Fxperiment z. Plate XXVI . Fig. f ]
curve Tube ABCD , open at A,and shut at *' ’
let the Part B C be filled with Mercury , f° tIia
the Part (I D may contain Air ot the (ame Scat
or Tenor as the external Air ; therefore , ti
compressing Force is the Column of Mercury’
whose Height is h f , Fig. i . and by this Heign*
must this Force be expressed, as in the f° re8
ing Experiment ; but the Space taken up A
the Air is C D . Pour Mercury into the r u
AB , that it may rile up co g, the Air
_
be reduced to the Space e D : Now the cost^
pressing Force acts as strongly as a Column
Mercury of the Height/g , and also the H jsure of the external Air upon the Surfaceg
the Mercury ; this Force is expressed by thcyt
of the Heights/g in this Figure , and A/, in
This Sum is always to h f {Fig. i .) as CD
c D ; and again the Forces are inversely aS 1
Spaces.
pf
4
Fhe Elasticity of the Ær is as its Density^»
this last is inversely as the Space taken up by 1
*489 Air * ; therefore , as the Force comprelled
* 429 Air *, which is equal to that by which the
endeavours to expand itself ; but this Force is
Elasticity .
. . vve
Hence it follows, that the Air in whic ^
live is reduced to the Density which it baS^ c
the Earth , by the Pressure of the fuperincum ^
Air, and that it is more or less cornprestc > ^
cording to the greater or less Weight of the
mofphere ; for which Reason also the Air
_
dense at the Top of a Mountain than a * a ’ '
as being compressed by a lets Weight .
.r js
How far this Property of expanding itle ^
extended , we do not certainly know ; and ' ^
very probable that it can be determined
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Experiments . Nevertheless, if you compare the
following Experiments with the Experiment of
the Air compressed in a Pump *, it will appear*
that the Air may take up twenty thousand times
ttrore Space in one Cafe than in the other.
Fig. 6 .] Let the
high, be exactly
inches
fourteen
AB,about
Glass
Cap fixed to
brass
a
has
It
:
Water
with
filled
it at the End B, by which it is to be screwed
to the Pump that is represented in PlateXIL IX .,
Egr. 6. by drawing out the Piston of the Pump,
the Water descends into it by its Gravity ; and
the Place in the upper Part of the Vessel is void
both of Air and Water . The Air-bubblesin the
Water , which are now compressed, because the
Air does not act upon the Surface of the Water,
expand themselves, and rile up to the Surface of
the Water ; in that Motion the Bubbles are ac¬
celerated, so as not to be ieen distinctly near the
Surface, upon account of their very swift Mo¬
tion ; they also grow bigger as they ascend, and
if you compare the Diameter of a Bubble at B
With its Diameter when it is come almost up to
the Surface of the Water , but so far from it as
to be seen distinctly, its Diameter is at least four
times as great as before.
The upper Part of the Glass, as was said be¬
fore, is entirely void of Air ; for the snail Quan¬
tity of Air , which is continually going out of
the Water , is not to be taken notice of here;
therefore the An -bubbles near B, which is about
a Foot below the Surface of the Water , are com¬
pressed only by the superincumbent Water ; which
Pressure is to the Preflure of the Atmosphere,
nearly as one to thirty -two ; * in which Ratio
also is the Space taken up by the Air, when it Is
compressed by the whole Atmosphere , to the
Space
P 4

Experiment 3 . Plate XXVI .

a 16
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Space taken up in the Bubbles above-mention*429eci#j their Diameter in their Ascent, as has been
laid before, becomes quadruple ; that is, the
Bubble becomes 64 times bigger ihan it was;
and so the Space taken up by the Air , j,1 this last
Cafe, is to the Space taken up by the Air, when
compressed by the Atmosphere , as 64 times
( that is 2048 ) to 1. The Air compressed by
the Atmosphere is reduced to a Space to times
less in a Forcing -Pump ; and so the Density
the Air above-mentioned is to the Density of th |S
Air , as 1 to 2,0480. Extracting the Cube R°°lS
of these Numbers , we (hall sind that the Disi ill ‘s
ces between the Center of the Particles , in them
two Cafes, are as i to 27.
Hcr .ce we conclude , that the Particles of A"'
are not of the fame Nature with other elastm
Bodies ; for the single Particles cannot expand
themselves every way into 27 times the Sp^ e*
and so be increased 2000 times, preserving the>r
Surface free from every Inequality or Angle ; *°r
in every Expansion or Compression, the Parts a>c
easily moved one among !! another ; but as the
4 } 1 Air may be dilated much more than in this F x'
perimenr, it follows, that the Ær consfts of P 0 '
ticks which do not touch one another, and that rep 61
each other. We
have shewn, that in several Case’
5

*

there are Particles endowed with luch a Prop er*

4° ty #; and it is plain enough , that it obtains he |e »
but we are entirely ignorant of the Cause of t' 11*

Force , and it mult be looked upon as a Law "
Nature , as is plain from what has been laid be¬
tween Numb. 4 and Numb. f .
„

43 * %he Force, by which the Particles of the Air /y
,
from each other, increases in the fame Ratio as the Pht
fiance in whith the Centersof the Particles are dt'
mimjlccd; that is, that Force is inversely as thisD 1'
stance. To demonstrate which, let us consider two

equal
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Cqual Cubes A andB (Plate XXVI . Fig. 7 .) con¬
taining unequal Quantities of Air ; let the Di¬
stances between the Center of the Particles be as
1 to i , the Numbers

of the Particles

will be in

the lame, but inverse Ratio , in the Lines

de and
b i ; the Numbers of the Particles acting upon
the Surfaces dg and bm, are as 1 to 4, namely, as
the Squares ofthe Numbers of the Particles in e- - *
qual Line?, and as the Cubes of those Numbers,
that is, as 1 to 8, so are the Quantities of Air
Contained in the Cubes ; in which Ratio also are
the Forces compressing the Air in the Cubes*. *429
The Forces acting upon the equal Surfaces dg
and hm, are as the Forces by which the Air is
compressed*) they are also in a Ratio compound - *>6
cd of the Numbers of the Particles acting, and
the Action of the single Particles » therefore this
Compound Ratio js the Ratio of l to 8 : The
6rsi of the compounding Ratio ’s, as has been
fiid, is that of t to 4 ; wherefore necessarily the
second is that of 1 to 2, which is the inverse Ratio
of the Dillances of the Particles. And this De¬
monstration is general ; for by 1and 8 we express
any Cubes whatever ; by I and 4, the Squares of
the Cube Roots ; and lastly, by 1 and r , the Roots
of those Cubes. This Demonstration proves that
the Action , which the Particles continually suffer
from all Sides, is increased between the Ratio in
Vdiich the Distance of the Centers of the Parti¬
cles is diminished, whether the Action is to be
referred only to neighbouring Particles , or also
to those which gie more distant. In the first Case
the rcpellant Force itself, which every Particle
is endowed with , is as the Action above-mention¬
ed, that is, inversely as the Distance between the
Centers of the Particles.
In the second Case, the repellant Force is equal
rtt all Distances ; for then the Action against

each

i.i8
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each Particle depends upon their Number in the
lame Line , which Number is inversely as the
Distance between the Number of the ParticlesThen also, supposing the Air ofthe lame Densety , the Elasticity will be the greater , where the
Quantity ot the Air will be the greater ? but, stS
this does not agree with Experiments , theresote
the first Cause must be true.
433 The Effects of the Elasticity of the Air tire
those of its Gravity , and included Air acts by *ts
Elasticity , just as Air not included does by >cS
Weight . '
The Air which is loaded by the Weight ofthe
whole Atmosphere, pressing every way from the
very Nature of Liquids , and the Force which it
exerts, does no way depend upon the Elasticity >
because, whether you suppose Elasticity or not,
that Force which arises from the Weight of the
Atmosphere , and is equal to it, can be no 'vay
changed ? but , as the Air is elastic, it is reduce
to sucha Space by the Weight of the Atmoiph c,e’
that the Elasticity , which re-acts against the
*126 compressing Weight , is equal to that Weight* 1
But the Elasticity increases and diminishes as the
*432 Distance of the Particles diminishes or increases »
and it is no matter whether the Air be retained
in a certain Space by the Weight of the Atmo¬
sphere, or any other way ; for in either Ca e
it will endeavour to expand itself with the
Force , and press every way . Therefore , st r. .e
Air near the Earth be included in any Vefse,
without altering its Density , the Pressure of c e
included Air will be equal to the Weight of tie
whole Atmosphere.
Experiments Plate XXVU. Fig. 3.] Take the
Tube mentioned in the first Experiment of t ]
last Chapter , immergeit in Mercury included^

^ bL
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the Glass DC , so that the Air,' pressing upon the
Surface of the Mercury contained in the Vessel U,
way have no Communication with the external
Air ; the Mercury in the Tube is sustained at
the lame Height by the Elasticity of the Air, as
it was sustained in the open Air.
The Tenor of the Air continuing the same, 4 ^4
what we have said will always obtain ; but this
Tenor of Temper of the Air is not always the
same; the repellent Force of the Particles is often
increased or diminished, though the Distance be¬
tween their Centers is not changed. I shall speak of
this Alteration in the following Book : The Elasti¬
city increases by Heat, and dimimjhcs by Cold.
C H A P.

XIV.

Of the Air - Pump.

T

Eouuda
42p

Elasticity of the Air is the
tion of the Constitution of a Machine , by
which the Air may be drawn out of any Vessel.
This Machine is called an Air-pump , which is
made severalW ays : The chief Part in all of them
is a Barrel, or hollow Cylinder of Metal , bored
smooth, and polished in the Inside } in this Bar¬
rel must move a Piston , that sills its Bore so ex¬
actly,as to let no Air slip by . This Piston is thrust
down close to the Bottom of the Barrel, and then
raised up in such a manner as to exclude all the
Air from the Cavity of the Cylinder or Barrel : If
this Cavity communicates with any Vessel, by
means of a Pipe at the Bottom of the Barrel, the
Air in the Vessel will expand itself, and Part of it
Will enter into the Barrel, io that the Air in the
Barrel, and in the Vessel, will have the fame Den¬
sity. Shut up the Communication between the
Vessel and Barrel, and letting the Air out of the
Barrel,
1

HE

1
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Barrel, apply the Piston close to the Bottom. If
you raise the Piston a second time, and open the
Communication between the Barrel and Vessel
above-mentioned, the Density os the Air in the
Vessel will again be diminished ; and repeating
the Motion of the Piston, the Air in the Vessel
will be reduced to the least Density . Yet all the
Air can never be exhausted by this Method ; f°r
at every Stroke the Air docs so expand itself, aS
to have the same Density in the Barrel as in the
Vessel ; in which last therefore there is alw*ys
a little Air left.
6 All Air - Pumps have in common the Parts above described, but they differ in several othet
Things . Firsts the Communication between the
Receiver to be exhausted, and the Cylinder o>
Barrel, is opened and strut different Ways $e'
condly, there arc different Ways of getting the
Air out of the Cylinder or Barrel, when the D
ston is brought to the Bottom , thirdly, the 1 r
lions differ in different Pumps . Fourthly, the
lition of the Cylinder is not the fame in all Pump 5,
Fifthly , there are different Contrivances for tn°'
ving the Piston.
There are often two Barrels, in one of which
the Piston is raised, when it is depressed in the
other .
.
Our Pump is here represented in PtoeXXV llFig. i . the other Side of it is representedinPl a e
XXX . Fig. z. I shall defer the particular Deso >p
tion of it to another Place, and only here wen*
tionsome Things in general. This Pump has two
Brass Barrels C , C, of z Inches Diameter, an
about f Inches high .
c
In these Barrels the Pistons move, onC
which descends, while the other rises, which
tion is communicated to them by the Wheel 1 >
. which is moved by the Handle M M,
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fixed to the Axis a. The angular Motion of the
Wheel is the eighth Part of a Circle, by which
in a less Wheel there is produced an angular Mo¬
tion of ( 20 Degrees. This lesser Wheel is fixed
to a third Wheel , by means of which the Pistons
are immediately moved ; they make a Stroke of z
Inches and a half.
The Contrivance of the Piston is much the
fame as in the Pumps which they use in England
tho ' we think that we have made ours more per¬
fect, by some Alterations in them.
The Glass is to be exhausted, or sot upon the
round Plate L L ; they communicate with the
Barrels, by means of a Pipe, one End of which
is at D , and which soldered to the lower Side of
the Plate, the Continuation of this Tube is seen
at E E ; there are two Cocks in it, E, E ; between
the Cocks is fixed the Pipe/,/ , which communi¬
cates with the Cylinders C , C.
When the Air is exhausted, one of the Cocks
above-mentioned serves to sstut the Communica¬
tion between the Receiver ( so the Glasses are
called from which the Air is to be pumped out)
and the Barrels ; the other Cock serves to let the
Air in again, and to cut off the Communication
with the mercurial Gage.
The mercurial Gage could not be conveniently 458
represented in this Figure > it serves to determine
what Quantity of Air is drawn out of the Re¬
ceiver, as also what Quantity of Air remains in
it } it is likewise of use for measuring the solid
Contents of the Receivers , which ought to
he exactly known in several Experiments ; our
Gage differs from the common Gages in several
Relpects.
A little Cylinder , with a Screw upon it, is
often screwed into the Plate at D , for applying
a Globe to be exhausted to the Pump.
In
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In the Middle of the Plate L , L there isa Hole,
which is shut up with a Screw ; but sometimes*
lerves for joining several Machines to the Plate.
appliedtot ?
439 By this Means also there isofoften
Leatherssoake 1
Pump acylindrickBox , full
Wiiejp *^
Wax , thro ' the Center of whichabrafs of
a P*‘l
ses, which may be moved by the Help
die, so as to communicate Motion into a * 3
void of Air ; the Box has a Cover , which en*
into it with a Screw , for pressing the Leatheis
gether ; and to prevent the entring in, or cleap' 0
os Leath
of the Air, such a Box, or Collarislaidov
1
’Ci c^’
440 out
is often joined to the Cover which
Recipients,as may befeen in Fig. z . PlateX X
tc
and in Fig z. Plate XXIIIare .laid upon the
the Receivers
44 1 When
L , L , or when the Receivers are sloped w't
ave joined to the ^
the Screws
when
vers, ,orand
when the Air is to
in general
chine
use of * ' ’
de red from running in, we make
which is softened by mixing as much Oil and
ter to it as is found necessary.
CHAP.

XV.

Several Experiments concerning the J 1f
Gravity and its Spring.
^
R have shewn that Air is heavy*, ’c II13
like other Bodies, and lo ^
weighed
bemay
W
be com pared with that ofothei
Density

*442 ITT

If the Vessel that contains the
.
weighed , when it is full of Air ; and again,
the Air is exhaulled , the Difference between t ^ ^

*288 dies* .

rvfWeights is the Weight of the Air ;
thod has this Inconvenience , that such a lma* ^
science 01 Weight cannot easily be discov’ei ^
when a Ballance, tho ’ ever so nice, is loadesl^ ^
a great Weight ; therefore we must wake u e

the followingMethod.

^
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Experiment i . Plate XXVIII . Fig. 2 .] Having 442
exhausted the Air out of the Glass Ball, whole
•olid Contents are 283 Inches -, and having tied
such a Weight to it , that it may be almost equal
jn specifick Gravity to Water , let it be immersed
'uto the Water contained in the Vessel DE , and
•et it be fastened by a Thread to the Hook of
l he Scale of the Ballance A B, above described*: *271
Raise the Ballance till you make an ^Equilibrium
Xvith a very small Weight ; if by opening the
Cock you let the Air into the Globe, a Weights,
of about 100 Grains , will be required in the op¬
posite Scale to restore the .Equilibrium , some¬
times more, or sometimes lels, according to the
different Tenor of the Air, which here, near the
Earth , is varied according to the different Weight
of the Atmosphere , and according to the Differ¬
ence of Heat and Cold.
Bodies immersed in Liquids are sustained by
them, and the more or less, according to the
greater or less Bulk of the Body*; and the Weight *299
lost in that Cafe is determined from the known
Density of the Liquid *. By the foregoing Expe - *297
'intent , therefore, it may be known , how much
Bodies gravitate less in Air than in a VacUum.
Hence also may be deduced, that Bodies that 445
tt re in Æquilibrio in the Air , if their Bulks are
unequal, will lose their ^Equilibrium in a V %cuu*n: Which is confirmed by the following Expetiment.
Experiment 2 . Plate XXVIII . Fig. 3 .] In the
Scales of the Ballance ab, lay a Piece ol Wax e,
nnd a Weight of Metal / , and you will have an

-Equilibrium . Hang up the Ballance in a Glals
Receiver, and, having exhausted the Air, the
Wax
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greater
Wax will preponderate , its Bulk beingbe more
must
it
p,
than the Bulk of the Body
, when you
sustained by the Air ; and , therefore
the Æquili,
again
let the Air into the Receiver
brium is restored.
which has
The Elasticity or Spring of the Air,more
sensi¬
becomes
.
XIII
Chap.
been proved in
ble by the following Experiment.
444

44s

clofc*
Experiment, } ] Tie up a Bladder very
Recei¬
a
put
itj
with a small Quantity of Air in
whereby th®
ver over it, ants pump out the Air , of
the Blan¬
Surface
external
the
Pressure upon
Air in¬
der is diminished , and immediately the
1wren
and
itself
expand
will
cluded in the Bladder
th®
of
Spring
he
t
that
it out . We have proved ,
°.‘
Attn
whole
the
of
Weight
the
Air is equal to
st
make
sphere ; the following Experiment will
visible.
Take *
Experiment 4 . Plate XX V111. Fig. 1.]
still 0
quite
not
and
,
close
Bladder tied up very
Dk* nietcs
Air , and put it in a Brass Box A , whole
the Cover,
is three Inches and an half j so that
6t the
which is os Wood , and docs not exactly
* you must
Box , maybe sustained by the Bladder the Coverupon
,
P
,
P
Weights
put the Lead
a wooden
They have a Hole in the Middle for
, to
Cover
the
to
Cylinder E , which is fixed
theBladdei
thro ’ : When you pump out the Air,
, and of
is swelled, as in the foregoing Experiment
uie
may
that means the Weights are raised. You of y° ul
Bigness
several Weights according to the
amount to
Glass Receiver j and tho’ they should
raise '
easily
be
60 or 70 Pounds , they would
ar»cS
that
Pressure
its
1 he Gravity os the Air,
Elasticity,
horn the Gravity , as also its
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different:Effects ; some of which I shall se.
soct, and confirm by Experiments.

Very

Experiments . Plate XXVII . Fig. 3 .] To the446
Hole in the Middle of the under Side of the AirPump L L , screw on a small hollow brass Cylinder
■which has a Hole through it , and an open Glals
Tube AB cemented to it at Bottom , whose low¬
er EndB mult be immergedinto Mercury . Let
Mercury be fultained in the Tube e g , that is
close at e, and void of Air in the Manner beforesoid. * Set the Vessel U with the Tube upon * 422
the Plate LL , and cover it with a tall GlassD C,
so as to cut off all Communication between the
external Air and the Vessel U , as also the Cavi¬
ty of the Tube AB . The Air in this Tube
does, by its Elasticity , hinder the Mercury from
fifing up in the Tube , by the Pressure of the ex¬
ternal Air . The Air also, that is included in
the Receiver D C, does by its Spring fuilain the
Meicury in the Tube g e f. Pump the Air out * 43.
°fDCj as the Density diminishes, the Elasticity
does also decrease, * and the Force by which the * 430
Mercury is fultained in the Tube g e becomes
sols; therefore , the Mercury descends. At the
some time the Pressure of the external Air over¬
comes the Resistance in the Tube A B, and the
Mercury ascends in the Tube . The Diminution
°f the Spring in the Tube AB , and in the VefsolB C, is the fame, and the Effect: of the Di¬
minution the seme in both Cafes therefore , the
Mercury descends as much in the Tube e g as it
fifes in the Tube A B, which agrees with the
Experiment . By this Method the Mercury is
■ailed up to / , while the Tube g e becomes al¬
most wholly empty j when you let in the Air
again, the Mercury riles in the Tubege , as it
is depressed in the Tube A B.

a

Experiment

iiS
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Experiment 6 . Plate XX VI 11. Fig. 4.] Take the
little Pump or Syringe A , and its Piston being
thrust clole to the Bottom , let the Tube whic
is joined to the Syringe be immerged in Watei }
when you raise up the Pillon , the Water will »°
low it, and fill up the Cavity between theBotto 1^
of the Pump and the Piston ; which Effect an e
from the Pressure of the external Air.
For .this Reason Water does not rife inv& cli0'

448

Experiment 7 . Plate XXVIII . Fig. se] J oin
Glals Tubers to the Syringe A , which is sere^
to the Cover of a Glass Receiver , so that c
End c of the Tube may descend below the bu _
face of the Water in the Vessel U ; thrust do'
the Piston to the Bottom of the Syringe*.a
let all the Air be pumped out of the ReceW ^
Is then you pull up the Piston , the Water W
not rise.

449

Experiment 8 . Plate XXVIII . Fig. 4 -] Th?
Force , by which the Air presses upon Bodies* °
ten breaks them , when the Pressure is not estua
every Way . Letthe Brals Cylinder A becove>e
with a flat Piece of Class ; when you pump ^ .
Air out of this Cylinder, the Plate of Glals W»
be broken into a great many little Pieces by £
Pressure of the external Air.

4fo

Experiment9 .

Plate

XXIX . Fig. ! •] Take *

Syringe A of an Inch Diameter ; push down
Piston to the Bottom of it, and strut up therto ^
at the Bottom of the Syringe, and hang
Weight P of 10 Pounds to the lower End of
Syringe ; if you hold the Handle B of tire 1 * ®
in your hand, the Syringe will not descend,
it cannot delcend , unlels the Weight hangi (1S ‘
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Friction
and
Air
it overcomes the Pressure of the
of the Piston ; but the Pressure of the Air alone
does here exceed 10 Pounds.
Book II .

Experiment 10 . PlateXX IX . Fig. 2 .] The Sy- 45-1
ringe descends by the Weight p alone in a Va¬
cuum , which is but just sufficient to overcome the
Friction of the Piston.
Experiment ix . Plate XX IX . Fig. 3 .] We lee4^2
a more sensible Effect of the Pressure of the Air,
when the two Segments of a Sphere , H and I, are
joined together . Let the Brim or Edge of each of
them be well polished, so that they may fit toge¬
ther , and when they are applied close, put a little
Wax between , to exclude the Air. There is a
Cock in the Segment H , by which the two Seg¬
ments, when joined together , may be applied to
the Air -Pump , and which must be shut , when
you have exhausted the Air. The Segments are
suspended by the Ring A, and, by the Help of the
Ring Q , you may hang to them the Weights that
are laid upon the great wooden Scale T . If the
Diameter of the Segments be three Inches and an
Half , a Weight of about 140 Pounds will be re¬
quired to pull them asunder.
Experiment 12 . Plate XXX . Fig. x.j Let the 4^ 5
Segments be joined together and exhausted , as in
the former Experiment ; if they be suspended in

a Vacuum , with a little Weight P hanging on,
which is just able to overcome the Cohesion of
the Wax , they will be separated in this Experi¬
ment . There mull be fastened to the Plate LL,
the little RralsBtx , or Collar of Leathers, *, thro ’ *439
which aBralsWne , that has the Weight hanging
to it, flips. Lest the Receiver should be broke by
the Fall of the lower Segment , you must put un-

z
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der it the hollow wooden Cylinder M , to let it
fall into . In this Figure the Segments are suf*
pended to the Cover of the Receiver which is to
be exhausted ; they may also be suspended from a
Pillar fastened to the Cylinder M . That the He¬
mispheres may not be separated without Difficul¬
ty , it is not required that they should be empty
ot Air ; as great a Force will be required to se¬
parate them as in the nth Experiment ; when
having included them in a Vessel, and applied
them close together (so as to leave them full of
common Air , and shut the Cock , that the Air
between them may not be changed ;) the Air on
the Outside of them in the Vessel, that contain*
them , is reduced to a double Density ; which to
confirm by an Experiment , we must first describe
the Machine with which we make Experiments
in compressed Air.
4s4 . Btoe XXXI . Fig. f . ] A round brass Plate H
if Inches song,
is laid upon a Board a about
and I o wide ; the Diameter of this Plate is about
f or 6 Inches , as you may fee by its separated
Figure at N , in Plate XXIX . Fig. 4 .] and has
fixed to it here a Cylinder P , which is not pet"
forated, and goes through the Board s s . Upon
this Plate you must put a Glass U U , about 10
Inches high , that is terminated at each End in a
cylindric Form , and the cylindric Parts have
brass Rings , or Ferrels, upon them.
The Vessel must have upon it the Cover D*
The Pillars CS , CS , are fastened to the Board a
and go thro ' the Wood ^e, by which the Cover
D is firmly joined to the Glals, as also the Glass
to the Plate N , by the Force of the Screws / /•
It is very necessary to press all theie Parts csoso
together , having first spread Wax upon the upp cir

and lower Edges of the Glals.

_
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The Cover is represented in the separated Fi¬
gure D , Plate XXIX . Fig. 4 .] There is fixed to
it the Collar ot Leathers ; * and, led the Piece of *
Wood d e should be applied to too small a Sur¬
face, the Cover is made in the Shape of a round
open Box.
There is a perforated brass Wire C, which goes
through the Collar of Leathers , to which a Cock
B is joined.
Plate XXIX . Fig. 6 .] In order to compress the 4yy
Air in this Vessel, screwing on the Syringe A B
to the Cock B last mentioned, which Syringe has
joined to it another Cock , in the Key of which,
besides the usual Hole , there is another oblique
Hole which goes to/ , and by which when you
shut the Communication between the Glass and
the Syringe, the Syringe has a Communication
Vvith the common Air , and is filled with it,when
J'ou raise up the Piston . When you open the
Communication between the Glass and the Sy¬
ringe, by pushing down the Piston , you force the
Air which was contained in the Syringe into the
Clals ; and, by often repeating this Operation,
you at last bring it to the Density required.
Experiment 13 . PtoeXXIX . F/g.4 .] Now , toqyL
separate these Segments or Cups in compressed
Air, the Segment I is joined to the Plate N,
by Means of the Pillar M L , which has Screws
at M and L . The other Segment H , by
screws at F and E , is joined to the Wire C.
^he Segments must be applied to each other:
As for the rest, you must observe what has been
ffid in the Description of the Machine ; and the
Air must be compressed in the Vessel, so as to
have twice the Density of that which is compress
fed only by the Atmosphere .
At P the Ring Q_

CL3

is
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joined to the Plate N , as also the Ring A t0
the Cock B. Invert the Machine , as in Fig. sand suspend it by the Ring CF The Scale T , on
which the Weights are laid, hangs upon the Ring
A ; and, until the Weights, laid on, come to
be about 140 Pounds , the Segments will not be
separated. Three Screws X , X , hinder the Scale
T from descending too low in separating the Seg¬
ments.
is

4s7

Experiment

14. Plate XXX. Fig. 2.] Appty^lC

Tube A B to the under Side of the Air-Pump
Plate LL , which Tube has a Cock in its upp cr
Part , and is joined to the small Tube which stands
above the Plate . Put on the Receiver R , which
covers the Prominent Tube . The EndB ot the
Tube AB must be immersed in the Water con¬
tained in the Vessel U , and having exhausted th*
Vessel R , you must open the Cock ; the Water
will spout up into the Receiver with a great Force,
for the same Reasons as the Water is sustained at
*423the Height of 32 Foot ina Pipe void ofAir*'4fS

Experiment if . Plate XXX . Fig. 3 .j The Ai1s
Elasticity produces the same Effect . Let thenbe a brass Cylinder U exactly lhut . There mu
be a Hole in the Bottom to pour in Water , whic 1
afterwards you strut up with a Screw . I 0 .
upper Part of the Vessel there is soldered a PjPe’
which goes down almost to the Bottom ; a‘id 10
the other End of it , that stands above the Veil1-,
a Cock is joined (See Fig. 4 .) This Vessel is ct’
be screwed onto the lower Part of LL , the Au ,
Pump Plate , and from it a Pipe goes quite th 10^
the Plate , and stands up above it, which is c0
vered by the Receiver R . After you have pump*
cd out the Air , the Vessel U being about two
Thirds full of Water , when you open the CoC' j
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the Water will violently spout up into the Re¬
ceiver, by the Force of the Spring os the Air con¬
tained in the upper Part of the Veflel U . Here
the Air presses upon the Surface of the Water >
when you open the Cock , the Pressure in the
Tube becomes less, therefore the Water mult go
into the Tube.

Experiment 16 . Plate XXX . Fig. 4 ."] Even in 4s9
the open Air , the Water will violently spout out

of the Vessel U , is, having filled it two Thirds
full of Water , the Air be compressed in the upper
Part of it j which is done by help of the Syringe
*455
above- mentioned*.
Experiment ij . PlateXXX I. Fig. i .j Invert the ^60
Glass R , and immerge it in the Water contained
in U , the Air keeps out the Water at whatever
Depth it be immerged ; yet the deeper the Glals
is put down , the lcis Space the Air is reduced into.
Upon this Principle are made the Machines in 461
which Divers go down into the Sea. They are
made like Bells, and descend by their own Gra¬
vity j the Waterdoes not rife up to the Diver in
the Bell ; fresh Air is sent down continually by
Bladders tied to a Rope , which he draws down to
Jaim ; the Air , heated by his Respiration , rises to
the iTpperPart of the Bell, and is there driven out
through a Cock , by the Pressure of the Water,
that puihes up, and compresses the Air in the lowerPart oi the Bell ; which Pressure overcomes the
Force with which the Water endeavours to de¬
scend thro ’ the Cock ; for the Pressure of Liquids
*290
is increased in Proportion to their Depths *.
Experiment 18 . PlateXXX I. Fig. 2 .] Takclit - ^ j
tie Figures of Glass that are made hollow , of an
Inch and half long, representing Men , which
may be had at the Glass-Blowers ; these little'

Q. 4

Images
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Images have a small Hole in one
of their Feet,
and are lighter than Water .
to the Water contained in theImmerge them in¬
Glass AB . This
Glass is about a Foot , or i f
high , and co¬
vered with a Bladder, whichInches
is tied fall over the
Top . A small Quantity of Air is
tween the Bladder and Surface of to be be left be¬
the Water . If
the Vessel be pressed with the
above-mentioned is reduced to aFinger , the Air
less Space, and
the Surface of the Water is
more compressed}
the Water which is more
compressed, enters in
the little Men through the
Hole at their Feet , and
compresses the Air in their Bodies
more than it
was . The little Images,
becoming heavier, by
this Means descend towards
the Bottom of the
Vessel, and that falter or slower,
Bigncls of the Hole , and also according to the
according as the
fpecifick Gravity of the Images
comes nearer to
the specifick Gravity of the
Water . Taking away
your Finger , the Air in the
little Men , being
less compressed, expands itself,
and drives out
the Water } so the Images rise
up
again to the
Surface of the Water.
46 ;

Experiment 19. Plate XXXI. Fig. 3.]
Animals
cannot live without Air . If any
cluded in the Receiver U , and the Animal be in¬
Air be drawn
out , the Animal will
immediately be in Convul¬
sions, and will fall down dead,
unless the Air be
suddenly re-admitted . Some
Animals
will live in
a Vacuum longer than others .
,

4^4 ^ Experiment zo. Plate
XXXI . Fig. 4 .] Some
f idles also cannot live without
Air ; but in others
you ice no such Change , bur. the
Eyes. Wlut Experiments you Swellingoi their
make upon Fishes,
mull be made in the Glass
Receiver
U , which is
set upon the Plate of the
Air- Pump , and to the
"
Hole,
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Hole , through which the Air is drawn out , you
must: screw on a Pipe , which comes up almost to
the upper Part of the Glass U ; pour in Water,
and then put a Cover over the Glass Receiver U,
and exhaust the Air out of the upper Part of it.
Having taken away the Pressure of the Air from
the Surface of the Water , the Air in the Fish ’s
Body expands itself, by which Means the Fish,
becoming lighter , cannot descend in the Water.
Experiment zi . Elate XXXI . Fig. y ] Experi - 46s
mcntsarc made upon Animals in compressed Air,
by Help of the Machine above described. * In *454
that Cafe Animals do not soon die, because the
Vessels in the Body arc not broken ; yet if they
continue long in that condensed Air, it must be
hurtful to them ; nay, and in a greater Compres¬
sion of the Air ( for which a Vessel of Metal is re¬
quired) they will die in a little Time.
Experiment zz .] Several Liquors contain Air. 466
If you put them under a Glass Receiver , and draw
out the Air, then the Air contained in the Li¬
quors will expand itself and go out . In that
Cafe very often the Action of the Particles of the
Liquid upon one another , is changed , and a Fer¬
mentation arises.

CHAP.

XVI.

The Description osseveral Machines , and
the Explanation of their HffeCis.
{Experiment-

X

i .P/a/eXXXII .

Fig.

1 .]

aS£
Tube

,467

Curve
the
a, of
End
one
ET
_i b ? immerged in Water , whilst the other
End b descends below the Surface of the Water.
If by lucking , or any other Way , the Air betaken

out
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our of this Tube , the Water will run through b.
This Instrument is called a Syphon.
468 This
Effect: arises from the Pressure of the Air,
which drives on the Water in the Syphon , by its
Pressure upon the Surface of the Water in the
Vessel . The Air does allopress against the Wa¬
ter that goes out of the Orifice b, and sustains it.
These Pressures are equal, and act contrariwise in
the upper Part of the Syphon , with a Force equal to the Weight of the Atmosphere , taking
away the Weight of the Pillars of Water which
are sustained by the Pressure. The Pillar of the
Water in the Leg Sb , is longer than the opposite
Pillar of Water ; therefore , the Pressure of the
Air is more diminished on the Side b S, and the
opposite Pressure overcoming it, the Water stows
towards b.
46p

Experiment z . Plate XXXI . Fig. 6 .] The Sy¬
phon above - mentioned has this Inconveniency*
that , if once it ceaieth to work , the Water will
not run again, unless the Air be drawn out oft he
Tube afresh. This maybe corrected by making
a Syphon in the Figure
whose Legs are
equal, and turned up again : For if the Syphon be
filled with , and one Leg be immersed in Water,
so that the Surface of the Water may be above
the Orifice , then the Water will runout through
the other Leg , for the Reason given in the Ex¬
plication of the former Experiment . Since the
Legs are returned upwards , jJhp Syphon will noc
be emptied , when the running out ol the Water - -<
ceases ; and so the Syphon , being once filled, 1S
always ready to work its Essect . The Water runs
backward or forward through it , according as it is
higher on one Side or the other.
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Plate XXXII . Fig. 2 .j Upon the samePrinci - 470
pie as the foregoing Machines , is contrived the
Syphon for vailing Water into a Cistern . ThcEffedt of this Syphon becomes visible by the Help
of a Machine made up of two hollow Glals Balls
H and I, which ave joined together by the Tube
C D E , the Ball I communicates with the Water
to be raised by means of the Tube AB , which
comes up almost to the Top of the Ball ; to the
{
Ball H at the lower Part is joined the Tube E O,
as long as the whole Tube AB.
The Ball H must be filled with Water through
a Hole by a Funnel , and then the Hole must be
strut up close.
In such Machines as are applied to use, for
raising Water out of Reservoir that contains it,
the Water is brought away in the Vessel PI and
the Communication between the Vessel and the
Reservoir is strut up with a Cock.
Experiment 3.] Opening the Cock G , the Wa¬
ter will run out that Way , and the W ater will
ascend through the Tube AB up into the Vessel
I ; which being filled, the Water is suffered to
runaway to the Place where you would have it j
and by repeating the Operation , the Elevation of
the Water continues.
Opening the Cock G, the Air presses against the 471
Water going out of the Tube FG , the Air also
presses upon the Water in the Reservoir , and su¬
stains that which is in the Tube AB . These Press
furesare equal, and if you take from them the Co¬
lumns of Water which they sustain, you will have
the Forces by which they act upon the Air,contain¬
ed in the upper Part of the Vessels and the Tube
C D E . The Pillar FG , because there is fuperadded
to it the Height of the Waterin the Vessel H , does
3
always
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always overcome the Column in die Tube A B>
as being longer ; therefore the Pressure at G is
less diminished than the other , and so overcome
by it ; and therefore the Water mull rise in the
Tube A B , and descend down F G.
472 , To render the Effect ofcommon Pumps visible,
let there be a little Pump made of Glass in the fol¬
lowing Manner : A B {Plate XXXII . Fig. Z -)
mush be a Cylinder of Glass, and about an Inch
and a half Diameter . In the Bottom of it join a
Tube of any Length , asCD . Let the upper Part
of it be shut with a leaden Ball, so that the Water
may not be able to descend out of the Cylinder,
but may easily rise into it, by raising up the Ball,
which we make use os here instead of a Valve.
The Piston is moved in the Cylinder AB , which,
being surrounded with Leather , exactly fills its
Cavity : There is a Hole in the Piston , which
likewise is stopped with a Ball of Lead instead ot a
Valve ; so that the Water may rise, but not de¬
scend through the Piston,
Experiment 4 .] Puff down the Piston to the
Bottom ; pour Water upon it to hinder the Pas¬
sage of the Air ; isthe End of the Tube CDbeimmersed into Water , and the Piston be raised,
*447 the Water will ascend up into the Cylinder AB*
from whichitcannotdescend ; wherefore , it comes
up through the Piston , when it is puffed down.
If you raise the Piston again, the Cylinder is again
filled with other Water , and the first Water is
raised up into the wooden Cylinder which is joined
into the glass one , from which 'it runs out thro'
the Tube G.
475
Since the Effects of all the Machines , described
in this Chapter , depend upon the Pressure ofthe
Atmosphere , the Water will not rise in these Ma■423 chines much higher than 31 Foot . *

There
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There are several little artificial Fountains,
that are called the Fountains of Hero ; I shall here
give the Construction of one of them.
Plate XXXII . Fig. 4-] Let there be two equal 474
elliptical Vessels, A B and CD , exactly shut on
all Sides, made of one Sort of Metal.
In each of them there is a Separation passing
through the Center of the Ellipse, which divides
the whole Vessel into two equal Parts.
The Separation m Mi, intheVellel D C, is per¬
pendicular to the Axis of the Ellipse, the Separa¬
tion cfgh of the other Vessel must be inclined
to that Axis.
There is a Brim raised round about the upper
Part of the Vessel AC B, to make a Bason.
Four Tubes are joined to these Vessels. The
first op goes through the Cavity B of the Vesiel
A B, without having any Communication with
it, and descends almost to the Bottom of the Ca¬
vity D , the second s t is soldered to the upper
Part of the Cavity 1) , and ascends to the upper
Part of the Cavity B, but not quite so high as to
touch the upper Plate of it. The third q r reaches
from the lower Part of the Cavity B, almost to
the Bottom of the Cavity C ; the 4th , x u, is made
fast to the upper Part of the Cavity C, and reaches
almost to the upper Part of the Cavity A.
Lastly , there is a Tube z y, which , going thro’
the upper Plate, is soldered to it, and reaches
down so deep in the Cavity A , that its End z is
but a little Way off of the Bottom.
There are Cocks joined to every one of the Ca¬
vities ; or else they have other Holes that are shut
up with Screws that have Leathers on them ; the
chief Use of them is to let out the Water very
clean from the Cavities, lest they should grow
rusty, when the Machine is not in Use.

Experiment
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Experiment y. ] Pour in Water through the
Tube op, so as ro fill the Cavity D ; ifyoucontinue to pour in Water , it will rife up through the
I ube s t, and then descend through q r into the
Cavity C, which is also silled, the Air ascending
up through .va , and going out through zy.
Turn the Machine upside down , opening the
Cocks of the Cavity C and D , the Water will de¬
scend into the Cavities B and A . Having again
ihut the Cocks , as also the Hole y of the Tube
zy, set the Machine again the right Side upwards,
and pour in Water again through the Tube op,
till the upper Surface of the Machine be covered
with Water . Now , if the Holey be opened, the
Water will spout up to almost twice the Height
ot the Machine , and the Motion os the Water
will continue till the Cavity A be emptied of its
Water . The Height of the spouting Water wist
continually dimimih , and at last it wist not be
double the Distance of the Vessels.
47f
The Effect: of this Machine is to be attributed
to the Compression of Air in the Vessels. The
Presiureot the Atmosphere at o and y, as also in
the Vessels, is equal, and these Pressures destroy
one another > therefore , they are not to be consi¬
dered in the Examination of the Machine . When
at last the Water is poured into the Tube op, * c
is sustained in it by the Pressure of the Air contain¬
ed in the Cavity D , and acting upon the Surface
of the Water which stands at a small Height in
that Cavity ; which Air , therefore , is compresled
by the Weight of the Water , whole Height is po.
We speak of the Pressure, by which the Pressure
of the Atmosphere is overcome . The Air in the
upper Part of the Cavity B communicates with the
Air above-mentioned by the Tube st, and is equally compressed, and acts with the lame Force
upon
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upon the Surface of the Water in that Cavity.
This Pressure is to be added to the Pressure ari¬
sing from the Height of the Water , in order to
have the Force by which the Air is comp relied in
the Cavity C, as also in the upper Part of the Ca¬
vity A , by reason of the Communication through
the Tube a?«.
The
Pressure, therefore , upon the
Surface of the Water in that Cavity A, is equal to
a Pillar of Water , whose Height is almost double
the Weight of the whole Machine . And there¬
fore it spouts as if it was pressed by such a whole
Column , that is, to a Height not much wanting
from the Height of that whole Column * .
*35J
The Height is continually diminished, for the
Columns of Water , which compress the Air , con¬
tinually become shorter , because the Water as¬
cends in the Cavities C and D , and its Height is
diminished in the Cavity B. In the same Time
the Cavity A is continually evacuated, and the
Water ascends through a greater Space, before it
comes toy ; therefore, it is driven to a less Height
above y.
CHAP.

XVII.

Of the undulatory Motion of the Air y
where we shall treat of Sound.

IF

Manner
,

the
Air
be agitated
any
the
tides
moved
recede in from
their Place
, Parand
drive the neighbouring Particles in a lest Space;
and as the Air is dilated in one Place, it is com¬
pressed in the Place next to it ; the compressed
Air , by the Restitution of the Spring , not only
returns to its first State , but is also dilated by the
Motion acquired by the Particles.
The Air, being first dilated by that Motion , is
restored to its first State, and the Air is compres¬
sed

a4°
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again obtains,
fed towards other Parts . This
itself, by
expands
when the Air last: compressed
;
produced
again
is
Air
which a Compression of
et Motion
arises
there
therefore , from any Agitation

on the Surface of
analogous to the Motion of a Wave
in that Manner
compressed
Air is
Water * . The
make what is
to
as
so
,
following
with a Dilation
Compressed Air always
*703 called a Wave of Air *;
, and the Motion of these
Way
dilates itself every
expanding itself
778 Wives is the Motion of a Spheremove circularly
Waves
the
as
in the fame manner

*.
* 4°5 upon the Surface of the Water
Air , wherever it
476 Whilst a Wave moves in the
Place,

from their
pastes , the Particles are removed
very snort Space
a
and return to it , running through
coming.
and
going
in
Plate XXXIII

. Fig. 1.J Now , to explain the

this Motion , let us conceive Particles
X^aws
, and to be
of Air to be placed at equal Distances
f. Let the
in a right Line , as a , b, c, d, $tc. and
. Novt
Line
Wave be supposed to move along that
along that
let us suppose it to be come forward that the
Line , as far as between b and p, and
compressed
Air is dilated between b and h, but
in Line*/
represented
is
this
all
as
between h and p,
the Mid *
is
she greatest Denstty is at m, which
4/9
of

the greatest Dilation be¬
die between h and p-y andMiddle
e.
tween b and h , is in the

are not eWherever the neighbouring Particles
Elasticity,
from
cpually distant , the Motion , arisingto move towards
Particles
distant
less
the
causes
+
this Motion a432 those that are most distant#; and
acquired,
|one , abstracting from all other Motion
is to be examined.
480

towards
Between b and e there is a Motion fromÆ
t
Waves
the
of
e, that is, conspiring with the Motion
pand
m
there is also such a Motion between
But
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But there is a contrary Motion betweene and m, 482
and it is directed from m towards e.
At m and e, where the Directions of the Mo- 485
tions are changed, no Action arises from the Ela¬
sticity, because the neighbouring Parts are placed
at equal Distances among themselves.
In the Places K, h, and p, the Difference of the 484
neighbouring Parts is the greatest of all ; and there¬
fore there is the greatest ASlion of the Elasticity.
From this it follows, that a Particle , according
to its different Place in a Wave , suffersa differ¬
ent Action from the Elasticity by which its Mo¬
tion is generated, accelerated , diminished or de¬
stroyed ; therefore , the Direction of the Motion
of a Particle cannot be determined from the Acti¬
on os the above- mentioned Direction only, and
does not always agree with that Direction , and
the Motion of the hngle Particles is changed every
Moment.
All the Particles between b and p are removed
according to the Order of the Letters . The Par¬
ticles between h and p continue their Motion,
and the rest between h and ^ return towards £, as
will be said hereafter.
These continue in the Motion by which they
return , until , by the Action of the Elasticity,
whose Direction is changed in the Point e, the
Motion acquired anew be destroyed ; in which
Case a Particle, as b, returns to rest, and its first
State . In the following Moment the Particle c
comes to rest in its first State, but p comes forward
to q, as in the Line 2, and successively in equal
Moments , the Wave has all the Positions which
are here represented in the Lines 1, 1,
&c. 48^
and 13 j and, whilst the Wave , from the Position
in the Line 1, comes to the Position in the Line
13, it runs thro'' its whole Breadth. T
' he Particle
ft in that Motion , goes and returns, and the Mo¬

ll

non
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tion of it is made sensible in the Figure , and, as
it plainly appears, this Particle goes fuccejjively
through all the Situations of the Particles \ in the
Waves all the Particles singly are agitated by the
like Motion.
486 she Motion of any Particle
, as/>, in its going
backward and forward , is analogous to the Motion
of a vibrating Pendulum, whilst it performs two
Oscillations, that is, does once go forward and
backward. A Pendulum descends in its Oscilla¬
tion , and the Motion acquired conspires with the
Motion of Gravity , and is accelerated by it, un¬
til it comes down to the lowest Part of the Arc
to be described, that is, the Middle of the Way
to be run through j the Pendulum goes on by
the Motion acquired, which is destroyed by the
Action of Gravity , whose Direction changes in
this Point , whilst the Body attends up the other
Part of the Arc to be described: This Body re¬
turns by the lame Laws.
The Particle/ ) is moved by the Elasticity , and
this Motion is accelerated by the Action of the
Elasticity , until it comes to the Situation of the
*481 Particle m, the Line 1*, which Situation is seen
in Line 4, in which the Particle p is, in the Mid¬
dle Point of the Space, to be run through by the
Motion backward and forward . By the Motion
*482 acquired , though
Gravity
acts against it *, &
perieveres in its Motion , until , by the Action or
the said Elasticity , the Motion be wholly destroy*

ed, which happens, when it has gone through a
Space equal to that in which it was generated >
then the Particle is in the Position which is seen
in Line 7 , which answers to the Situation of the
Particle h in Line 1. Then , by the Elasticity , the
Particle returns, and is accelerated, until it has
acquired the Situation of the Particle e, in
*48a Line i #, as in Line 10, that is, until , as m

'

Line
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Line 4, it comes again to the Point that is in the
Middle of the Way to be run through . The Par¬
ticle continues in its Return , until by the Action
of the Elasticity , whose Direction is again chang¬
ed*, the whole Motion is destroyed ; and then *483
the Particle returns to its first Position , as in the
Line ' 13, and there* not being agitated by any
new Motion , it remains at rest. Therefore , the 48/
Motion of the tremulous Body, by which the Air is
agitated, ceasing, there are no new Waves generated,
and the Number of the Waves is the fame as the
Number of the Agitations of that Body.
If, after two Vibrations of a Pendulum , the
Action of Gravity slrould cease, as in the Air,
after the going and returning of a Particle , the
Action of the Elasticity on that Particle ceases,
the Motion of a Particle of Air would wholly
agree with the Action of a Pendulum . In the
middle Point of the Arc , which is to be run thro'
In the Oscillation, there is no Action of Gravity,
and its Direction is changed ; in the middle
Point of the Space to be gone through by the
Particle p in its going and coming , in which it is
in the 4th and 10th Line , the Situation of this
Particle agrees with the Situation of the Particles
m and e in Line 1, in which Points there is no
Action of Elasticity , and its Direction is chang¬
ed*. In a Pendulum, the more a Body ofcilla- *48z
ting is distant from the lowest Point or Middle of
the Arc to be described, by so much greater is the
Force of Gravity acting upon it ; the more also
the Particle p is distant from the Space to be run
through , the more is the Action of the Elasticity
upon it ; and in the Lines 1, 7, and 13, the Par¬
ticle is most distant from the Point above-menti¬
oned, and its Situation there agrees with the
Points , b-, and
£
p in the Line I , in which the
Action of the Elasticity is greatest of all*.
*484
R %According

'
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According to which Law , since this Action
ot Elasticity increases with the increased Distance
of the often-mentioned middle Point , it is deter¬
mined from the very Law of the Elasticity of the
Air , whole Particles drive one another away with
which is inverlly as the Distance between
^
aorce
*
43* the Centers of the Particles*: and it is demonstiated, that the Action of Elasticity upon such
a I ai tide , as p, is increaled or diminished in Pro¬
portion to the Distance of the middle Point of
the Space to be run through : And , therefore, also
in that Part there is an Analogy between the Mo¬
tion of a Particle and the Motion of a Pendulum
*156

oscillating

in a Cycloid

*.

, the Par¬
If the Breadth of a Wave remaining
ticles run out thro ' a greater Space, the compres¬
sion and Dilatation of the Air in the Wave will be
greater , and there will be a greater Action of Ela¬
sticity, and that greater in the same Ratio in which
the Space gone through in the going and coming
is increased: And the Motion of a Particle, asp in
this Cafe, differs from the Motion in the foregoing
Cafe, as the unequal Oscillations of different Pen*

dulums differ ; which , as they are performed in

15 6 equal

Times

*,

the

fame

will

also

obtain

here.

i herefore, a Particle , as / >, if the Breadth of
the Wave continues , the lame goes and comes in
the fame I ime, through whatever Space it be car¬
ried out of its Place ; that is, the Wave will go
4° oits Breadth in the fame Time j therefore, all equal
Waves , whether the sltr be more or left agitated*
are equally swift.
them
;
4 -9 Now let us examine unequal Waves let
e as A to B, and let the Space gone through by
the Particles in the Motion of each of them , in
gomg and coming , be in the fame Ratio ; in that
Cafe the Compressions and Dilatations in corre¬
spondent
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spondent Places will beequal ; Afe Actions , there¬
fore, from the Elasticity , don’t differ in corre¬
spondent Distances from the middle Point of the
Spaces to be run thro ’ by the Particles, in their
going and coming . Therefore , those Motions are
analogous to the Motions of two Pendulums, whose
Lengths are as A and B, and which run thro ’ simi¬
lar Arcs ; for, in the correspondent Points of those
Arcs, the Action of Gravity is the lame.
In Pendulums the Action ot Gravity increases
as the increased Quantity of Matter ; and what¬
ever be this Quantity,the Motion is equally swift,
when the Gravity is not changed : On the con¬
trary , the Action of Elasticity is determined in
the Motion of Waves , and depends upon the Di¬
stance between the Particles and the Velocity,
which is generated from it ; the Elasticity remain¬
ing the fame, is inversly as the Quantity of Mat¬
ter to be moved*. In the Waves above-mentioned, *6^
the Quantities of Matter are as the Breadth of the 49Q
Waves a and b, and the Velocities generated by
the Elasticity are, therefore , in correspondent
Points , as b to a. Therefore , these Motions are
analogous to the Motions of Pendulums describing
similar Arcs, and moved with different Forces of
Gravity , which are to one another as B to A ; for,
in correspondent Points of similar Arcs , the Cele¬
rities arising from different Gravities are as those
Gravities.
Now to compare the Motion of Waves with
the Motion of Pendulums , we must consider Pen¬
dulums differing in Length , and on which differ¬
ent Forces ot Gravity act *, and we have shewn *489
what these Caules produce singly in the Dura - 490
tion of the Vibrations *. Both these are to be *151
joined together , and the Squares ot the Times >6;
of the Oscillation of Pendulums , whole Motions
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arc analogous to the Motion of the above-men*480 tioned Waves , are as the Length A and B*, and
>S8 inverlely , as the Gravities B and A.* ; that is,
?9° again directly , as A and B ; the Ratio of which
1 Ratio
^
’s is a Ratio , compounded of the Squares of
the Quantities A and B. Therefore , the Times of
the Oscillations are as A and B, and the Times
are in the same Ratio in which the Particles of
the Waves go and come j that is, the Waves run
through their Breadths, which are as A to B \
which Times are, therefore, as the Spaces gone
thro ' by the Waves , and, therefore, the Motions
are equally swift. If the Space be changed thro’
which the Particles go and come, the Velocity
*488 of the Waves is not changed * ; wherefore , the
Proportion which we have put down for a De¬
monstration , between the Spaces gone thro ’ by
the Particles in their going and coming , may be
neglected , and the Proposition will be generally
4PI true , that Waves , whether equal or any way un¬
equal, move with the fame Velocity.
4pz
This Rule will hold good, if the State of the
Air is not changed } but the Elasticity remaining
the fame, the Density of the Air often varies and
the Elasticity may be changed^ the Density remain¬
ing the fame ; lastly, both are often liable to be
changed.
In the first Cafe, supposing both the Waves to
be equal, and also the Spaces thro ’ which the Par¬
ticles go and come, the Celerities arising from
the Elasticity , which is always the lame, are m*65 verlcly as the Densities * ; but this Variation of
288 Celerity answers in the Motions of equal Pendu*490 huns, with the Variation of the Gravity * ;
which Cafes the Squares of the Celerities of the
*165 Vibrations are as the Gravities themselves * ;
therefore, in PVaves their Squares of the Celerities are
inversely
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inversely as the Densities. The Supposition of the
Equality of the Waves , and the Spaces gone thro’
by the Particles , does not hinder this Demonstra¬
*488
tion from being universal*.
49 '
Ethe
but
,
When the Density remains the fame
495
vait
from
lasticity is changed, the Celerity arising
ries in the some Ratio as the Elasticity j where¬
fore,from the Demonstration of the foregoing Pro¬
position in this Cafe, the Squares of the Celerities
of the Waves are as the Degrees of the Elasticity.
If the Elasticity and the Density differ, the Squares 494
of the Velocities of the Waves will be in a Ratio
* , *493
compounded of the direct Ratio of the Elasticity
49 2
*
.
*
Density
the
of
and the inverse Ratio
qpy
deor
increase
FJafticity
If the Density and the
the
crease in the same Ratio , the inverse Ratio of
Ela¬
the
of
Ratio
:
direct
the
Density will destroy
sticity , and the Celerity of the Waves will not be
changed.
This last Cafe happens in the Compression of496
the Air*. Therefore , from the changed Height of* 430
the Pillar of Mercury, which is fustained in a fube
void of Air by the Pressure of the Atmosphere*, *42which (hews , that the Weight , by which the Air
497
is compressed near the Earth , is changed , we must
changed.
not judge the Celerity of the Waves to be
For the fame Reason , the Waves are moved with
the fame Celerity in the fop of a Mountain as in
a Valley, unless there be a Change of the Elasti¬
city itself , by reason of the Cold , which is almost
always more intense on the Top of a Mountain
than in a Valley , and this would occasion the
*49,3
Waves to move llowei * .
498
in
faster
move
It is plain also, that the Waves
*434
.
*
Summer than in Winter
The Celerity of the Waves is compared to499
the Celerity which a Body acquires in falling,
by determining., from the known Height of the

R 4
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Mercury , which weighs equally with the Presi
*422

sure

of

the

Atmosphere

*,

and

also

the

Density

*442 of the Air * ; the Height of the Atmosphere,sup¬
posing it every where equally dense with the Air
near the Earth ; the VHocity os the Waves will he
the fame as a Body could acquire in falling from
half that Height. Which Velocity , from what
has been said, may be easily discovered by Expe¬
*57 riments made upon Pendulums *.
-58
Ifthe Weight,by which the Air is compressed,
be diminished, the Air expands itself in the same
*42 Ratio * ; and supposing the Atmosphere every
where of the tame Density , its Height does not
vary, which agrees with what has been said, that
the Velocity of the Waves is the fame in different
*496

foo

Compressions of the Atmosphere *.

1 he Motion of the Air, which we consider

in this Computation , arises from Elasticity alone ;
and the Computation would beexact , if the Par¬
ticles themselves had not a sensible Proportion to
the Interstices between them ; but if we suppose
here that they bear a sensible Proportion to them,
the Motion of the Waves will be twister ; for it
is propagated through solid Bodies in an Instant,
which must alto be referred to heterogeneous
Corpuscles swimming in the Air.
yo 1 P'he Motion of Waves in the Air produces Sound;
of which , before we speak, we must lay down
something in general relating to Sensation.
yo 2 So
strict is the Union of the Body and the
Mind , that some Motions in the Body do, as it
were, cohere with certain Ideas in the Mind , and
they cannot be separated from each other . From
the Motiynof the Body are new Ideas every Mo¬
ment excited in the Mind , and such are the Ideas
of all sensible Objects ; yet we find nothing com¬
mon between the Motion in the Body and the

1 Idea
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Idea in the Mind . We cannot perceive what
Connexion is here , nor that any Connexion is
possible. There are an infinite Number of Things
hidden from us, of which we have not so much
as an Idea.
The undulatory Motion of the Air agitates yoz
the Tympanum, or Drum of the Ear, by which
Means a Motion is communicated to the Air
contained in that Organ , which being carried to
the auditory Nerve , excites in the Mind the Idea
of Sound.
The Structure of the Ear, both internal and
external , is wonderful ; but here we treat of the
Motion of the Air that
;
it is the Vchicle of Sounds
is proved by the following Experiment.
Experiment 1. Plate XXXIII . Fig. 2.] Take
the Leaden Plate O , which has two cylindric Pil¬
lars of the lame Metal C, C , fixed to it j join a
little Bell A to the brass Wire BD , and let it be
tied with Strings to the Pillars C, C ; lay the Plate
O upon the brass Plate of the Air-Pump , put¬
ting between a little Cushion of Cotton , or RawSilk ; set a Receiver on over all this Apparatus:
Cover the Receiver with a Plate that has the Col¬
lar of Leathers screwed to it , through which the
brass Wire DE can slip up and down *; to the *440
brass Wire you mull fallen the Plate e f, so that,
by turning the Wire round, the Bell A may be
agitated . Pump out the Air from the Receiver,
and shaking the Bell in the Manner before descri¬
bed, you will not hear the Sound . By turning
the Wire DE , the Bell will move backward and
forward several times ; but we are only to observe
that Motion in which the Platen / doth not touch
the Wire b d. Letting in the Air, the Sound
will be heard as before.

From
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From this alone, that the Air is the Vehicle
of Sound, and that Sound is moved thro ’ it with¬
out the Air’s being carried from one Place to ano¬
ther , it evidently follows, that in Sound there
is an undulatory Motion of the Air , and that
Sound ariles from the tremulous Motion of Bo¬
dies^ That this obtains in Chords , or Strings of
musical Instruments , no body doubts, since, by
giving them a tremulous Agitation , they produce
a Sound . In great Bells, and several other Bodies, this tremulous Motion is very sensible j but
it will become visible by the following Experiment
made upon a founding Glass Bell.

Experiment z .] Let the Glass Bell CC be fixed
with Plailler , or Cement, to a wooden Screw, by
Means of which it may be made very fall to the
tranfverle Piece of Wood AB ; this Wood mull
beluilained by two wooden Pillars SS , to which
it is firmly join ’d with Screws and Nuts . There
isa Pin with a Screw upon it , that goes through
one of the Pillars, just even with the Mouth of
the Bell ; so, by screwing it forwards or back¬
wards, you may set it nearer to, or farther from,
the Edge of the Bell. If this Distance be very
small, and the Bell be struck , it will , by its tre¬
mulous Motion , strike ieveral times against the
Pin with its Edge.
506 Hence we deduce, that a Body that is struck,
continues to give a Sound some sime aster the
Blow j theagitated Fibre will continue his Vibra^
2IS tion some 1 ime, on Account of the Elasticity *;
we often ice, as in Experiment r , that a Body
gives a Sound, tho ’ the Air , agitated by it, has no
Communication with the outward Air j whence it
j 07 folio ws, t hat by the Agitation of the Air , the Fibs cs
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of which Bodies consist, are moved; which Motion
is transferred into the external Air.
This Tranllation of the Sound, by the tremu¬
lous Motion of the Fibres, is very remarkable ;
and how the Communication of this Motion ex¬
tends itself, will appear by 9. single Experi¬
ment.
Experiment 3 .
XXXIII . Fig. z .] This
Experiment differs from the first only in this j
that if, instead of tying the Bell to the leaden
Machine CO C, it be fastened to the Ends of
a brass Plate bent in the Figure of a double Gno¬
mon, which is made fast by a Screw to the Plate
of the Air-Pump , and the Air be pumped out,
and the Bell fhak’d in the fame Manner as in the
first Experiment ; you will find but very little
Difference between the Sound that is made, when
the Air is exhausted, and when the Air is re-ad¬
mitted.
The tremulous Motion of the Parts of the Bell
is communicated to the brass Wire bd, so as to
move the Strings by which the Bell is suspended,
and this Motion is transferred to the bent brass
Platej the Screw, with which this Plate is joined
to the brass Plate of the Air-Pump , touches the
Plate , and communicates a tremulous Motion to
it , by which the Air is agitated , and the Sound
of the Bell is heard.
'The Celerity of the Sound is the fame as the Ce~ foS
krityof the Waves, which strike the Ear -, and to *491
this must be referred what has been said of their 49s,
Celeritv *. In respect to Numb. 499 , it is to be 49 Z,
observed, that the Celerity of Sound can no way 494,
be determined by Calculation z for the Propor - 495,
tion between the Diameters of the Particles and 497’
in the Interstices between them , is not known , 49 s’
neither 499,
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neither how large a Space the heterogeneous Par¬
ticles take up in the Air.
I he Celerity of Sound may be immediately
determined by an Experiment.
s °P If a Flash of Fire goes off at Night with a
Noise , and a Spectator hands at any known Di¬
stance from the Fire , who , with a short Pendu¬
lum , measures the Time between feeing the Light,
and hearing the Sound, he will have the Celerity
of the Sound ; for the Motion of Light , at least,
thro ’ the Space as such an Experiment can be
made in, is instantaneous.
yio
By such an Experiment made in France, itappcar’d, that Sound run 1800 French Feetin a Se¬
cond Minute of Time } but this Celerity is not
*498 constant *yi 1 If
at the fame Time in which the Velocity of
the Sound is determined by this Method , there
*422 be made the two Experiments above -nam ’d*,
4 PP one may, by Calculation , determine the Motion

*499 of Sound by the Elasticity of the Air *, and by

comparing it with the Velocity immediately mention ’d, you will have the Acceleration of the
Sound, from the Thickness of the Particles, and
s 12 the heterogeneous Mutter.
*49'
‘the Celerity of the Sound is equable*-, yet in
going through a greater Space, it is sometimes ac493 celerated or retarded*, from the different Degree
*
of Elasticity in different Places, in which there
D4- are different Degrees of Heat or Cold* ,
f 13 'The Celerity of the Sound does not much differ,
whether it goes with the Wind , or against the Wind.
By the VV1nd a certain Quantity of Air is carried
from one Place to another ; the Sound is accele¬
rated as long as it moves through that Part of
the Air, if the Direction of the Sound be the
lame with the Direction of the Wind } but as
Sound moves very swift, in a very short Time it
will
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will run through the Air which is agitated by
the Wind , and the Acceleration does not lalt
long , which , indeed, is not very great j for the
molt violent Winds , which are strong enough to
root up Trees , and blow down Houses, have
their Celerity to the Celerity of the Sound, but
about as one to zz ; by the fame Argument it is
proved, that no sensible Retardation is occasioned
by the Wind , when the Sound moves against
it.
The Space which the Particles run through , as
they come and go , may be increased and diminish¬
ed by the Wind ; therefore, the Sound may be heard
at a greater or smaller Distance, according to the
Direction of the Wind.
The Intensity of the Sound depends upon the
Strokes of the Air on the auditory Nerve , and
these Strokes are as the Quantities of Motion in
the Air.
Whence it follows, that , cæteris parihus, the fiy
Intensity of the Sound is as the Space run through by
the Particles in their going and coming*.488
*
All Things remaining as before, if the Weight
53,
by which the Air is compressed be changed, the ^ 6z.
Celerity does not vary*, but the Density ischan - *496,
ged in the fame Ratio as the Weight *.
429,
Therefore , cat er is paribusi the Intensity of the , 9
Sound is as the Weight by which the Air is com- *
pressed *5 that is, this Intensity increases and de- *62
creases, as the Pillar of Mercury , which is in Æquilibrio with the Weightof the Atmosphere.
Experiment 4 . Plate XXXIII . Fig. 3 .] Shake
the Bell A in compressed Air *, exactly in the *454
Manner as it wasstraked in Vacuo, in Experiment 1,
and the Sound wih be increased; which will again
be diminished, if opening the Bell you let the
Air return to its first State.
As
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As the Intensity of the Sound in compressed
Air , included in a Vessel, is greater , so the Fi¬
bres, of which the Glass VV is made, are agi¬
tated , and a greater Agitation is communicated
to the external Air.
Tl 7 If a/t Things remain as before, but the Elasticity
be increased, the Density is diminished in the fame
43° Ratio as the Elasticity is increased*; but the Ce¬
lerity increases as the Square Root of the Elasti*493 city *; therefore, the Intensity of the Sound is directly as the Square Rvct of the Elasticity, and inbut the Ratio , com¬
4 verfely as the Elasticity itself*;
pounded ot these, is the inverse Ratio of the abovefi 8 mentioned Square Root of the Elasticity . The
Intensity of the Sound is diminished ; therefore*
sip as its Velocity is increased, and in Summer, cæteris
paribus, the Intensity of Sound is less than in Ifinter ; yet, in Summer Bodies do more easily transmit
Sound, because their Parts cohere less strictly, as
will be explained at a proper Time , and they do
more easily acquire a tremulous Motion.
. Fig. y .] Hang
the Cock*
opening
and
Glass,
up the Bell A in a
Communica¬
have
may
Glals
the
in
that the Air
tion with the external Air, let the Glals be stri¬
ked , and the Distance be determined when the
Sound can be heard ; warm the Glals, and repeat
the Experiment , and the Sound will be heard at
a greater Distance.
yzo she Intensity of Sound, considered in general "
in a compound Ratio of the Space run thro' by the
Particles , in their going backward and forward *, of
Experiment y . Plate XXXIII

*516 the IVeight compressing the Air*\ and lastly, of the
5 l7 inverse Ratio of the Square Root of the Elasticity*•
is also a Difference in Sound, from the
sll There
Number of the Vibrations of the Fibres of the

Body
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Body which produce the Sound , that is, of the
Number of the Waves produced in a certain
Time , according to the different Number of the
Percussions in the Ear, the Mind receiving a dif¬
ferent Sensation.
A Musical Tone depends upon this Number of fii
Vibrations , which is laid to be the more acute,
according as the Returns in the Air are more fre¬
quent ; and more grave, the less the Number of
the Waves is i and the Degrees of the Sharpness of
the different Sounds are to one another, as the Num¬
ber of the Waves which are produced in the Air at
thefame Time. y
2.3
A Tone does not depend upon the Intensity of the f 2:4
Sound, and an agitated Cord gives the fame Sound,
whether it vibrates through a greater or a less
Space*.257
*
Concords arise from the Agreement between the yzy
different Motions of the Air , which affect the Au¬
ditory Nerves at thefame Time.
If two tremulous Bodies perform their Vibra - yz6
tionsinthefame Time , there will be no Difference
between their Tones and this Agreement , which
is the most perfect: of all, is called Unison.
If the Vibrations are as 1 to z , this Consonance, fly
or Agreement , is called Octave, or Diapason.
Supposing the Vibrations as z to 3, that is, ifyzS
the second Vibration of one Body always agrees
with the third of another , such a Consonance is
called a Fifth, or Diapente.
Vibrations , which are as 3 to 4 , give a Con - yzp
sonance, which is called a Fourth, or Diateffaron.
Ditonus is, when the Returns of the Air are f 30
as 4 to f.
And Sefquiditonus isa Consonance, from a Con - y31
course of the fifth Vibration of one Body with
the sixth of another.
A Con-
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, if
A Consonance from the Agitation of Cords
determined,
easily
is
,
they be of the fame Kind
by knowing their Dimensions and Tension.
Cords
Cæteris paribus, if the Lengths of two

Consonance,
are as the Number of Returns in a the Sounds
between
Consonance
the
have
you will
*259 which the Strings produce*.
, the Diuf Z3 'thefame obtains, if, cæteris paribus
*260 meters have the aforesaid Proportion*.
Proportion of
P34 And also, if, cæteris paribus, the
between the
the Vibration in a Consonance be given
*
\Tensions
*2 58 Square Roots of the
any Chord of the fume
supposing
,
f 3f dnd generally
Dire dt Ra¬
Kind , is the Ratio be compounded of the
, and the
tio of the Lengths and of the Diameters
the tensions
inverse Ratio of the Square Roots of
Vibrations
of
Numbers
the
between
be the Ratio
Consonance
any
in
time
fame
performed in the
by the
whatever , you will have that Consonance
*,
Cordi
*261 Agitations of those

by
AU these have been experimentally tried
remarkable
very
Musicians ; they have observed a
dif¬
Phænomenon relating to these Cords , whose
explained.
ferent Cafes very well deserved to be
, as to per¬
5Z6 Let any Musical Strings be so extended
you give Mo¬
form their Vduration in equal times ; if
Every
move.
tion to the one, the other will also
Mo¬
tremulous
the
Wave of the Air, arising from
String,
second
the
tion of the first String , strikes

from the
gives it a little Motion > the String
several
forward
and
backward
goes
Motion ,
t least
Stroke of the first
257 Times *, and is moved by the
comes forward,
Wave
second
the
whilst
Wave ,
of the
whose Motion conspires with the Motion
of
laid
is
What
and accelerates it.
*257 String
the
to
referred
be
the lecond Wave must also
an
other Waves that follow, and there will be
Acceand
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Strings be
Acceleration , ’till the Motion of both
almost equal.
, that pyj
From the fame Demonstration it follows
ano¬
to
Motion
an agitated String will communicate
whilst
,
Fibrations
ther , which performs two or three
the first performs but one.
several
Now , if the agitated String performs
moved
be
to
is
that
Vibrations , whilst the String
the forego¬
by the Air can perform but one , from
it must
that
,
follow
ing Demonstration it would
dis¬
To
it.
to
Motion
communicate a particular
Dura¬
the
that
,
observed
be
cover which , it is to
of the
tion of the Vibration and the Length
else
thing
every
that
so
String are reciprocal ;
can
Length
determined
continuing as before , the
Dura¬
unchanged
the
from
no way be separated
any String
tion of the Vibration . If therefore
which Motion
be struck with several Strokes , by
are more
Strokes
the
and
is communicated to it,
Length of
frequent than what is agreeable to the
agrees
the String ; that Fart of it, whose Length
Vibration,
with the Time of the communicated
be, as it
will be agitated as much , and there will
to
were , an undulatory Motion communicated
String
the
in
the String > the Length of the Waves
communi¬
will depend upon the Duration of the
between
Time
the
cated Vibration , that is, upon
the Strokes.
, that oneyfi
'take two Strings, in such Proportion
but
vibrates
other
the
may vibrate twice whilst
>
Motion
in
put
be
once, and let the first String
com¬
are
which
,
the Duration of the Vibrations
Motion of
municated to the last String with the
Length * *259
its
half
of
the Air, agrees with a String
it : There¬
in
Waves
and such is the Length of the
String is
the
,
Motion
fore, by the communicative
Middle
divided into two equal Parts , and the Point
S
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.Point is at rest. This is confirmed by an Experi(ment , if you lay a Piece of Paper upon the String
to which the Motion is communicated ; for it will
remain at rest, if you lay it upon the Middle of
the String , but any other Part of it will be af>
fected with a tremulous Motion.
f3P If the String which is put into Motion, in ordes
to cause Motion in another, performs three Vibra¬
tions, whilst the String, to be moved, performs but
one, the last will he divided into three Parts by the
communicated Motion, and there will be two Points
of rejl j which may be confirmed by the fame Ex¬
periment above-mentioned. All other Cafes that
have communicated Motion , which are observed
by Musicians, arc easily deduced from what has
been said.
f4 ° What has been said of the Reflexion and In*406 flexion of the Waves in Water *, may be refcrr ’d
4° 8 to their Reflexion in Air , the Elasticity in this
4t 9 Cause producing the fame Effect as the Pressure of
4the
°
railed Water in that.
f4i
From the Reflexion of the Sound there often arises
a Repetition of it, which is called an Eccho. If dif¬
ferent Parts of the same Wave, expanding itself

into a Sphere*, strike upon different Surfaces, so
that being reflected they concur together , the Mo¬
tion of the Air will be stronger there , and the
Sound will be heard. The fame Sound is often re¬
peated different times from the different Parts of the
fame Way reflected to different Distances, and some
of which also successively concur at the same Place.
s4 i Such a Repetition sometimes happens from the Re¬
flexion being repeated.
E41 The Sound is often increased by Reflexion in a
Tube: The most perfect Figure of all that can be
given to such a Tube , is that of a Parabola, revol¬
ving about a Line a Quarter of an Inch distant from
the
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the Axis. For if any one speaks in such a Tube,
setting his Mouth in the Axis of the Machine,
and in the Focus of the Parabola , the Waves will
be so reflected, that every one of their Parts will
acquire a Motion parallel to the Axis of the Ma¬
chine, whereby the Force of the Wave , and also
of the Sound, will be very much increased. There
must be a Mouth -Piece, to fit the Lips , fixed to
the End of the Tube.
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